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Abstract 

“Bodysnatching in Contemporary Anglophone Drama, 1996-2022” 

Ilana Gilovich-Wave 

  

In this dissertation, I explore the ways in which contemporary theatre stages possibilities 

and crises of embodiment. In order to penetrate the complex relationships between character, 

performer, text, and production, I coin a critical term: theatrical bodysnatching. This term refers 

to a dissonance or power struggle made manifest in performance, in which a performer’s body 

seems to resist the character it inhabits in ways that enhance, rather than detract from, the 

thematics of a theatrical production. In order to demonstrate the power of theatrical 

bodysnatching, I analyze playtexts, theatrical performances, reviews, and performer interviews. I 

argue that theatre is a medium optimally suited for staging sociopolitical dialogue because it 

models a kind of self-reflexive critique, in which performing bodies both embrace and resist the 

demands of the playtext. As a result, theatre creates a provocatively charged experience for 

spectators and performers, in which both parties are thematically implicated in the aims and 

preoccupations of a given play. Just as the performer’s body does not dissolve but instead 

accomplishes the crucial work of ideological exposure, the audience also becomes a marked, 

integrated presence and source of commentary in these bodysnatching plays. In this dissertation, 

I harness a particular selection of Anglophone drama from the late 20th to early 21st century in 

order to demonstrate how the often uncanny, subversive nature of live performance allows for 

radical reconsiderations of embodiment. By examining the ways in which these strangely iterated 

characters— and the performers who portray them— unfold onstage, theatrical bodysnatching 

poses urgent questions of exploitation, agency, and resistance.
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Introduction 

Theatrical Bodysnatching: What and Why 

Playwright Clare Barron begins her 2018 playscript Dance Nation with a note on casting: 

 

All characters except Dance Teacher Pat and The Moms are between the ages of 11 and 
14 years old. However, they should be played by adult actors (for the most part) and 
should range in age from 12 to 75+. There is no need for any of the actors to resemble 
teenagers. (In fact, please resist this impulse!) And the more diverse the cast the better. 
Think of it as a ghost play: the actors’ older bodies are haunting these 13-year-olds 
characters. (We’re getting to see who they grow up to be!) And these 13-year-old 
characters are haunted by the specters of what they will become. At times we should be 
fully in “13-year-old land” with all its ridiculousness, pain and pleasure. And at times we 
should be palpably aware of the actors’ real ages and their distance from this moment in 
their lives. (Barron 11) 
 

The phenomenon that Barron describes— in which “the actors’ older bodies are haunting these 

13-year-olds characters” and teenage characters are “haunted by the specters of what they will 

become”— is crucial to the success of her play. Dance Nation encourages its audiences both to 

succumb to the play’s conceit (“13-year-old land”) and to acknowledge its theatrical conventions 

(“the actors’ real ages”). This dialectical awareness of character and performer is most pointed 

during sequences that draw attention to performers’ bodies. For instance, the characters of Dance 

Nation “get completely, uninhibitedly butt-ass naked” in their onstage locker room: adult women 

bare their bodies while delivering lines that communicate their characters’ teenage naiveté 

(Barron 30). As I watched this sequence in performance, I was aware of potential discomfort 

from watching underage characters undress, while also recognizing that the bodies onstage were 

in fact of age, as well as acknowledging the rarity of seeing post-menopausal naked female-

presenting bodies onstage. This spectatorial sense of disorientation and discomfort echoes the 
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premise of Dance Nation, which explores puberty, changing bodies, the fraught ascension to 

womanhood, and the fleeting virtuosity of youthful dancing-bodies-in-training.1 While often 

played for comedic effect, the tension between character and performer in Dance Nation is also 

uncanny and unsettling. The friction between aging actor and young character reminds 

audiences: “whether you admit it or not, your 13-year-old self is still living somewhere inside 

you like a feral demon-child whispering in the dark” (Brantley). This phenomenon— of a second 

self “living inside” and the effects of its dramatization in theatrical performance— is a primary 

focus of my dissertation. 

When surveying my own decades-long history as a theatregoer, a collection of plays and 

productions remains imprinted in my mind. These plays contain what I consider to be the best of 

what contemporary Anglophone theatre has to offer: onstage sequences that defy easy 

categorization or description, but that make live theatre feel irresistible and singular. An unlikely 

assortment, these performances nevertheless share some essential DNA: they pull taut the fine 

tightrope between comic and tragic registers, they bear an uncanny element of danger or 

disorientation, and they conclude with— if not a whiff of hopefulness, at the very least 

destabilization— as if these productions give their audiences chiropractic adjustments through 

torqued perspectives on the world. But for me, the most compelling element is how these 

performances share metatheatrical concerns about the affordances of an actor’s instrument within 

greater regimes of power. These productions exemplify how theatre strives to know itself 

precisely when an actor’s body resists itself. I chose to fashion a project around this uncanny 

aspect of live performance: when the body of an actor seems to resist, or come into conflict with, 

 
1 “I’m talking about your body / You are training your body right now / And if you quit / Your body will go through 
puberty and change / And it will be impossible for you / To get it back” (Barron 140). 
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the body of the character or the essence of its fiction. This dissertation is my exploration of this 

phenomenon, in which I argue that theatre mediates reconsiderations and crises of embodiment. 

In order to codify the strange, often elusive work that performing bodies accomplish, I 

coin a term that knits together the performances and performers discussed throughout my 

dissertation: theatrical bodysnatching. The historical term “bodysnatching” refers to the secret 

removal of bodies from burial sites, often for the purposes of performing anatomical dissections. 

After the release of Jack Finney’s 1954 science fiction novel The Invasion of the Body Snatchers, 

however— in which an alien species duplicates and then overtakes human forms— the term 

bodysnatching came to suggest a body dominated or manipulated by outside forces. I adopt the 

term bodysnatching to explore instances of this latter, more colloquial meaning in contemporary 

stage performances. “Bodysnatching” refers to theatrical moments in which the body of an actor 

or character is overcome and made to perform in a specific way. In some cases, the character’s 

body is abducted or manipulated by other fictional characters. In others, the character’s body is 

overtaken by the visibility and power of the performer’s body, or vice versa— the character 

appears to subsume and dominate the body of the performer. In a theatrical context, 

bodysnatching is not merely a performer’s representation or embodiment of a character or 

historical figure. Rather, it is a dissonance or power struggle made manifest in performance, 

materially or thematically. As the term itself suggests, I will focus on bodies and snatching— the 

latter a forceful verb that implies manipulation or theft. Bodysnatching signals that the ‘self’ 

within the body has been excised, and the body itself becomes a kind of prop or instrument.  

As a critical concept, bodysnatching reveals how dramatic writing encodes bodies and 

how modern plays frame a discourse of embodiment. The plays I have selected— both in terms 

of their narratives and the work they require of performers— often engage with ideas of 
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embodiment in their dramatic scripts, thereby establishing commentary on and expectation for 

embodiment. These dynamics bear consequences for performance, and are often illuminated by 

specific performances and productions. Plays both represent possibilities and crises of 

embodiment, and summon the enactment of them onstage. Using the concept of bodysnatching, 

my dissertation argues that bodies carry out essential dramatic work in theatrical productions. 

For each of the plays that I discuss in this dissertation, performing bodies amplify the themes of 

playtexts; drawing critical attention to key motifs and conventions implicit in each script. 

Moreover, performing bodies act as tools for metatheatrical commentary and critique; their 

extratextual symbolism both reifies and interrogates a production. These theatrical productions 

intentionally present clashes of power between performer and character to highlight specific 

performance and political challenges. Performing bodies do more than represent fictional 

characters onstage. In fact, when bodies draw attention to themselves as instruments of control 

and communication, they showcase one of live theatre’s most alluring and powerful attributes: its 

ever-present self-reflexive dialogue about its own medium.  

My discussion of the mindful relationship between performer and character would be 

incomplete without acknowledging theatre practitioner and playwright Bertolt Brecht. In 

performance history and theory, Brecht’s epic theatre is credited with establishing an “alienation 

effect” or “distancing effect” between actor and character. Brecht aimed to thwart audiences’ 

emotional identification with a particular character, and instead encourage them to intellectually 

grapple with a play’s sociopolitical themes. He did so by undermining the overlay of actor and 

character, instead generating moments of “alienation” between performer and role to remind 

audiences of the play’s fiction. In epic theatre, characters “ought to be presented quite coldly, 

classically and objectively” while the actor is “holding himself remote from the character 
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portrayed” (Brecht and Willett, 15). Brecht popularized the conscious gap between actor and 

character; yet bodysnatching is markedly different from Brechtian alienation. Theatrical 

bodysnatching does not enact an ironic critical distance, in which performers adopt “an attitude 

of detachment” from their roles (Brecht and Willett, 138). Rather, bodysnatching capitalizes on a 

performer’s self-conscious, embodied presence to increase the earnestness and sincerity of their 

performance. Whereas epic theatre privileges an intellectual restraint, theatrical bodysnatching 

allows the conspicuous body of the actor to bring audiences deeper into the project’s roles and 

themes. In the case of theatrical bodysnatching, the friction or overlay of two distinct selves 

embeds itself in the play’s theatrical landscape, thus creating fractals of meaning without 

creating distance or disbelief. Bodysnatching epitomizes what theatre can do with its most 

powerful instrument— the body of the actor— and explores the ways in which a theatrical role 

and the body executing it influence one another to generate a multi-layered performance.  

Bodysnatching highlights how the bodies within plays are busy staging sly, secondary, 

and equally critical conversations beneath and alongside playtexts. As an example, take the 

opening of Ben Brantley’s review of The Elephant Man (2014) for The New York Times: 

 

A current of electric impatience runs through the audience during the opening scenes of 

the sturdy revival of Bernard Pomerance’s “The Elephant Man” […] That’s because the 

only glimpse we’ve been allowed so far of the title character — and more important, of 

the man playing him — has been as a shadow behind a thin but view-obstructing curtain. 

There has been much discussion of the astonishing reality attached to this silhouette. A 

carnival barker type assures us that this exotic creature — who “exposes himself to 

crowds who gape and yawp” — looks like nobody else on the planet. Technically, the 

carny is describing the grotesquely deformed John Merrick, who makes his living as a 

sideshow attraction in Victorian England. But for much of the audience, the reference 

might as well be to the guy People magazine once crowned “the Sexiest Man Alive,” the 
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movie star Bradley Cooper […] Soon enough, Mr. Cooper is on full-frontal, clinical 

display, wearing nothing but a pair of period-appropriate underpants and a face as neutral 

as a death mask. Feast your eyes upon this image while you can, and perhaps be so good 

as to feel a little guilty for doing so. (Brantley) 

 

In this excerpt, Brantley articulates how the production employs the famous, “sexy” body of 

Hollywood star Bradley Cooper to enhance its dialogue about fame, spectacle, and standards of 

beauty. Cooper’s initial onstage appearance as John Merrick does not hide his own celebrity as 

an actor. On the contrary, the actorly body “on full-frontal, clinical display” simultaneously 

works to underline the differences between Cooper and Merrick (one famed for embodying 

Western beauty standards, the other famed for the reverse) as well as their similarities (both 

famous, both projected onto by onlookers, both subjected to the audience’s indecent gaze). Just 

as “Merrick is always a mirror” to his society in The Elephant Man, so too does Cooper become 

a form of funhouse mirror for Merrick (Brantley). The production constructs a dramatic body 

that is at once perceived as a so-called “despised creature” of “physical hideousness” and the 

sexiest man alive; a dramatic body that amplifies The Elephant Man’s themes of theatrical 

voyeurism while situating beauty as protean, elastic, and in the eye of the beholder (Pomerance 

3). In this analysis, I do not endorse the casting of able-bodied actors in roles that might have 

been better served through the casting of actors with disabilities. Rather, what I strive to 

demonstrate is the theatrical work that can be accomplished when an actor’s marked body is 

highlighted by and for the thematics of a production.2 In this sequence of The Elephant Man, the 

“view-obstructing curtains” and “silhouette” heighten the play’s sense of metatheatricality, as 

well as the conflation of theatrical and medical voyeurism regarding Merrick’s— and 

 
2 See The Guardian: “Row over casting of able-bodied actor in Elephant Man lead role,” 30th August 2018.  
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Cooper’s— “clinical display.” In this case and others, an actor’s body can both reify and 

complicate the themes of a production.  

Theatre is a rich medium for exploring this bodysnatching concept. Although in terms of 

embodiment film is often a metacinematic medium, audiences are placed at a remove. The 

interventions of the camera can smooth over the embodied friction between character and 

performer, and the camera-as-intermediary conjures a different performer-spectator relationship 

than the kind experienced in live theatre. With dance, the medium generates an expectation that 

the performing body is the primary point of narrative and thematic focus, and therefore is already 

extensively discussed as a medium for generating knowledge about the body. Theatre lies 

somewhere in between: it is an embodied, visual medium that uses the body of the actor as its 

primary instrument. As an imaginative practice, theatre provides performers with a rare 

opportunity to re-envision and transcend their bodies. Yet— as any number of casting 

controversies can attest— performers’ bodies remain stubbornly visible, even as they inhabit 

fictional roles. In plays, something unexpected can happen to raise the dramatic tension and 

thematic import of a scene: an actor’s body seems to comment on itself, signaling broader 

meanings about the production in which it exists. Moreover, many lineages of theatrical 

performance (such as vaudeville, cabaret, ventriloquism, clowning) exhibit as their trademark 

two conflicting valences: the wonder and delight of spectacle, as well as spectacle’s seedy and 

potentially menacing underbelly. The plays and productions I discuss throughout this dissertation 

capitalize on the varied genres of theatrical performance, as well as their myriad associations.  

For instance, the 2013 revival of Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot starred Ian 

McKellen (Estragon) and Patrick Stewart (Vladimir); two highly acclaimed stage-and-screen 
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actors whose off-stage friendship generated press for the theatrical production.3 In this Waiting 

for Godot, set and costume design suggest a vaudevillian past for these two existential tramps: 

the stage is raked and comprised of peeling wooded planks, flanked by crumbling balconies that 

blend visually with the balconies reserved for theatrical audiences. McKellen and Stewart wear 

frayed bowler hats; occasionally tipping them in half-remembered sequences of synchronized 

choreography (punctuated by jazz hands and whimsical kicks) that end abruptly whenever the 

characters’ weary bodies buckle with stabs of pain. McKellen and Stewart, themselves aging 

performers, suggest the residue of an old theatrical form that resides within their bodies. By 

alluding to Vladimir and Estragon’s vaudevillian roots, this production of Waiting for Godot 

heightens the inherent metatheatricality of Beckett’s playtext, which includes lines such as “this 

is becoming really insignificant” (Beckett 40) and “I’ve been better entertained” (Beckett 76). 

The shadow of a past performance emerges through the bodies of McKellen/Estragon and 

Stewart/Vladimir, creating a densely layered network of references that encompasses: the current 

production of Waiting for Godot, Vladimir and Estragon’s previous performances, and the stage 

histories of McKellen and Stewart. In this liminal, existential play, performance can simply “pass 

the time” (Beckett 5). Yet the choreography that often passes through Vladimir and Estragon’s 

bodies acts as an archive; defying the relentlessly cyclical nature of Beckett’s play by insisting 

on a shared past, one that “give(s) us the impression we exist” (Beckett 59).  

Performing bodies occasionally serve dual functions: their presence can both uphold and 

undermine the theatrical enterprises in which they appear. Ivo Van Hove’s 2016 revival of 

Arthur Miller’s The Crucible “not only demonstrated the mental state of those transported by 

hysteria, but extended it, viscerally, to the audience” (Green). In Miller’s playtext, the body is a 

 
3 McKellen and Stewart “promoted” Waiting for Godot’s “premiere in New York City by adventuring all over town 
and documenting it on social media” (Macke).  
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contested site for supernatural spectacle, as a group of young girls appear to be physically 

possessed by witchcraft. As The Crucible reaches its climax, Judge Hawthorne demands that 

young Mary Warren authenticate her past performances in the courtroom as false ones, through a 

renewed performance: “prove to us that you can faint by your own will” (Miller 68). Mary 

responds: “I used to faint because I— I thought I saw spirits […] and you, Your Honor, you 

seemed to believe them;” suggesting that an actor’s performance is only as “real” as the 

affirmation of its audience (Miller 68). In his production, Van Hove implicates theatrical 

audiences by briefly giving life to the supernatural feats that the accusers describe. For example, 

the curtain raises for an instant to show Betty Parris (played by Elizabeth Teeter) suspended in 

midair in a Christlike posture, as if flying— yet the image is so fleeting that it seems almost 

imagined.4 At the beginning of Act II, the curtain rises after intermission to reveal a live wolf 

downstage; it sniffs the front row spectators before exiting stage right. In this instance, Van Hove 

provides a visceral experience of threat to spectators’ bodies in order to enhance the play’s 

atmosphere of paranoia and suspense. Lastly, when a group of girls declare they are being 

possessed by witches, production elements corroborate their testimony through design: projected 

snowflakes reflect the girls’ experiences of cold, a sudden wind whips across the stage to 

dismantle the set, and Philip Glass’s eerie score surges as if to verify a supernatural presence.5 

Many spectators disliked these design choices, arguing that “these effects muddied Miller’s 

argument by suggesting that witchcraft really occurred” (Green). However, by affirming the 

embodied performances of “possession” executed by the young characters (as well as the actors 

playing them), this production of The Crucible suggests that theatrical spectacle itself can be 

 
4 “Is she going to fly again? I hear she flies” (Miller 18). 
 
5 “Your Honor, I freeze!” (Miller 69). 
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understood as manipulative and unreliable. Van Hove’s production also implies that the girls’ 

psychological experience became real to them as they performed it; an instance of the characters’ 

bodies being overtaken by an imagined external force.  

Theatre, with its emphasis on role-playing (the interaction between performer and 

character, and the social forces impacting each), explores how our socially-mandated roles might 

consume or overtake us. It makes legible— in fact dramatizes— the hidden forces exerting 

themselves on our bodies and asks us to consider the powerful alchemy that occurs when a body 

reveals those forces to us. Embodied theatrical performance can “call into question the very 

contours of the body, challenging traditional notions of embodiment” (Taylor 4). Onstage, in 

“enacting a gait within a particular register, or in generically juxtaposing that gait with another, 

the stage may have the effect of making strange that which in another context seems natural, 

normal, proper,” which puts “pressure on culturally circulated ideas about, and especially 

valuations of, particular bodies” (Shepherd 36). In the plays I explore, bodysnatching accentuates 

both a body’s “actuality” and “the cultural and social meanings that had been imposed upon it” 

(Shepherd 2). My project argues for the body’s theatrical utility— and by extension, theatre’s 

cultural utility— as “the site of contestation, in a series of economic, political, sexual and 

intellectual struggles” (Grosz 19). I believe that live theatrical bodies produce subversive, 

extratextual meanings that cannot be replicated in other mediums. In fact, theatre exhibits its 

self-reflexive capabilities through the primary vehicle of performing bodies. These plays 

demonstrate how a theatrical production and its corporeal instruments might engage in a 

productive friction: they conspire with and challenge one another. In this way, bodysnatching is a 

compelling term for what theatre can accomplish on a grand scale: like a character and performer 
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grappling with one another, a play and the bodies that execute it form a productive, 

interdependent dialogue.  

As a concept, bodysnatching reveals political problems as well as performance problems. 

A focus on bodysnatching calls attention to the inherent tension between character and performer 

within the theatrical context as well as to the social forces, from gender norms to racial profiling, 

that invade, constrain, and deform both fictional and performing bodies. This project contributes 

to scholarly conversation around theatre’s sociopolitical potential, particularly around the 

fashioning of racial and gendered identities. As Christine Caldwell and Lucia Bennett Leighton 

write in Oppression and the Body, the body “cannot avoid being the site of exploitation, 

domestication, and enslavement due to the concreteness of its form and its actions,” and “any 

abuse of power will sooner or later land on the body and seek to incarcerate it in some way” 

(Caldwell and Leighton 12). As evident in our current era, the physical body is a central site of 

debate, oppression, and resistance. Many theorists and activists attempt to disentangle physical 

bodies from the political and cultural forces that shape them, in order to “understand the way in 

which systems of oppression are set up to make us feel … not in ownership of our bodies” 

(Leighton 212). Therefore, political commentary finds an ideal medium in embodied 

performance, by illuminating the fleshy realities of onstage performers. In the plays I examine, 

these power dynamics are given material expression through performing bodies (the performers 

themselves often playing marginalized subjects).6 As a critical tool, bodysnatching illuminates 

the sociopolitical forces that govern bodies both on and offstage.  

 
6 For example, Michael R. Jackson’s Pulitzer Prize-winning musical, A Strange Loop, features characters called 
“Thoughts 1-6: A spectrum of bodies” that represent protagonist Usher’s “perceptions of reality inside and out” 
(Jackson 5). These performers embody Usher’s theory that “‘I’ is just an illusion” (Jackson 98). In performance, 
Thoughts 1-6 play additional characters while also embodying Usher’s inner critics. A Strange Loop considers “the 
constructs of black and queer identity that paralyze somebody like Usher, whose thoughts often take the form of 
shrill cultural stereotypes” (Brantley).  
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For instance, Martyna Majok’s 2018 Cost of Living considers “the body, and the 

economy of its care” by alternating stories of two caregiving relationships (Phillips). Majok’s 

insistence on casting of actors with disabilities amplifies the play’s discourse on embodiment, 

vulnerability, and the economics of spectatorship.7 In this play, the specific experiences of 

differently abled bodies work to thematically critique the economic, political, and medical 

systems in which they reside. For example, character Ani is now a quadriplegic after a 

devastating car accident. She describes her embodied sensations while listening to music: “when 

music plays, the body goes lookin for the things it’s missing. The broken things. The shit that’s 

disconnected. And it tries to bring everything back together” (51). Ani’s language suggests an 

experience of bodysnatching in which her body is overtaken by an external force. Yet this 

experience also illustrates features of theatrical bodysnatching: a sequence of embodied friction 

that implicates the overarching circumstances in which a body “acts.” As a woman with 

disabilities, Ani has been characterized as “broken […] the one that always needs something” 

(144). Yet the intelligence of her body responds to art by searching for “missing” and “broken 

things.” In the context of The Cost of Living, these missing and broken things are understood to 

be not only physical, but also the failures of broader medical, economic, and legal systems that 

neglect the needs of bodies. The Cost of Living “tries to bring everything back together” by 

exposing the invisible political, economic, and cultural forces that exert control over bodies.  

In The Cost of Living, performing bodies amplify the plights of their fictional characters. 

For instance, following a tender moment of connection, Ani’s ex-husband Eddie momentarily 

exits the room while Ani is in the bathtub: “Suddenly, she slips down into the tub. Not 

intentional. Becomes submerged. We hear yelling from under water” (Majok 117). The 

 
7 “You’re about to see a lot of me. To know a lot of me. You will take off my clothes and I will have nowhere to 
hide” (59) / “You saw me. I let you see me” (148).  
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performer (Katy Sullivan) is herself a bilateral above knee amputee, and it’s not clear whether 

she, too— like her character Ani— is unable to move her arms. In performance, audiences 

audibly gasped; clearly concerned for the performer’s as well as the character’s safety. This 

sequence exemplifies the bodysnatching illusion: Sullivan’s physical presence does not detract 

from the scene, but rather invites audience deeper into the concerns of the character and play. In 

this and other scenes, performers’ bodies accentuate Cost of Living’s self-reflexive themes, for 

the play explores how spectatorship might intersect with care: “Just—be careful. And—and 

make sure someone’s watchin you, I guess, in y’know ... in some kinda way” (Majok 151). The 

bodies of performers, and the theatrical contexts in which they are placed, encourage audiences 

to consider cultural concerns as well as theatrical ones. 

 

Scholarly Influences 

My focus on bodies brings theatre studies into interdisciplinary dialogue with several 

relevant fields, such as critical race and gender studies. Many theorists have explored how bodies 

are conceived and perceived, including Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s philosophies on the embodied 

nature of experience, Frantz Fanon’s anti-colonial writing on racial subjectivity, and Judith 

Butler’s discussions of gender identity as culturally performed.8 My dissertation owes much of 

its thinking to dance scholar André Lepecki, who structured his provocative Singularities: Dance 

in the Age of Performance around five governing metaphors. Lepecki maps “a choreosomatics of 

resistance” which “displays disciplined bodies negotiating their participation within a regime of 

obedience” (Lepecki 11-16). Lepecki argues that movement is “a site for investigating agency,” 

 
8 In the specific realms of theatre and performance, scholars like Rebecca Schneider, Elin Diamond, Herbert Blau, 
Fred Moten, Harry Elam Jr, and Simon Shepherd have contributed crucial insight on performance and embodiment.  
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due to “its critical capacity to escape from forms, times, and procedures it is supposed to be 

confined to and identified with” (Lepecki 16). Lepecki’s notion that “a dialectical image […] 

triggers a sudden awareness of hitherto unacknowledged social forces that determine present 

conditions and that invisibly propel the habitual motions of daily life” is germane to my 

discussion of bodysnatching (Lepecki 143).9 

My dissertation is greatly indebted to the work of Carrie Noland, who identifies the 

“excess” or “nonvisible remainder” generated by gesture; “producing always more and other 

than it intends” (Noland 17). Noland explores moments in which “kinesthetic sensation is 

incompletely sutured to cultural meaning, and thus likely to lead to acts of resistance that reveal 

the gap between the corporeal experience of gesturing and the verbal accompaniment designed to 

frame it” (Noland 39). Embodied performance, therefore, “both permits the acquisition” of 

“durable norms and introduces the possibility of realizing a potential beyond them” (Noland 15). 

While Noland’s work has influenced the theoretical underpinnings of my dissertation, Carol 

Chillington Rutter has provided a model for my methodological practice. In her work on 

Shakespeare adaptation, Rutter interweaves performance and textual analysis with performer 

interviews and theatre reviews. Rutter’s work locates “expressiveness in the articulate materiality 

of the actor’s body” (Rutter xii), and argues that “the body in play bears continuous meaning 

onstage, and always exceeds the playtext it inhabits” (Rutter xiii).  

This dissertation’s focus on the performing body owes a debt of gratitude to existing 

scholarship on theatre and casting practices. For instance, Angela Pao studies “the potency of 

 
9 The field of dance studies offers a rich history for embodiment analysis, “given dance's unstable meanings, its 
dense net of reference to other movements, and its complexity of structured reiterations and variations” (Goellner 
and Murphy 3). Dance scholars like Clare Croft insist on movement “as a mode of analysis” as well as a visual 
signifier (Croft 11). Renowned dance scholar Susan Leigh Foster insists: “verbal discourse cannot speak for bodily 
discourse, but must enter into ‘dialogue’ with that bodily discourse” (Foster 186–7).  
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nontraditional casting as a form of social activism, a forum for cultural criticism, and a source of 

artistic innovation,” which stresses the import of witnessing “two more or less fully constituted 

identities— that of the actor and that of the character—inhabit the same body” (Pao 23). In her 

work on performance archives, Diana Taylor also affirms “the generative critical distance 

between social actor and character,” which allows audiences “to keep both the social actor and 

the role in view simultaneously, and thus recognize the areas of resistance and tension (Taylor 

30). In her extensive writing on race and casting, Ayanna Thompson contends that “authority is 

shared betwixt and between the author, the text, the performance, and the performers, creating a 

space for racialized histories, identities, and conflicts to enter the larger project of education and 

reform” (Thompson 180). These and many other theorists have shaped scholarly conversations 

around bodies and embodiment. Finally— and thankfully— my thinking has been shaped by 

three scholars whose work I deeply admire, and who have also generously advised this 

dissertation. I have saved the full measure of my gratitude for their work as advisors for the 

“acknowledgements” section of this dissertation, but I would be remiss if I did not recognize the 

profound influence of Professors Howard, Peters, and Worthen’s seasoned academic scholarship 

on my burgeoning scholarship.  

 

Selected Archive and Working Method 

For my objects of study, I analyze plays and productions that foreground bodies as 

instruments of critique. I have selected a number of contemporary Anglophone productions in 

which bodysnatching is central to both narrative plot and material performance. They have all 

been performed within the past thirty years in either London, New York, or both; and therefore, 

represent part of a broader mainstream metropolitan culture within these two theatrical 
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epicenters. Collectively, these plays also form a kind of historical critique; one that reflects 

growing public attention to issues of gender, race, sexuality, and class in both the United 

Kingdom and the United States. I based my selection on a series of plays that not only illustrated 

the bodysnatching concept most pointedly, but also were accessible to view (almost entirely) live 

and in-person; as that spectatorial immediacy felt crucial to my project’s topic. In chronological 

order, they are: Venus (Public Theater, 1996), The Pillowman (Booth Theatre, 2005), Jerusalem 

(Music Box Theatre, 2011 & 2022), Sleep No More (McKittrick Hotel, 2011 & 2022), Macbeth 

(Ethel Barrymore Theatre, 2013), The Drowned Man (Temple Studios, 2013), The Nether 

(Lucille Lortel Theatre, 2015), Notes from the Field (Second Stage, 2018), Fairview (Soho Rep, 

2018), An Octoroon (National Theatre, 2018), and Slave Play (Golden Theatre, 2019 & 2021). 

These particular plays and their characters often draw attention to body-based discrimination, 

while also metatheatrically emphasizing embodied performance itself. These are plays and 

productions about bodies, about performance, and about bodies made to perform.  

What interests me most about these plays is that they all resist categorization into a 

particular theatrical genre, primarily because their performers’ bodies seem to suggest, and are 

often framed by the plays as suggesting, alternative meanings to what is being expressed in their 

scripts. The more conventional proscenium dramas in this assemblage (plays like The 

Pillowman, Jerusalem, Macbeth) use actorly bodies to enrich or destabilize the straightforward 

language of their playtexts; particularly in the case of famous actors, when their bodies supply 

distinct performance histories that intersect with and comment upon the current productions in 

which they appear. In other productions (Venus, The Nether, Notes From the Field, Fairview, An 

Octoroon), bodies help to structure and scaffold the playtexts themselves by determining their 

narrative logic: a body on display is central to these scripts as well as their productions. The 
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immersive productions in this collection— The Drowned Man, Sleep No More— favor modern 

dance in lieu of written text, relying on silent bodies to convey the majority of their content. 

Collectively, all of these plays use the bodies of actors to reveal a thematics of bodysnatching as 

a contemporary social and performance phenomenon.  Considered together, these productions 

affirm the potential, potency, and virtuosity of performing bodies for providing crucial 

metatheatrical commentary.  

In this dissertation, I combine textual analysis with performance analysis, as well as 

performance reviews and interviews. For all of the plays and productions I discuss, the plays’ 

thematics are also metatheatrical concerns; therefore, text and performance analysis comprise 

equal parts of my critical practice. This project emerges from a personal and professional interest 

in bodies as incisive performance tools. Throughout the process of writing this dissertation, I 

have simultaneously been performing with Punchdrunk’s Sleep No More: a production that (as I 

discuss in my third chapter) favors physical gesture over dramatic text as an effective and 

affective mode of communication. As a result, my performance practice has informed my 

scholarship, and vice versa. Throughout this project, I draw upon the voices of performers as 

well as academic scholars to theorize the performing body. I conducted several personal 

interviews with the minds and bodies behind these productions: including Alan Cumming of 

Macbeth, Jennifer Haley of The Nether, and performers in Punchdrunk’s The Drowned Man and 

Sleep No More. A central piece of my methodology relies on firsthand accounts of embodied 

performance experience, so that this dissertation might emulate its own field of inquiry.  
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Bodysnatching in Parts: Ventriloquism, Resurrection, Parasitism, Shapeshifting 

Because bodysnatching is a charged and complex concept, I have divided my project into 

four chapters, each dealing with an essential dimension of bodysnatching. I have organized each 

chapter around a metaphorical term; each one a subdivision of bodysnatching. When devising the 

concept of theatrical bodysnatching, I considered the different ways in which a performing body 

might be occupied, overtaken, or instrumentalized. How might an actorly body be put to use, and 

for what political or theatrical purposes? Ultimately, I arrived at four distinct metaphors to 

govern each of my four chapters: ventriloquism, resurrection, parasitism, and shapeshifting. I 

believe that these metaphors serve dual functions: they each pinpoint a different means of 

physically controlling bodies, and they each expose a key convention, trope, or legacy of 

theatrical performance generally. By deploying these metaphors as analytical tools, I strive to 

provide an analysis of a particular part of late 20th and early 21st century British and American 

“theatrical culture” as well as “minutely focused readings of the theatrical workings of particular 

plays” (McCarthy 14). Each method of bodysnatching involves a metatheatrical revealing of a 

second “self” within a performing body (whether voice/body, old/new, or host/parasite): 

exposing the material performance issues that complement these plays’ thematic issues.  

In my first chapter, I discuss ventriloquism as a form of bodysnatching. One way to 

instrumentalize a body is to silence its voice or to speak for it. To “voice” something means 

either to produce speech or “to express, give utterance to.” Therefore, when one character speaks 

for another, she denies that second character a critical mode of expression and advocacy. This 

ventriloquist form of bodysnatching is inherently metatheatrical, as most playwrights put words 

into the mouths of their characters (and actors). Because of performing ventriloquists and their 

“dummies,” it is difficult not to situate the speaking performer as the empowered figure, and the 
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pantomiming performer as the disempowered one. The productions I examine— Fairview, The 

Pillowman, and The Drowned Man— drive an intentional wedge between spoken word and 

physical action onstage. In doing so, they emphasize the power wielded by disembodied voices 

(omnipresent, godlike, watchful), and the relative vulnerability of bodies without vocal 

expression (muffled, mute). However, in these productions, I argue that it is the bodies of their 

often-silent performers that deliver the plays’ most incisive social critiques. 

In my second chapter, I position resurrection as a mode of bodysnatching. This practice 

recalls historical bodysnatching, as those who dug up graves were known as “Resurrectionists.” 

One way to manipulate a body is to transform it from the inside out, as historical bodysnatchers 

and medical practitioners did by transfiguring corpses into dissected cadavers. In an historical 

context, posthumous dissection robbed corpses “of any hope they might still cling to of a 

Christian bodily resurrection” (Roach 4). In a theatrical context, resurrection does just the 

opposite in that it involves a reanimation of previous dramatic material. Yet it is not a mere 

adaptation or restaging of a play. Rather, it is a production in which character types are 

reinvested with life in ways that make visible, or audible, problems with their original 

embodiments. In the productions I study— Venus and An Octoroon— theatrical characters from 

earlier historical moments are resurrected in forms different from the social, historical, dramatic, 

and theatrical forms they originally inhabited. The performers are asked to self-reflexively 

“wear” their characters, in a manner that deliberately opens a space between character and 

performer. Venus and An Octoroon engage in a kind of practice described by Schneider as 

“gestic negotiation,” in which a theatrical past is replayed “back across the body […] where then 

and now punctuate each other” (Schneider 52). Resurrection is a mode of theatrical 

bodysnatching in which contemporary bodies challenge the tradition of theatrical revival. 
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My third chapter discusses parasitism as a method of bodysnatching. Like the other 

forms of bodysnatching, parasitism interrogates a common theatrical trope: the notion that 

performers are consumed or depleted by their roles. In each of these productions— Jerusalem, 

Slave Play, and Sleep No More— a performer’s body is figuratively consumed, fed on, and 

weakened to amplify a play’s themes and to augment its metatheatrical effects. In these 

instances, a body imperiled feeds the appetites of both characters and spectators, and 

paradoxically strengthens the performance itself. In this chapter, I argue that these plays each 

stage a different dynamic of parasitic harm— in which performing bodies are exposed and 

exhausted— in order to stimulate healing. Parasitic forces in Jerusalem, Slave Play, and Sleep 

No More underscore the bodily endangerment experienced by their performers, endangerment 

that encourages audiences to consider care as a possible outcome of theatrical risk. 

My fourth chapter considers shapeshifting as a final mode of bodysnatching. Here I mine 

the conception of actors as “chameleons” or “shapeshifters” in order to generate a more precise 

phenomenon: a mode of embodied acting that shares its self-awareness with the audience. In 

productions of Macbeth and Notes From the Field, theatrical friction arises from one performer 

embodying a number of characters, whereas The Nether does the opposite: multiple performers 

play different forms of the same character. In all three cases, shapeshifting bodies convey a 

critical perspective to audiences: one that challenges personal identity as something fixed, stable, 

and inscribed on the body. Shapeshifting positions theatre as a radical “art of bodily possibility, 

an event where the limits of the body are negotiated, fetishized, imagined somehow else” 

(Shepherd 10). Like the other three modes of bodysnatching, shapeshifting is a means for 

performing bodies to “talk back” to their theatrical medium. 
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The Stoic philosopher Epictetus told his students: “You are a little soul carrying around a 

corpse.” This quip figuratively severs human consciousness from its casing, in a manner that 

locates “you” within the soul, and the body as mere baggage. Yet bodies deserve close scrutiny, 

particularly when they are relegated to baggage status. Throughout this project, I analyze the 

theatrical sundering and instrumentalization of performers’ and characters’ bodies, while also 

striving to show the subversive power of those same bodies in their ability to communicate 

subtextual meanings. Bodysnatching sheds new light on the political and metatheatrical aspects 

of these contemporary plays and on the “actor” as both empowered agent and maneuverable 

puppet.10 As I will demonstrate in the chapters that follow, performer accounts often enhance, 

question, and complicate the given meanings of playtexts. A performer’s use of their 

instrument— the body— is central to my work. I hope that this project contributes to, and 

advocates for, the collective work of scholar-practitioners. This dissertation emerges from a 

longstanding cross-pollination between theatre scholarship and practice as they each seek and 

derive meaning through and from theatrical performance. Hugh Aldersey Williams claims in 

Anatomies: “we are each the owner-operator of our own human body” (Williams 86). Yet he also 

declares, “the arts can tell us things about our body that medicine and biology do not” (Williams 

196). I believe that instances of theatrical bodysnatching affirm his second statement while 

questioning the existential validity of his first. 

 

 

 

 

 
10 Medieval definitions of “actor” reinforce the bodysnatching metaphor: they include actor as “overseer” and derive 
from the root “to drive, draw out or forth, move.” 
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Chapter 1: Ventriloquism as Bodysnatching 

“Voice is a kind of sound characteristic of what has soul in it;  
nothing that is without soul utters voice.” 

– Aristotle, De Anima 
 

“I cannot heave 
My heart into my mouth.” 

- William Shakespeare, King Lear 
 

Introduction: “We’ve Messed It Up Already” 

On December 16th, 1962, ventriloquist Russ Lewis and his dummy Brooklyn Birch 

appeared on The Ed Sullivan Show.11 Their sketch opens with a quandary; Brooklyn experiences 

a sudden case of stage fright and announces that he is “becoming petrified.” Forgetting his lines, 

Brooklyn appeals to Russ for a last-minute review, and a comic tutorial ensues. Brooklyn cannot 

seem to remember his one “straight man” feeder line that sets up Lewis’s jokes. During this 

hasty rehearsal process, Brooklyn unwittingly recites all of Lewis’s punchlines. What results is a 

reversal of the intended performance— a double act in which Lewis becomes the “straight man” 

for Brooklyn’s “funny man” rejoinders. This three-minute act encapsulates many of 

ventriloquism’s chief features: meta-dialogue, thwarted pedagogy, and theatrical friction 

between ventriloquist and dummy. Here, the premise of a marred performance ushers in a 

successful one; Brooklyn’s purported failure as one half of a double act enables Lewis’s success 

as a soloist. In this instance, one performer occupies two bodies, and his performance rests (in no 

small part) by drawing attention to that fact.		

How might acts like these, and the ventriloquist tradition from which they emerge, 

inform our understanding of contemporary Western drama? Ventriloquism is itself a 

 
11 At Ed Sullivan’s request, Lewis temporarily renamed Brooklyn Birch “Clarence” for this particular television 
appearance. 
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performance practice with a rich history, in which a voice seems to emanate from somewhere 

other than its speaker. Many ventriloquists use dummies or puppets— animating their dummies 

through movement to create the theatrical illusion of speech.12 For the purposes of this chapter, 

however, I am also invested in ventriloquism as a critical metaphor— the practice of speaking 

through, or speaking for, another being. In Reading the Ventriloquist’s Lips: The Performance 

Genre behind the Metaphor, C.B. Davis describes ventriloquism as “particularly ripe” for study 

“by performance theorists, but also for treatment in postmodern performance,” given “its 

possibilities as an icon for the ‘split subject’” (Davis 150). Given its “semiotic complexity,” 

Davis deems ventriloquist performance “an apt analogy for the precarious navigation of multiple 

subject positions faced by each speaker, particularly in pluralistic or intercultural contexts” 

(Davis 151). Building on Davis’s assertion, I believe that the ventriloquist metaphor’s “split 

subject” is also a useful framework for understanding theatre’s production of subjecthood; how 

one entity might conjure up a second entity in order to think aloud, by talking to and about itself. 

In this chapter, I take up the ventriloquist paradigm to examine several contemporary 

theatrical performances, each with its own distinct genre. Martin McDonagh’s The Pillowman 

(2005) is a conventional proscenium drama, Jackie Sibblies Drury’s Fairview (2018) is an 

experimental-absurdist play, and Punchdrunk’s The Drowned Man (2013) is an immersive 

performance. Despite their generic differences, these plays share thematic and material concerns 

about ventriloquism, speech, and embodied performance. Beyond their staged instances of lip-

synching, these productions also employ ventriloquism as a critical metaphor, and all three 

appear more radical when explored through a ventriloquist lens. By staging split subjects and 

sundered voices, these productions draw attention to the forces of conformity imposed on their 

 
12 In addition to traditional ventriloquism, many stage plays (such as Avenue Q and Hand to God) 
feature material puppets that converse with their human co-stars. 
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characters and offer up the subversive possibilities of the dummy figure who, though initially 

voiceless, ultimately “speaks the unspeakable” and therefore has the power to upset theatrical 

and social norms. Ventriloquism dramatizes the split subject by focusing on the disjunction 

between voice and body. Examining Fairview, The Pillowman, and The Drowned Man through 

the lens of ventriloquism draws significant attention to the complexities of “speaking for” 

another— a central thematic preoccupation in these plays’ narratives.  

Furthermore, ventriloquism creates a spectatorial desire for bodies to replicate or 

transform themselves onstage. Ventriloquism is most known as either a sub-genre of comedy or 

a sub-genre of horror, and each genre implies that the “thrown” voice produces an uncanny result 

that tends to bewitch and captivate audiences. Ventriloquism is a process of bodily 

multiplication, in which one figure becomes two: often, a conventional “straight-man” 

ventriloquist and a subversive (either comic or sinister) dummy figure. In this chapter, each of 

the plays discussed reveals a different aspect of ventriloquism, yet all stage the promise 

represented by ventriloquism: the production of a secondary self that resides outside of the 

conforming notions of propriety. In all of these plays, staged power struggles between 

ventriloquist figures and dummy figures reveal figurative and figure-centric modes of subverting 

such conventions. 

I have seized upon ventriloquism as an element of bodysnatching because it demonstrates 

so clearly a clash between physical frame and metaphysical selfhood. In Dumbstruck: A Cultural 

History of Ventriloquism, Steven Connor provides a trenchant meditation on the voice as a 

repeated assertion of identity. Connor writes that the voice is “different from such attributes” as 

eye-color, hair-color, and complexion, “in that it does not merely belong or attach to me” 

(Connor 3). Rather, “I produce my voice in a way that I do not produce these other attributes,” 
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and “it is my voicing of my self, as the renewed and persisting action of producing myself as a 

vocal agent, as a producer of signs and sounds, that asserts this continuity and substance” 

(Connor 3). Connor takes pains to distinguish purely physical characteristics (such as hair and 

eye color) from the voice— which is both physically dependent on a body and autonomously 

produced by a subject. He insists: “My voice is not something that I merely have, or even 

something that I, if only in part, am.” Instead, “it is something that I do. A voice is not a 

condition, nor yet an attribute, but an event.  It is less something that exists than something 

which occurs” (Connor 4). Connor’s description of the voice as event evokes Richard 

Schechner’s definition of performance as “twice behaved behavior” (Schechner). The structures 

of voice, then, become a kind of repetitive identity performance, akin to Judith Butler’s 

theorization of gender as a repeated performance.13 

Furthermore, voice is performance-like in that it represents a dialogue between the 

internal and the external. It is produced by a body to be received by its surrounding environment. 

Connor’s writing is again instructive here: 

 

To say that my voice comes from me is also to say that it departs from me. To say that 
my voice is a production of my being is to say that it belongs to me in the way in which it 
issues from me … I must participate in my voice only by coming apart from it ... a voice 
also establishes me as an inside capable of recognizing and being recognized by an 
outside … In moving from an interior to an exterior, and therefore marking out the 
relations of interior and exterior, a voice also announces and verifies the co-operation of 
bodies and the environments in which they have their being. (Connor 5-6) 

 

 
13	See Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (1990).	
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Connor’s description of vocal transience recalls Rebecca Schneider’s work on ephemerality in 

performance, in which a voice is a “process of disappearance” (Schneider 36). By moving from a 

body-of-origin into a broader environment, a voice traces the same “semiotic feedback loop” that 

Davis identifies in ventriloquism, and that many performance theorists identify in performer-

spectator relationships. The voice is a fundamental expression of selfhood, a bearer of meaning 

from inner world to outer. When a ventriloquist erases and supplants that voice, the body 

becomes a figurative puppet or dummy, and theatrical bodysnatching occurs.  

Throughout this chapter, I argue that the thematics of ventriloquism fragment form— 

both physical body and theatrical genre— to highlight the affordances and the limitations of 

embodied performance. Ventriloquism, as critical metaphor and performance convention, allows 

these productions to voice both skepticism and hope about performance’s ability to resolve the 

philosophical problems their plays (re)present. Performance can be exploitative and 

ventriloquizing, but its very practice can raise awareness about social and performance issues. 

And while ventriloquism is generally depicted as nefarious or exploitative in popular culture, the 

theatrical practice of ventriloquism must be a collaborative one. For although ventriloquist plays 

separate performer and character metaphorically (with one performer supplying the voice and 

another supplying the action), they unite performer and performer logistically (by requiring 

synchronicity in rehearsal and performance).  

For example, as two performing figures, Russ Lewis and Brooklyn Birch achieve their 

most effective theatrical fluency when their respective characters are most at odds. Their 

performance is most engaging when Brooklyn fails to adhere to the rules of performance and 

cannot stick to the script. As the master ventriloquist, Lewis has the opportunity both to support 

and to undermine his own performance by occupying the secondary figure of Brooklyn Birch. 
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What might productions like Fairview, The Pillowman, and The Drowned Man achieve by 

exercising this same dualistic tension? Where do their dummy figures appear to fail and, in doing 

so, achieve an unexpectedly radical form of success? When viewed through the lens of 

ventriloquist bodysnatching, these productions have the power to (re)consider spoken and 

unspoken modes of communication, and to explore how those communicative modes might 

work to articulate the hierarchies of power that these three plays address.  

 

“Hear Me Out:” Jackie Sibblies Drury’s Fairview 

In her Pulitzer-Prize-winning play Fairview, Jackie Sibblies Drury defines a soliloquy as 

“a theatrical device where a character talks to themselves and no one on stage can hear them” 

(30, emphasis mine). It is an apt description for a play about social deafness, in which Black 

characters (Dayton, Beverly, Jasmine, Keisha) attempt to make themselves heard amidst the 

figurative and literal noise created by their white counterparts (Jimbo, Mack, Suze, Bets). 

Fairview concludes with a specific audience address in which white spectators, as well as 

characters, are identified for their skin tone and positionality. The play demonstrates how its 

theatrical impact will differ for white and Black audiences, thereby inaugurating a crucial 

conversation about race, positionality, and spectatorship. When I attended Fairview, I was 

asked— along with the other white attendees— to walk onstage to conclude the show, while 

non-white spectators remained in their seats along with the Black performers. This experience 

literalized a dynamic that applies to many of the plays I will discuss throughout this dissertation, 

such as Venus, An Octoroon, Slave Play, and Notes From the Field. Fairview’s conclusion 

illustrates how my own positionality as a white woman will inevitably alter (and likely limit) my 

vantage point and understanding as a spectator and critic. It feels essential to begin this 
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discussion of Fairview by acknowledging my whiteness, as it creates ethical and critical context 

for my analysis throughout this chapter and dissertation. Having striven to educate myself, a 

process without ending, I want to use this dissertation work to advance shared cultural struggles 

around race. I do not wish to speak for another perspective (which would be ironic given this 

chapter’s focus on ventriloquism), but to speak in solidarity with Black and other BIPOC 

colleagues in the attempt to promote justice. 

Fairview begins as a conventional naturalist drama, as the Frasier family prepares for a 

dinner party and, in so doing, reveals a number of intra-familial dynamics. The Frasiers squabble 

about root vegetables and silverware, varsity practice and high school GPAs. Only minor extra-

textual gestures convey a sense of pervasive unease. For example, in Fairview’s opening scene, 

matriarch Beverly gazes unnerved at the family stereo as it emits static; establishing the 

performance’s relationship to sound from its first moments. Similarly, near the end of Act I, 

Beverly’s teenage daughter Keisha abruptly breaks the fourth wall by addressing the (hitherto 

ignored) audience: “something is keeping me from what I could be” (28). That “something”— 

and the play’s theatrical self-representation— becomes clearer in Fairview’s second act. Visually 

identical to Act I, Act II is performed as a mute pantomime to a dialogue between four unseen 

white characters. The Frasiers silently cook, flirt, bicker, and dance— again— while these 

disembodied voices engage in a hypothetical game of “if you could choose to be a different race, 

what race would you be” (32). In the play’s third and final act, the white characters enter the 

onstage action to disastrous results, before Keisha breaks down and breaks the fourth wall again, 

this time implicating the (primarily white) audience in Fairview’s narrative.  

Fairview reverses the schema of traditional ventriloquist performance. Typically, the 

ventriloquist emerges onstage and introduces herself and develops a rapport with the audience 
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before introducing the (likely more colorful) persona of her dummy. In Fairview, the audience 

does not expect a ventriloquist, and is therefore invited to reexamine Act I with fresh eyes after 

hearing Act II’s disembodied commentary on race-relations. Fairview asks audiences to re-

evaluate, in a sociological and cultural sense, where the ventriloquist’s dictatorial voice is 

coming from. As the play progresses, the Black onstage characters move from bodies with voices 

to bodies without voices, whereas the offstage white characters move from voices without bodies 

to voices with bodies as they emerge onstage. Fairview requires its Black actors to perform Act I 

a second time without their lines in Act II, which figuratively robs them of speech just like their 

characters. However, it’s unclear whether the Black performers take their cues from the live 

“soundtrack” of white actors, or whether the white offstage performers are directed to follow and 

comment upon the movements of the Black performers as they happen in real time.14 Either way, 

Fairview materializes the problem of the snatched body and the ventriloquist’s voice, by 

demonstrating a theatrical “scripting” of Black lives. The Black performers (just like their Black 

characters) are asked to pantomime a narrative imposed upon them by the white characters, 

which amplifies the play’s themes of racial ventriloquism. Fairview imposes these same 

restrictions on its audience members, when the Black performers uses their voices by asking 

white spectators not to speak, but instead to let their bodies speak for them, by moving from 

seats to stage in Act III.  

Much of the critical response to Fairview has been visually focused, with reviewers 

discussing the play’s optics, its consideration of the white gaze, and the politics of seeing (as 

expressed in its title). Jackie Sibblies Drury has described Fairview as a play about “embodied 

 
14 In his review of Fairview for The New Yorker, Hilton Als describes Act II as “listen(ing) to a recording of pundits 
arguing about race,” which suggests a pre-recorded audio track. When I attended a performance of Fairview at 
Theatre for a New Audience, I presumed that this dialogue occurred live between the four white actors.		
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surveillance” and the concept of being watched (Martin). Despite Fairview’s figurative 

panopticon of racial politics, by focusing on spectatorship, many critics “over-look” the play’s 

auditory themes. Fairview seems to question not only the enforced scripting of Black lives, but 

also the failures of critical reception: how theorists and spectators choose to see events at face 

value, rather than listen deeply to their content. Fairview invokes the “ventriloquist illusion,” in 

which “the sensory information from vision is not reliable,” and “the sense of hearing is 

overruled by vision” (Henriques). In Moving Lips: Cinema as Ventriloquism, Rick Altman 

observes how “a ventriloquist lures his audience into believing the (strong but mistaken) visual 

evidence rather than the (weak but correct) testimony of the ears” (Altman 77). For Fairview’s 

Black characters, the appearance of self-produced speech may mask the actuality of imposed or 

projected speech, and therefore calls for a more scrutinizing mode of perception. The play 

encourages its audience to take a second look by listening. Audience derives from Old French, 

meaning “the act of state of hearing, action or condition of listening.”  Thus, the application of 

the ventriloquist paradigm amplifies Fairview’s radical potential for deeper interrogations of 

racial projection and erasure, by demanding just such a condition of listening.  

Fairview suggests the deceptive potential of the visual by mingling sensory cues, which 

thwart interracial understanding and communication. When Fairview’s Jimbo make offensive 

statements about race, Suze upbraids him in both auditory and visual language: “I don’t think 

you’re really looking at what you’re talking about, do you see what I’m saying” (33, emphasis 

mine). A third white commentator, Mack, describes the Frasier family onstage in purely visual 

terms: “Like look at the way they talk to each other. There’s just so much... attitude. I just love 

that. Do you see what I mean” (53, emphasis mine). Like all of the white narrators, Mack doesn’t 

listen to the content of the onstage conversation and instead only sees what he expects to see— 
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namely, racial stereotypes. If white voices stifle Black self-expression, then devised Black 

characters become empty visual signifiers, a fact that has real consequences for the Black actors 

who later inhabit those characters. To that end, in Fairview’s third act, Keisha admonishes the 

well-meaning but misguided Suze by demanding silence: 

 

I know what you’re going to say because... because you have told me every story I have 
heard. And I... I need you to listen … I can’t hear myself think. I can’t hear anything but 
you staring at me … I can’t think in the face of you telling me who you think I am with 
your loud self and your loud eyes and your loud guilt— I can’t hear myself think.   (93-4) 

 

Here Keisha’s language intentionally mixes auditory and visual cues (“I can’t hear anything but 

you staring at me”), identifying the connection between her objectification in the spotlight and 

her inability to hear herself think. Keisha’s experience recalls Afro-Caribbean philosopher Frantz 

Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks. Fanon posits: "ontology does not allow us to understand the 

being of the black man, since it ignores the lived experience. For not only must the black man be 

black; he must be black in relation to the white man" (Fanon 89). According to Fanon, the white 

gaze reduces the Black subject to “an epidermal existence,” creating “an alienation from bodily 

awareness” (Fanon 176). Fairview reveals the “epidermal existence” of its Black characters 

through its condemnation of the ventriloquist-dummy paradigm. The positioning of Black 

characters as figurative puppets implicates both the play’s white characters and its eavesdropping 

spectators, who each glean entertainment from skin-deep representations of Blackness.  

A ventriloquist’s dummy is not “real” in both its material representation (wood-and-cloth 

rather than flesh-and-blood) and its aural representation (voiced by an external figure). Yet, 

when based on generalized racist caricatures, these fictional representations have the power to 

circulate stereotypes with real-world consequences. Fairview reckons with the longstanding 
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racist tropes embedded in theatrical traditions, including ventriloquism itself. Many 

ventriloquists devise their dummy characters based on outmoded stereotypes, inserting their own 

voices into the caricature of a particular race or ethnicity. Using “stereotyped dialects and speech 

patterns for their puppet characters,” numerous ventriloquists draw upon “ethnic caricatures” 

from “minstrel and medicine shows, music-hall, vaudeville … films and animated cartoons” 

(Davis 145). Ventriloquism manuals from “as recently as the 1930s” provide “instructions for 

creating the stereotyped speech of various ethnic, class, and gender types” (Davis 145). Nor has 

this tradition disappeared. In fact, contemporary ventriloquist Jeff Dunham (a multi-millionaire 

with several Netflix specials and a large fan base) has elicited scrutiny for his “deliberately 

stereotypical dummies” like “Jose the Mexican Immigrant” and “Achmed the Dead Terrorist” 

(Genzlinger). These performances rely on the proliferation of one-dimensional ethnic stereotypes 

to achieve comic success and continue to proliferate such stereotypes themselves. Fairview 

ironizes and critiques theatrical practices that insist on speaking for minorities instead of 

listening to them.  

Fairview’s white characters parrot the same outdated tropes utilized by ventriloquists and 

other performance artists. Jimbo explains his “unexpected” choice to “be Asian but I’d be loud,” 

(35), and Bets declares her intention to perform Black femininity as “Living! Loving! Out 

Loud!” (84). In both of these claims, voice and volume themselves comprise racist stereotypes. 

Often, the white characters fail to hear the irony in their own ventriloquism, as when Bets voices 

Jasmine exclaiming: “You can’t tell me what to do” (53). Bets vocalizes her (fictional) 

experience as a silenced Black woman (“the world tell me: ‘shhh’ … the world tell me that I am 

too much. Too loud”), to which Mack replies, “You tell ‘em, honey” (85, emphasis mine). 

Conspicuously missing are the voices of the actual Black performers onstage telling their stories. 
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In fact, the white characters frequently interrupt one another in their haste to speak on behalf of 

Black experience: 

 

Suze: She’s a strong woman, trying to provide for her family, not some—  
Bets: Crack woman!  
Suze: Please don’t finish my sentences.      
 

Bets’ interjection of a racist stereotype (“crack woman”) is illustrative of a larger conversation, 

one in which white interpreters readily supply problematic tropes and therefore render them 

more common (as in ventriloquism). Even Bets herself exclaims, “Because, I— no, let me 

finish— I need to talk to know what are my thoughts,” yet she and the other white characters do 

not allow the Frasiers to think aloud in the same fashion (43). Fairview’s white voices speak to 

what they consider the “normal black” experience as they imagine what “a real black person” 

would do (53). Here Fairview raises the metatheatrical query about performing racial identity. 

Jimbo’s character, the play’s most vindictive ventriloquist, seems to thwart any attempt at 

lifelike portrayals of the Frasiers. He screams “HEY. I’M TALKING TO YOU FUCKERS” and 

envisions himself as director of the onstage imagery— “I’m making the movie, motherfucker, I 

know what you’re fucking thinking … because I am in control of all of it” (67). His switch from 

stage to screen is telling here— Jimbo wants to deny the presence of flesh-and-blood actors 

onstage, and instead shift them into celluloid images that he can splice at will.  

Fairview identifies ventriloquism as a method of bodysnatching, given the determinative 

power of the white characters’ words to create an embodied reality for the Black characters. In 

Fairview, what a white character says, goes, thereby literalizing the cultural control that white 

voices have over Black bodies. When narrating the onstage action, the white characters overtake 

and eventually determine the course of that action, as when Jimbo tracks Beverly: “Wait wait 
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wait wait wait— she’s going to faint now” (58). In Act III, Jimbo speaks for the pregnancy test 

that determines the state and fate of Keisha’s body: 

 

Beverly: What does it say. 
Jasmine: It’s— it’s— 
Jimbo: It’s positive. Like I said.  (86) 

 

Here, even the pregnancy test can be made to “say” what the ventriloquist (Jimbo) wants. In 

another instance, Bets and Mack speculate aloud about the new illness they imagine Dayton to 

possess. Here, the white ventriloquists control the narrative, as they take over Dayton’s body by 

describing what will happen to it: diabetes, heart disease, heart attack, syphilis (90). 

Occasionally, the Frasiers resist the ventriloquists, as when Jasmine declares “you better take my 

name outta your mouth, Erika,” thereby refuting Mack’s proposed narrative about her drug use 

(89). Mostly, however, the Frasier family is forced to look on, helplessly, as Mack enacts “a drag 

version of a black teenage girl” in which he “lip-synchs, vogues, and flirts” (80). Fairview’s 

second act is a ventriloquist’s soliloquy; a dominant voice operating across numerous bodies 

rather than a true conversation between characters. 

Power dynamics shift in the play’s third act, when Keisha insists on being heard as more 

than a body. Keisha is unnerved, because “Suze has entered her aside,” thereby encroaching on 

the space where Keisha can think aloud (77). Suze insists, “you can talk to me. I’m here to 

listen,” then “makes a vague hand gesture, like a conductor” and “the music comes back on, the 

conversation picks up where they left off” (77). As a white ventriloquist, Suze’s gesture of 

listening and giving space reads as hollow, because she still controls the theatrical space and all 

of its auditory mechanisms. Keisha halts Suze’s control of her motions by demanding silence: “I 

know what you’re going to say because ... because you have told me every story I have heard. 
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And I... I need you to listen. Because I need to ask you something” (93). Tellingly, Keisha both 

tells and asks; embodying a performative convention in which theatre both demands audience 

attention and probes audience response.  

Here, the structure of Fairview shifts, as Keisha takes control of both her voice and the 

play’s narrative. Keisha moves beyond the actors onstage to address the audience, particularly 

the spectators who “call themselves white” (95, emphasis mine). She wonders aloud: “Could I 

say, Hi, white people, come here, white people. Come on up here, if you’re physically able to” 

(96). Here, Keisha’s hypothetical monologue becomes a literal request. The night that I attended 

the production, it took white audience members several minutes to truly hear that Keisha was 

addressing them, and then to act accordingly. Drury anticipates this dynamic in her script, as 

Keisha continues: “Do I have to keep talking to them and keep talking to them and keep talking 

to them only to them only to them until I have used up every word … I have been trying to talk 

to You, this whole time. Have you heard me?” (97). Gradually, the Black performers and white 

audience members switch places. The onstage Black characters become disembodied voices as 

they move into a darkened auditorium, whereas the (primarily white) audience members are 

asked to step onstage as objects of scrutiny. Fairview ends with Keisha seizing power by telling 

“the story I want to tell us” in a re-viewing of the connection between voices and bodies in 

theatrical spaces (98). Keisha confesses: “it’s difficult because I’ve already heard so many 

stories, it’s hard to find the one I’d wanted to tell,” yet the play itself provides the space and 

silence for that story to emerge (98).  

Ultimately, Fairview replicates a fundamental ventriloquist technique: the play reaches 

its theatrical and ideological climax precisely when its narrative halts. By interrupting the 

onstage action to implicate the audience, Keisha delivers Fairview’s coup de théâtre. Here, in 
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ventriloquist terms, the puppet figure speaks not for the gratification or affirmation of the 

ventriloquist (as we might expect), but to critique the ventriloquist enterprise generally, thereby 

encouraging reconsideration of all that came before. The play engineers a shift from passive 

watching to active listening. Examining Fairview alongside ventriloquism augments our 

understanding of both, by drawing attention to the ventriloquizing aspects of Fairview as well as 

the racist undertones of popular ventriloquist practices. The play asks its primarily white 

spectators to re-view the ventriloquist’s illusion in a broader racial context: where and how they 

might be talking to themselves, rather than engaging in “real” dialogues about race. Fairview 

engages the ventriloquizing mechanisms that seek to control Black bodies and explores the ways 

in which theatrical performance both reifies and defies them.  

 

“I’m Trying to Say:” Martin McDonagh’s The Pillowman 

Martin McDonagh’s The Pillowman is the most traditional stage play in this chapter, yet 

analyzing this play through the lens of ventriloquism reveals its radical potential. While Fairview 

interrogates the racist traditions of ventriloquism, The Pillowman engages the pedagogical 

aspects of ventriloquism. In traditional ventriloquist acts, the ventriloquist will often “teach” the 

dummy, either about general topics (“the birds and the bees,” “history,” “geography”) or about 

the nature of the show itself (“you repeat after me,” “you ask me a question and then I’ll deliver 

the punch-line”). However, this teacher-pupil exchange often reveals something hollow or 

insufficient in the ventriloquist. By asking either naïve or cynical questions, the dummy tends to 

dismantle the ventriloquist’s intended lesson. The dummy thwarts the ventriloquist’s project 

either by perpetually interrupting the ventriloquist’s tale, or by voicing a meta-dialogue that is 
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critical of the performance itself (“What are you asking me for? I’m not even real!”).15 By 

ridiculing the ventriloquist, many ventriloquist performances riff on the question: who is the real 

dummy? Similarly, The Pillowman stages an undermined narrative, which asks: who is the real 

author? The production’s backdrop of police interrogation, combined with the teacher-pupil 

dynamic between author Katurian and his brother Michal, theatricalizes the friction of a 

ventriloquist-dummy exchange, in which the latter “says the unsayable” and problematizes the 

instructions of the former.  

The Pillowman inaugurates themes of ventriloquism and speech from its opening scenes. 

Writer Katurian is held for “questioning” and asked to “answer for” the content of his gruesome 

stories. Visually, Katurian’s body is at the mercy of two police officers, Tupolski and Ariel, who 

threaten him with violence to elicit a confession. Katurian’s repetition— “I am trying to say”— 

only aggravates Ariel, who cries, “He’s putting words into my fucking mouth now … We can’t 

even speak now, this fucking man says!” (11). As detectives, Tupolski and Ariel lets clues speak 

to them (“this tells me something”) yet in their line of work, narratives are rarely direct: “on the 

surface I am saying this, but underneath the surface I am saying this other thing” (15). Ariel 

articulates his ideology of justice in auditory terms: “If an entirely innocent individual leaves this 

room for the outside world, they’re not gonna contemplate even raising their voice to a little kid 

again, just in case I fucking hear ‘em and drag ‘em in here for another load of excessive fucking 

force” (53). As a prisoner in custody, Katurian must learn to question his own devotion to 

language and text. When asked about the death of a missing child, he replies: “The papers didn’t 

say” (19). Despite being a fiction writer, Katurian is a literal thinker who learns to question 

reality as the play progresses: “Why are we believing everything they’re telling us?” (28). By 

 
15 A contemporary example of this dynamic is ventriloquist Kenny Warren and his puppet Leroy Cool. 
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contrast, the detectives practice what Rita Felski would deem “suspicious reading;” espousing a 

more cynical and protean view of text (Felski). Tupolski mutters: “The papers didn’t say a lot of 

things … The papers will be saying a lot of things tonight … about confessions. About 

executions” (19). Tupolski’s verbal threat underscores the play’s fusing of speech and violence.  

The Pillowman’s interrogation scenes contain ventriloquism’s parroting language 

patterns. In order to elicit a confession, Tupolski practices performative speech by questioning 

Katurian. He does this both as a theatrical exercise and as an exercise of control. While poring 

over Katurian’s work, the two men exchange the following words: 

 

Katurian: Do you think I’m trying to say, “Go out and murder children?” 
Tupolski: I’m not saying you’re trying to say ‘Go out and murder children.’ (Pause.) Are 
you trying to say, ‘Go out and murder children?’ (13).  

 

Here, the language of “saying” transfers text into the resounding realm of speech, and the 

language of command transfers storytelling into the realm of dictation— “Go out and murder 

children.” What begins as an almost rhetorical question— “do you think I’m trying to say”— 

becomes both an interrogation of an embodied subject (Katurian) and a more hypothetical 

question about literary production and reception: “Are you trying to say, ‘Go out and murder 

children?’” (emphasis mine). In this scene, both Katurian and his art are on trial and can be 

“made to say” something. Tupolski heightens their exchange by answering Katurian’s question 

with another question and parroting Katurian’s language, rendering the conversation more 

dramatic in every possible sense. The interrogator, like the dummy, uses the ventriloquist’s 

words against him through simple repetition. As W.B. and Hana Worthen write in ‘The 

Pillowman’ and the Ethics of Allegory, “McDonagh emphasizes the likeness between Katurian 

and Tupolski by underscoring the artistry of interrogation” (Worthen and Worthen 166). The 
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casting of film actor Jeff Goldblum as Tupolski in the 2005 Broadway production of The 

Pillowman reinforced these interrogation scenes as “a coruscating vaudeville routine,” thanks to 

“Mr. Goldblum’s trademark deadpan wryness” (Brantley). Utilizing the tongue-in-cheek 

prodding of ventriloquist double-acts, The Pillowman’s interrogation dialogues dramatize both 

legal and literary cross-examination.  

The Pillowman’s ventriloquist dynamics are still more legible in the relationship between 

Katurian and his brother Michal. Katurian, who values words and speech above all else, 

discovers the dangerous, destabilizing link between word and action.16 In custody, he clings to 

his deep-seated belief in the sanctity of the written and spoken word: “but you said he would be 

fine. You gave me your word” (18, emphasis mine). When Michal is accused of committing 

several violent crimes, Katurian finds safety in the literal nature of speech: “swear to me on your 

life that you didn’t kill those three kids” (27). However, Michal’s literal understanding of speech 

is precisely the problem. Here, he apes Katurian’s performative statement— “I swear to you on 

my life that I didn’t kill those three kids”— like someone reciting lines (27). However, Michal 

does perform the violent acts that Katurian describes in his stories. Their dialogue is as follows: 

 

Katurian: You just told me… You just told me you didn’t touch those kids. You just lied 
to me. 
Michal: No I didn’t. I just told you the man came in and said he’d torture me unless I 
said I killed those kids, so I said I killed those kids. That doesn’t mean I didn’t kill those 
kids. I did kill those kids. (34) 
 

 
16 As they await execution, Katurian tells his brother Michal: “I’d have them burn you first, I’d have them burn me 
second, and I’d have it be the stories they saved” (37). When Michal declares, “me dead and left to rot … that would 
not be a happy ending,” Katurian, who values his authorial voice more than his body, replies: “it isn’t about being or 
not being dead. It’s about what you leave behind” (41). 
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This interchange rhetorically mimics the previous one between Katurian and Tupolski. Michal 

throws Katurian’s words back in his face while robbing them of their supposed meaning. In this 

case, Katurian understood Michal’s statement as performative and literal: he swore he “didn’t 

kill those kids.” Instead, Michal reveals that his statement was a mere performance: “I said I 

killed those kids. That doesn’t mean I didn’t kill those kids.” Here, Michal demonstrates the 

subversive potential of the dummy figure. By simply repeating his lines as instructed by 

ventriloquist figure Katurian, Michal produces new layers of meaning. Ironically, it is Michal 

who delivers a crucial plot twist by decoupling word and action. 

Yet generally, Michal is unable to unmoor word from deed. Michal’s violence literalizes 

Katurian’s literature, rendering Katurian’s words “performative” by enacting their horrific 

content. Katurian’s talent for writing gruesome stories is a result of his upbringing; his parents, 

hoping to further Katurian’s gift, raised Michal in captivity and tortured him in secret. Katurian 

began writing twisted tales “due to the constant sound of child-torture” emanating mysteriously 

from his bedroom walls (15). Their parents established a dynamic in which they controlled and 

harmed Michal’s body in order to promote Katurian’s literary voice: the sound of Michal’s 

embodied voice prompted Katurian’s authorial one. As a result, Michal (described as “slow,” 

“spastic,” “subnormal,” “backward,” “brain-damaged beyond repair”) becomes the “dummy” to 

Katurian’s ventriloquist (25). Michal is assigned the lifetime role of physically “representing” 

the embodied violence that Katurian narrates. Now an adult, Michal mistakenly believes that he 

should either receive or deliver the physical violence of Katurian’s work: “all the things I did to 

all the kids I got from stories you wrote and read out to me” (36). Therefore Katurian becomes 

an unwitting ventriloquist, dictating Michal’s embodied actions. Michal’s “subnormal(ity)” is not 

genetic— it was caused by the violence done to him in service of Katurian’s stories.  
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The 2005 New York staging of The Pillowman (Booth Theatre) amplifies the 

ventriloquizing themes of McDonagh’s playtext. Because Katurian narrates all of his own stories 

while their grisly content occurs onstage, the performance itself suggests, visually, that Katurian 

is making this violence happen. In the autobiographical stories involving Katurian’s parents, 

“Katurian narrates the short story which he and the Mother, in diamonds, and the Father, in a 

goatee and glasses, enact” (22). Visually, then, Katurian moves from author to actor, from 

speaker to enactor. When the adult Katurian (played by Billy Crudup) enters the pantomimed 

action, he revisits his childhood, speaking both “in a boy’s voice” as character and in a “normal 

voice” as narrator (23). More than a mere flashback, this play-within-a-play positions Katurian as 

“speaking for” children, just as he does in his fictional stories. This tale, called “The Writer and 

the Writer’s Brother,” is a semi-autobiographical account of the parental “experiment” 

performed on Katurian and Michal. The title practices equivocation: “The Writer” refers to 

Michal and “The Writer’s Brother” refers to Katurian. Repeated plot twists undermine the truth 

of speech and storytelling. Young Katurian hears sounds of torture and receives a bloody note 

signed “Your Brother,” before discovering that both were make-believe: sound effects and a 

deceptive textual prop engineered by his parents. Later, Katurian discovers to his horror that the 

torture was in fact real, when he finds a child’s skeleton in his childhood home. However, even 

that tale proves fictional— Katurian proceeds to tell “the equally downbeat but somewhat more 

self-incriminating details of the truer story,” in which he discovers a brain-damaged Michal and 

murders his parents as revenge (24). Fittingly, Katurian suffocates his parents with a pillow; an 

act that takes place onstage as Katurian ends the story he narrates. This play-within-a-play 

follows “the self-reflexive framing and superimposed codes of human acting” typical “of 

ventriloquist performance,” which “can create a high degree of oscillation between the imitative, 
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the metatheatrical, and the material level of production” (Davis 133). Theatrically, Katurian 

appears onstage as both child and adult, as both authorial ventriloquist and visual dummy, as 

both the victim of his childhood narrative and the author of the narratives that will victimize 

future children.17  

As the ventriloquist figure, Katurian commits figurative violence on a number of 

dummies— the “un-real” bodies of the fictional children he authors. Just as violence performed 

on a dummy appears permissible because it attacks an artificial body, Katurian does not feel that 

his narrative violence “counts” when directed at literary figures. However, as the figure who 

literally and literarily represents the dummy, Michal’s presence disrupts such thinking. Indeed, 

Michal initially appears (to both Katurian and to the audience) as a fictional child; the supposed 

invention of his parents. However, Michal is later revealed to be a flesh-and-blood being, just 

like the children in Katurian’s stories. Michal’s presence establishes ventriloquism as a method 

of bodysnatching, for Michal’s body can be visually “read” as bearing the physical damage that 

corresponds to Katurian’s burgeoning artistic voice. As a real body conscripted to mobilize 

Katurian’s stories, Michal mobilizes Katurian’s stories to seek out real bodies. The Pillowman’s 

stage directions reinforce this ventriloquizing relationship between Katurian and Michal. At the 

beginning of Act II, Katurian screams from offstage, and “Michal mimics them at length,” 

accustomed as he is to viscerally responding (26). When Katurian arrives onstage, Michal begs 

Katurian to tell him a story so that Michal can take his mind off of his body; namely, his “itchy 

arse” (30). McDonagh characterizes the brothers as two co-dependent counterparts: Katurian 

(voice, ventriloquist) and Michal (body, dummy). When Michal frets, “Will they execute us 

 
17 Eamonn Jordan describes The Pillowman as “a comment on the processes of representation, but also on how 
children have been used in literature, parables, and fairy tales as ways of gaining access to certain root values and 
emotions” (Jordan 54).   
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together or separate? I hope it’s together. I wouldn’t wanna be on my own,” Katurian replies, “I 

haven’t done anything!” (39) Yet the play continues to suggest that Michal performed violence 

“because you told me to” (34). With Michal’s psychological damage and Katurian’s artistic 

output inextricably linked, it is difficult to disentangle one brother from the other.  

In the ventriloquist scenario, the dummy tends to critique both the ventriloquist and the 

ventriloquist’s enterprise as a whole. For example, in a performance on The Tonight Show, 

ventriloquist Kevin Johnson tells his puppet vulture, “We’re actually trying to make 

ventriloquism cool again,” to which the vulture dryly replies: “Good luck with that, how’s that 

working out for ya?” The ventriloquist tradition cheekily refuses any highbrow or high-minded 

notions about its artistry. For example, ventriloquist Jay Johnson asks his puppet Snake: “What’s 

that lump in your throat?” and Snake retorts: “Your wrist!” Like the Snake, Michal makes the 

metaphorical literal, and in doing so subverts the fraternal power dynamic between Katurian and 

himself. Katurian and Michal engage in the “usual high-conflict dialogue between ventriloquist 

and figure,” in which Michal repeatedly undermines Katurian’s ventriloquist aims (Davis 135). 

As they await execution in their holding cell, Michal tells Katurian: “When I was in here 

listening to you screaming next door, I thought this musta been kinda like how it was for you all 

those years. Well, let me tell ya, it’s easier from this side” (38). Michal’s critical commentary 

punctures any lofty illusions Katurian might hold about art transcending physical matters of pain. 

Yet because he values the written word above all else, Katurian never quite relinquishes 

control of his narrative. At the play’s close, he creates an imaginary “footnote” in which the 

now-deceased Michal agrees to a lifetime of torture because it will allow Katurian to write his 

stories. In doing so, Katurian speaks not only for Michal, but also for the two children Michal 

murdered. They become collateral damage: bodies that are worth less than Katurian’s own 
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words. Katurian’s imposed post-script echoes the story of “The Pillowman” itself, in which the 

Pillowman lures children to their premature deaths in order to spare them future misery. Katurian 

situates the Pillowman as a benevolent figure who, through the power of persuasive storytelling, 

causes violent deaths for the greater good. As he himself dies, the Pillowman is haunted by the 

sounds of all the children he didn’t save; here again Katurian links voice to violence as a 

justification for his own gruesome writing.  The show must go on; the storyteller must continue 

at all costs. Tupolski admits he likes “The Pillowman” because “It was the child’s choice,” 

which “made it somewhat reassuring” (62). Yet Michal is quicker to identify the ventriloquist-

author’s controlling mechanisms, noting that Katurian makes the child’s choice for her. Michal 

quips: “I mean, you’re my brother and I love you, but, y’know, you’ve just spent twenty minutes 

telling me a story about a bloke, his main thing in life’s to get a bunch of little kids to, at 

minimum, set themselves on fire, so, y’know? And he’s the hero!” (36). Michal’s presence as 

perpetrator, dummy, and critic prevents Katurian from seeing his own work as transcendent. 

As if to reinforce The Pillowman’s ventriloquist underpinnings, each one of Katurian’s 

stories centers around the relationship between vocalization and physical harm.18 Only one of 

Katurian’s stories avoids a grisly end, both on paper and in the world of The Pillowman. In “The 

Little Green Pig,” its eponymous character resists physical domination, and prevails by 

remaining “a little bit different, a little bit peculiar” (44). The same fate awaits this fictional 

story’s corresponding en-actor— Michal follows Katurian’s script and paints a young girl bright 

green. Like the little green pig, this girl remains immune to the violence that The Pillowman’s 

 
18	In “The Little Apple Men,” the Daughter / Writer is haunted by her own fictional creations as they crawl down her 
throat. In “The Tale of the Three Gibbet Crossroads,” a criminal dies in frustrated agony, unaware of his crime, and 
“the last sound he ever hears” is his executioner’s laughter (15). “The Tale of the Town on the River” retells the 
Pied Piper narrative, in which the Pied Piper, known aurally for the entrancing sound of his flute, chops off a little 
boy’s toes as a gesture of thanks. In “The Face Basement,” the protagonist “slice(s) off (the) face” of his victims, 
keeping them “in a jar on top of a dummy, downstairs” (43). 
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audiences assume awaits her. Ironically, she is “a little mute girl,” and therefore speaks visually: 

unlocking the subversive potential of the dumb-ie and ensuring that Katurian’s voice cannot 

ventriloquize her (50).19  

Similarly, Michal cannot be controlled by Katurian, and delivers this final plot twist from 

beyond the grave. Earlier, Katurian takes Michal at his word and believes that Michal has acted 

out Katurian’s most gruesome story (“The Little Jesus Girl”) on the mute girl. Katurian 

suffocates Michal with a pillow in what he considers a mercy-killing, to spare Michal future 

torture. He then falsely confesses to the child-murders as a co-conspirator, on the condition that 

his stories are saved by the detectives. Katurian’s final act of writing— his confession— helps 

the detectives locate the mute girl. However, she has a different story to tell: alive and covered in 

green paint like “The Little Green Pig.” Michal’s final act authors a new blend of story. Like 

Jesus, the mute girl is a revenant figure who returns from presumed death, yet like the Little 

Green Pig, she is content to be “just a little bit peculiar.” Here, The Pillowman adopts the 

ventriloquist technique of a thwarted act or dialogue. Michal fails to replicate “The Little Jesus 

Girl,” and thereby succeeds in saving the life of the mute girl. This revelation is Michal’s 

unexpected answer to Katurian’s prompting. As the dummy of Katurian’s ventriloquist act, 

Michal responds, but not in the way that Katurian anticipates.  

In most ventriloquist performances, the dummy figure represents an opportunity for the 

ventriloquist figure to speak and act beyond the bounds of social norms.20 Hutton writes, 

“According to Freud, all of us have hidden desires that we suppress. The most successful 

 
19 Ironically, Detective Tupolski’s fictional story— which falls on deaf ears and sparks an artistic disagreement 
between Tupolski and Katurian— is about a “little deaf boy” (58). Whereas the Mute Girl cannot provide sound, the 
Deaf Boy cannot hear sound. No author— Tupolski, Katurian, or McDonagh— gives them names. 
20 A contemporary example of this dynamic is ventriloquist David Strassman and his antagonist puppet, Chuck.  
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ventriloquists have let these hidden desires be expressed in the personality of their dummies” 

(Hutton 28). For example, in the ventriloquist stage tradition, several onstage “dummies” have 

been known to make inappropriate comments to female spectators, and ventriloquists themselves 

will plead innocent when these women react in anger.21 The well-known ventriloquist Edgar 

Bergen joked: “That internationally famous ventriloquist, Edgar Bergen, is not so well known as 

his partner Charlie McCarthy. Bergen is, or seems, quite a shy person while Charlie has all the 

cheek in the world” (Houlden 24). This same dynamic occurs in The Pillowman: Michal says and 

acts out what Katurian merely imagines, thereby giving true voice to Katurian’s language. 

Katurian takes refuge in the apparent “fiction” of his violent outpourings, yet Michal expresses 

these thoughts literally and thereby becomes a conduit of such violence. Furthermore, Katurian’s 

use of fiction to express his “hidden desires” parallels McDonagh’s own authorship of The 

Pillowman. The New Yorker critic Hilton Als accused McDonagh of using theatre to gleefully 

repeat racial slurs within the relative safety of theatre.22 Als observes that when McDonagh 

“revels in his wrongdoing, he’s so sly and funny that we forget to disapprove until it’s too late— 

then we feel doubly guilty for having enjoyed swimming in all that filth” (Als). Arguably, 

McDonagh uses The Pillowman and other plays as an excuse to utter objectionable content, just 

as ventriloquists use their dummies to express objectionable content from a perceived theatrical 

distance. 

Ventriloquism tends to critique its own theatrical form, and The Pillowman engages this 

self-critical aspect of ventriloquism by questioning and ironizing the self-importance of violent 

 
21 “When Sally Osman, a singer, filed for divorce from ventriloquist Herbert Dexter, she named his puppet, Charlie, 
as a co-respondent—charging in court that Charlie had shrieked cutting insults during her stage act and even 
physically abused her” (Curtis).  
 
22 See “Underhanded,” Als’ review in The New Yorker of McDonagh’s play “A Behanding in Spokane.” 
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artistic works. Just as the fictional presence of the dummy does not erase the presence of the 

ventriloquist, the fictional nature of both Katurian’s and McDonagh’s tales does not erase their 

trade in violence. Noël Carroll observes: “Katurian’s writing and the play itself begin to merge 

into a stylistic unity, implying that in whatever ways Katurian’s parables are accountable, so too 

is McDonagh’s play.” For “like Katurian’s parables, McDonagh’s play also trades in child 

abuse,” and the play’s violence asks whether its own existence is justifiable (Carroll 171). The 

ethics of representing onstage violence are especially fraught in relationship to vocalization; in 

Listening and the Voice: Phenomenologies of Sound, Don Ihde suggests “we cannot ‘listen 

away’ as we can ‘look away,’” because “we don’t have ear-lids” (16). The Pillowman conveys a 

deep-seated ambivalence about the power of art to absolve itself of the violence it broadcasts. 

Yet ultimately, McDonagh opts to deliver The Pillowman’s horrific content to his audiences and 

risk any violent consequences that might ensue. He both holds the writer responsible for 

inculcating violence and decides that his artistic output is worth the potential risk. In this 

decision, McDonagh is like his own protagonist; for Katurian also elects to “save my stories” 

(65). Much like the ventriloquist divides himself “between the one who speaks, from the inside 

out, and the one who hears the one who speaks, from the outside in,” McDonagh implicates 

himself in the problem of The Pillowman’s violence (Connor 6). 

Just as Fairview links ventriloquism to oppression, The Pillowman links ventriloquism to 

violence. The ventriloquist paradigm lends The Pillowman a radical edge; one that encourages 

spectatorial “close reading.” It asks audiences to examine not just the body committing violence, 

but also the language, voices, and controlling narratives that produced it. Furthermore, 

ventriloquism is a tool for examining McDonagh’s relationship to his own project, and the way 

in which he both critiques and exploits the ventriloquist’s tactics. In an interview for The Irish 
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Times, Peter Crawley describes The Pillowman as “the closest (McDonagh) has come to a 

personal artistic statement” and McDonagh appears to agree: “’I don’t usually want to try to say 

something in a play,’ he says cautiously, ‘but that one probably says as much, in a poetic way, as 

I’ll ever want to, or try to’” (Crawley). Fintan O’Toole asks whether there is “some hidden, deep 

element of hate” in McDonagh’s plays, to which McDonagh responds: “I think there’s a lot 

about me in the plays as any writer who expurgates stuff out of themselves. I don’t know. Not as 

much. I tell stories. Anybody could tell the stories that I tell” (O’Toole). Ironically, this answer 

echoes Katurian’s response in The Pillowman: “I just write stories. That’s all I do” (14). Yet 

according to J.L. Austin’s work on performative speech, “the uttering of the sentence is, or is a 

part of, the doing of an action, which again would not normally be described as, or as ‘just’, 

saying something” (Austin 5). One might argue that in the realm of live embodied performance, 

“just saying something” is impossible. 

 

“The Camera Chooses the Star:” Punchdrunk’s The Drowned Man 

In their double act at the Hollywood Palace in 1967, ventriloquist Russ Lewis opens up 

Brooklyn Birch’s wooden skull to see “what’s wrong” with him (the answer is not a broken 

string, but an “emotional problem”). This act employs a common ventriloquist device: the 

metatheatrical gambit of taking audiences “behind the curtain” to increase their sense of 

amazement and disbelief. While Fairview and The Pillowman occur at a (relative) remove from 

the audience, Punchdrunk’s immersive production of The Drowned Man (2013) invites 

spectators to roam freely within a 360-degree, meticulously detailed world. The production’s 

conceit of “no backstage” echoes the ventriloquist’s insistence that she has no concealed 

mechanisms. Punchdrunk’s shows are largely silent; relying on choreography, soundscapes, and 
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set design to generate loose narratives. Punchdrunk’s in-the-flesh performers weave in and 

around audience members; spectators watch performers breathe and perspire at close range. The 

immersive nature of The Drowned Man lends immediacy and thrill to the life-like actions of its 

“dummies,” which refers to its characters, its dancers, and its spectators.   

As a performance of few words, The Drowned Man activates different aspects of the 

ventriloquist paradigm than Fairview or The Pillowman. The production casts one character 

(Leland Stanford) as the figurative ventriloquist, while positioning its remaining characters as 

dummies. The choreography of The Drowned Man suggests that characters are being propelled 

by external forces, and the nature of this immersive production implies that the nearly-silent 

performers and spectators are also controlled dummies. Finally, The Drowned Man is uniquely 

suited to address the ventriloquist paradigm across media, as it is a theatrical performance about 

cinema. By adapting the narrative of Georg Büchner’s 19th century play Woyzeck within the 

context of Hollywood’s Golden Age of Cinema, The Drowned Man realizes the multi-medial 

resonances of ventriloquism. The Drowned Man harness both the theatrical ventriloquist-dummy 

relationship and the cinematic ventriloquist-dummy relationship, staging the consequences of 

each. 

Historically, ventriloquism is depicted as awe inducing in popular theatre and fear 

inducing in popular cinema. Proof of this dichotomy abounds in our current century alone. For 

instance, three winners of America’s Got Talent were ventriloquists (Teri Fator: S2, Paul Zerdin: 

S10, and Darci Lynne Farmer: S12), all of whom charmed audiences with highly skilled yet 

benign content. By contrast, the ventriloquist pairings of contemporary film are nothing short of 

bone-chilling: The Great Gabbo (1929), Dead of Night (1945), Devil Doll (1964), Magic (1978), 
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Dead Silence (2007) all feature sinister relationships between ventriloquists and their dummies.23 

There may be a reason for these divergent traditions. A cinematic dummy can seem less credibly 

produced by its ventriloquist, as the act doesn’t happen live. The dummies in cinematic 

narratives are therefore more likely to take on a life of their own, implying that they either 

always had, or gradually gained, an autonomous voice. By contrast, a theatrical dummy remains 

in service of the ventriloquist’s gifts and often performs increasingly dazzling acts of technical 

mastery (opera singing, celebrity impressions) to reflect the technical prowess of the 

ventriloquist. Theatrical dummies traditionally elicit laughter or praise, whereas cinematic 

dummies traditionally elicit terror. The Drowned Man— an adaptation of a stage tragedy that 

relies on cinematic tropes— fuses the resonances of both theatrical and cinematic ventriloquism.  

Punchdrunk combines an eerie mise-en-scène (often compared to a “haunted house” or 

Walt Disney World’s “Tower of Terror”) with the technical prowess and buoyancy of 

professional dancers. These dancers supply the aptitude of the theatrical dummy whereas the 

production’s environment supplies the sense of foreboding associated with the cinematic 

dummy. The Drowned Man, as a live theatrical event, nevertheless employs the mechanisms of 

cinematic sound. Rick Altman describes the “collusion” between cinematic sound and cinematic 

imagery, in which “image and sound count on each other to erase each other's mode of 

production” (Altman 71). This observation fits seamlessly with Punchdrunk’s desire to erase the 

visibility of proscenium stage conventions. In what Altman terms “the sound hermeneutic” in 

cinema, he describes sound’s “fundamental enigmatic quality” that “confers on the image the 

quality of a response … the sound asks where? and the image responds here!” (Altman 74). 

 
23 Several documentary films, such as Dumbstruck (2010) and Nina Conti: Her Master’s Voice (2012), feature 
amiable, sympathetic ventriloquists. However, these are real stage ventriloquists, not fictional ventriloquist 
characters devised for film.  
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Distorting the relationship between sight and sound, therefore, can produce an uncanny result. 

The Drowned Man’s environment offsets sound and space, by incorporating what Punchdrunk’s 

Sound Designer Stephen Dobbie calls “sound zones.” One song in The Drowned Man’s 

soundtrack might straddle several different rooms, meaning that the same track adopts new 

resonances depending on the visual scene it accompanies. This production tactic reflects 

Altman’s argument that “sound's ability to be heard around a corner makes it the ideal method of 

introducing the invisible, the mysterious, the supernatural,” and that “this very power of sound 

carries with it a concomitant danger— sound will always carry with it the tension of the 

unknown until it is anchored by sight” (Altman 73-4). As a practice, ventriloquism splits and 

reassembles two disparate elements. The Drowned Man effectively stages Altman’s theory; 

positioning cinema as an ominous force that “lures” and dupes its viewers and participants. 

Even as The Drowned Man’s environment invokes the eerie nature of cinematic 

ventriloquism by implying imminent danger, its performers exemplify theatrical ventriloquism 

by executing what appear to be externally imposed directives. Several instances of lip-synching 

occur in this production, in which characters ascend small stages and mouth along to 1960s pop 

songs, seemingly at the behest of some greater controlling force. Few, if any, of the characters 

seem to be acting of their own accord. Much of the show’s choreography creates the illusion of 

characters being tossed about by external forces. The Drowned Man performer Lily Ockwell 

describes the production’s “Big Brother sense that allowed all of us to be the puppets of this 

larger mechanism of power.” Ironically, The Drowned Man performers must be utterly self-

possessed and in control of their own bodies in order to convey puppet-like lifelessness. The 

dancers themselves claim elite backgrounds, some with degrees from Julliard and NYU, and 

others with experience dancing for contemporary companies such as Alvin Ailey American 
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Dance Theatre, Gallim Dance, Batsheva Dance Group, Johannes Wieland, and Ballet Frankfurt. 

Punchdrunk casts dancers capable of executing dazzling choreographic feats and situates these 

feats within the context of a larger controlling mechanism or narrative, one that visibly guides 

the performers’ movements. The Drowned Man draws attention to the ventriloquist stage 

tradition as one of technical precision, given the virtuosity and training of its dancers.  

In the case of The Drowned Man, the production’s theatrical source material (Woyzeck), 

its material circumstances (pantomiming performers) and its cinematic premise (staged within 

the fictional Temple Studios) conspire to suggest that the show’s characters are reduced to 

something less than human. The unfinished Woyzeck script that serves as The Drowned Man’s 

source material was published and performed after Büchner’s death, with a variety of editors and 

translators assembling its disparate scenes into a presumed storyline. This biographical context 

inaugurates The Drowned Man’s themes of ventriloquism, as living writers endeavor to “speak 

for” Büchner and his text. The fragmented nature of Woyzeck’s script suits Punchdrunk’s 

immersive genre, which is devised around a general storyline but offers “no particular linear path 

for the audience to take” (Eames). Punchdrunk performer Sam Booth describes Woyzeck as “a 

case study of schizophrenia,” a condition in which “you see the world broken down into 

fragments rather than integrated as a whole.” The Drowned Man’s title undoubtedly references 

Woyzeck’s ambiguous ending, which suggests “that Woyzeck accidentally drowns” (Gritzner 

46). However, it also alludes to the concept of “drowning out” vocally, for Punchdrunk stages 

Büchner’s text against a Hollywood Golden Age backdrop teeming with starlets and sound 

editors. The Drowned Man’s fragmented dramaturgical backdrop parallels the incompleteness of 

its characters, which seem to require an authorial voice to bring them to life.  
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Building on the premise that protagonist Woyzeck was manipulated by societal forces, 

The Drowned Man stages two simultaneous versions of the fragmented Woyzeck narrative. The 

first occurs within the fictional Temple Studios, following protagonist Wendy as her husband 

commits adultery with movie star Dolores. The second, transpiring in a wooded trailer park 

beyond the studio gates, tracks protagonist William as his wife commits adultery with cowboy 

Dwayne. In both storylines, the betrayed spouse murders his or her partner in a jealous rage. This 

doubling device not only literalizes the concept of performance as a theatrical mirror, but also 

creates an eerie sense of predetermined fate as two puppet figures are controlled by the same 

narrative. Occasionally, Wendy and William’s storylines intersect, causing the two characters to 

spot one another through a portal (such as mirror, window, or fence). Ockwell recalls: “The 

highest frequency existed when these two worlds merged. You could feel the different forces that 

were the controlling puppeteers having a conflict in that moment.”24 

The Drowned Man establishes its dual invocation of cinematic and theatrical worlds by 

setting its mirrored storylines across two different realms (one of them a film set).25 Together, 

Wendy and William represent the “split subject” that appears so often in bodysnatching plays; a 

fractured consciousness that mimics Woyzeck’s fractured narrative. The production’s 

labyrinthine set includes a drafting room, which contains a charted scene-by-scene breakdown of 

everything that happens in the show, as well as figurines of each character. The presence of such 

a key suggests that despite its jumbled structure, all of The Drowned Man’s narrative action is 

premeditated or controlled like a film; one that does not move seamlessly from start to finish but 

 
24 Only Lila, a sound or “Foley” editor at Temple Studios, can travel between The Drowned Man’s two realms. 
 
25 The film set of Temple Studios contains limp cloth dummies lying on the floor, whereas the town beyond Temple 
Studios contains a full funeral congregation of stuffed scarecrows seated in pews. From a distance, these counterfeit 
figures look like human beings, which reinforces the notion that flesh-and-blood humans and dummies are 
interchangeable within the world of The Drowned Man.  
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is instead stitched together as a bricolage. This cinematic splicing echoes the play’s source 

material, for cinema itself is a collection of fragments in which 24 frames per second create the 

illusion of fluid motion. In the world of Temple Studios, both performance media and characters 

themselves can be assembled in parts and sutured together.  

The Drowned Man suggests that a fragmented being without a voice becomes a puppet to 

be manipulated at will. The production’s themes of splicing, voyeurism, and dissection are made 

explicit through the Doctor character, a figure borrowed from Büchner’s source text. In The 

Drowned Man, the Doctor colludes with the head of Temple Studios, Leland Stanford, to 

manipulate the bodies of other characters.26 William degrades himself for money at the behest of 

both Stanford and the Doctor, subbing in as a “body double” for the former and acting as a “test 

subject” for the latter. William spreads his arms and legs and adopts the posture of Da Vinci’s 

Vitruvian Man (an anatomy sketch), while standing in front of the Doctor’s projector. The 

projector is a device that straddles the worlds of cinema and anatomical study, and Stanford’s 

“test screenings” adopt the medical language of the Doctor’s examinations. In a later scene, 

Wendy submits to the Doctor’s strip search and adopts the same Vitruvian posture.27 The 

projector’s light creates a translucent screen, in which the Doctor is visible on one side and 

Stanford on the other— together, they embody two forms of voyeuristic exploitation. Arguably, 

The Drowned Man replicates this voyeurism, as Punchdrunk performers are asked to strip naked 

 
26 Stanford’s name is taken from the historical figure Leland Stanford (1824-1893). The real Leland Stanford was a 
powerful American industrialist and politician, who later founded Leland Stanford Jr. University, or Stanford. He 
was a known Freemason (evidence of Freemasonry exists throughout The Drowned Man, including robes and a 
Masonic Temple). He was also a great lover of horses, which led him to commission Edward Muybridge to create 
The Horse in Motion: a series of automatic electro-photographs that represented an important step in the 
development of motion pictures. As a result, Temple Studio’s icon is a horse, and The Drowned Man’s set includes 
numerous references to horses— including a full-size replica of a dead horse lying on its basement floor. 
 
27 Booth points out that The Drowned Man set is “structured like a vertical Rorschach test, with a male and a female 
protagonist on each side.” Where William “is objectified for his physical strength,” Wendy is “objectified for her 
beauty.” 
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before the prying eyes of audiences. The Doctor’s scenes suggest that after losing vocal agency, 

characters like William and Wendy are meant to be inspected but not heard: a self-reflexive 

inflection, given Punchdrunk’s physical, word-less language of choreography. Without a voice, a 

Hollywood hopeful can become a mute object of spectacle. This experience of dehumanization is 

evident in Büchner’s play: “The Doctor can only regard the racked and increasingly disordered 

mind of Woyzeck an object of experimental curiosity,” just as the court officer “is only able to 

see the body of the murder-victim as nothing more than a corpus delicti, a focus for his 

specialized forensic skills” (McInnes 34-5). As a “fragmentary drama” that “employs an 

aesthetics of deconstruction,” Woyzeck’s “disjointed form enhances the drama’s narrative of 

mutilation” (Gritzner 51). The Drowned Man highlights ventriloquism as a method of 

bodysnatching, in which sinister performance practices, dictated by Stanford, can reduce 

performers to their bodies or roles. 

While the majority of the show’s characters are positioned as dummies, Stanford 

represents The Drowned Man’s reigning ventriloquist figure. As a markedly cinematic figure, 

Stanford emits the evil connotations of ventriloquism in film. His disembodied ‘God voice’ often 

echoes throughout the production’s 100+ rooms, speaking lines and directing other characters. 

Most of The Drowned Man’s characters have made Faustian bargains with Stanford, 

surrendering their authentic voices for Hollywood’s eternal youth and beauty, so that their bodies 

are now under his control.28 These characters lip-synch to dubbed lines, and Stanford reprimands 

them whenever they go “off-script”. Stanford is the dark side of Hollywood made manifest: a 

seductive and sinister ventriloquist who has his ear to the ground. In what is known as a 

 
28 In one scene, Stanford tells aging star Dolores to don the clothes of a cloth dummy lying on the floor. She does so, 
seemingly against her will, and adopts the stooped physical posture that matches the “Grandmother” outfit she now 
wears.  
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Punchdrunk “one-on-one” scene, Stanford invites an audience member into a secluded room 

with him. This one-on-one involves Stanford placing an orange slice into the audience member’s 

mouth so that she is forced to produce a citrus grin. Here, Stanford uses the orange slice to 

manipulate an audience member like a dummy: altering her visual expression (smile) while 

stifling her vocal expression (speech). Stanford is The Drowned Man’s own mouthpiece; a figure 

that seems to control, yet is ultimately controlled by, the theatrical conventions of the show. His 

character unites the production’s theatrical and cinematic legacies. 

Stanford enacts the all-consuming power of cinematic ventriloquism, occupying the dual 

roles of ventriloquist and terrifying dummy come-to-life. Stanford’s vocal directives actualize to 

determine the fates of the other characters. For example, Stanford gives Hollywood hopeful 

Romola Martin her big break; a mysterious motion picture involving a tragic car accident. 

Stanford sends a bewildered Romola off to hair and makeup to prepare for her big scene. As the 

makeup artist applies fake bruises and cuts to her face, Romola begins to feel physical pain. She 

reviews her script for the car accident scene, only to discover that it dictates her actual death. In 

another scene, Foley artist Lila encounters Stanford in the flesh, and is unnerved by the presence 

of both his embodied voice and his all-powerful “God” voice that narrates and determines the 

course of their scene. Her eyes dart between the real (flesh-and-blood man conversing with her), 

and the reel (the machine from which his voice is also emanating).29  This scene dramatizes a 

critical moment of revelation: Lila realizes that she’s being manipulated and understands that 

ventriloquist mechanisms have dictated her actions up to this point. Such moments of recognition 

in The Drowned Man recall The Pillowman’s ventriloquizing dynamics. In each drama, 

characters experience a dawning comprehension that brutality and coercion are orchestrated or 

 
29 Aesthetically, a reel-to-reel machine features two simultaneously looping reels that nearly touch, much like the 
show’s dual Woyzeck storylines. 
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“scripted.” For The Drowned Man in particular, Lila’s epiphany comments on the circumstances 

of the production as a whole, which controls its unwitting spectators as well as its characters. 

The Drowned Man’s silent spectators and nearly silent performers exemplify both the 

conditional efficacies and the conditional restraints of the dummy figure. Typically, Punchdrunk 

shows are lauded for their sensory excess: a barrage of sight, smell, sound, taste, and touch. The 

Drowned Man achieves this excess, with a difference. By using ventriloquism as its primary 

metaphor, The Drowned Man accentuates what is absent or lacking from most Punchdrunk 

productions: the voices of performers and audience members. The inhabitants of Temple Studios 

are themselves overpowered: effaced and de-faced with the donning of the signature Punchdrunk 

masks. Because spectators must refrain from speaking and must wear masks that obscure and 

limit their facial expressions, they are much closer to “dummies” than comfort might admit— 

despite immersive theatre’s promise of unfettered self-direction. The eerie cinematic context of 

The Drowned Man, in which mute characters discover they are being controlled by a sinister 

ventriloquist figure, encourages spectators to reconsider their own supposed freedom within the 

production. Arguably, The Drowned Man dramatizes the dawning realization of the dummy 

figure’s limited condition, for audience members as well as performers. 

Yet, as with Fairview and The Pillowman, The Drowned Man activates the subversive 

potential of the dummy. In this case, The Drowned Man highlights the power of non-verbal 

communication, as dancers convey narrative without relying on text. An unfavorable critic could 

interpret the word-less nature of Punchdrunk’s immersive work as employing performing 

“dummies.” Viewed another way, however, Punchdrunk cannot be accused of ventriloquizing or 

“putting words” into their performers’ mouths. When I interviewed performers, few spoke about 

text and language at all. Reflecting on the show’s one-on-ones (which are the most text-oriented 
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scenes in any Punchdrunk production), Ockwell remarks: “The text is a vehicle. It’s not 

necessarily the words that are so important; it provides a way to make people feel intimate.” 

Booth agrees, in language that emphasizes The Drowned Man’s themes: “we’re using fragments 

of phrases rather than full sentences … it’s talking that’s not meant to be heard,” but instead “lips 

are moving, like a silent movie.” The lines uttered in the show are “never supposed to be 

essential for storytelling. It’s not information, it’s much more like music.” According to 

performers, the text functions as an act of intimacy, comparable to the act of removing a 

spectator’s mask during a one-on-one. Far from being the centerpiece of the production, words 

become another aspect of Punchdrunk’s multi-sensory ambiance. Text becomes texture. 

By demonstrating the efficacy of non-verbal communication, The Drowned Man’s 

characters and performers showcase the dummy figure’s guerrilla tactics. Josephine Machon 

describes this extratextual engagement as “Punchdrunk’s merging of scenographic design and 

performing / perceiving bodies,” which “relies on perception that comprehends the details of an 

event corporeally; its conceptual and thematic dimensions as much as its physical textures” 

(Machon 45). Punchdrunk “encourage(s) the interactor to understand the work on an embodied 

level without necessarily being able to describe or explain this,” in ways that may depart from 

“cerebral intellect” (Machon 46). Machon’s description of Punchdrunk’s visceral communication 

is strikingly similar to Altman’s description of ventriloquist performance: “whereas the head-

voice speaks the society's polite language, the body-voice speaks a more sincere, personal, and 

unguarded language, a language no longer watched over by the censorship of the conscious 

mind” (Altman 78). Ventriloquism relies on the simultaneous engagement of both of these 

“languages”: audiences must consciously know what the ventriloquist is doing in order to 
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appreciate her skill, while allowing themselves to submit to the subconscious illusion of an 

inanimate puppet speaking.  

There is a seductive quality to ventriloquist performances, for they stage a productive 

tension between the act’s reputed star (the ventriloquist) and its theatrical star (the dummy). 

Arguably, a spectator’s “conscious mind” appreciates the ventriloquist, yet a spectator’s “body-

language” and primary sense of wonder responds to the uncanny movements of the puppet. The 

Drowned Man strives for a super-sensory engagement of its spectators, in which a greater 

suspension of disbelief in its immersive world yields a greater depth of experience. As silent, 

masked faces with all-watchful eyes roaming Temple Studios, audiences determine the success 

of The Drowned Man’s theatrical illusions. Hence Stanford’s recurring line: “the camera chooses 

the star.” 

Conclusion: “Call-and-Response” 

In Natural Science, journalist Martha Henriques details how “the ventriloquist illusion” 

confuses the human brain:  

 

The ventriloquism illusion happens when the brain does the math right, but the answer 
comes out slightly wrong because of something deceptive in the environment—like a 
clever person pantomiming speech with a dummy and talking without moving their lips. 
(Henriques) 

 

Ventriloquism proves how generative a performance can be when “the answer comes out slightly 

wrong.” The uncanny, unsettling nature of ventriloquism creates a space to (re)consider notions 

of embodiment— not only embodiment as critical to theatrical representation, but in thematic 

terms: what bodies are, what they can do, and how they rhetorically instantiate notions of “the 

human.” Furthermore, ventriloquism’s inherent “wrongness” stems from an underlying 
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assumption that one figure (the ventriloquist) is speaking for a second figure (the dummy) that 

should not be able to speak. Ventriloquist dramas like Fairview, The Pillowman, and The 

Drowned Man engage this assumption on a thematic level; they question how and why a 

ventriloquist figure is authorized to speak for a dummy figure, as well as any presuppositions 

that dummy figures cannot or ought not to speak for themselves. The ventriloquist paradigm’s 

inherent power dynamics provide a framework for considering exploitation, silencing, and 

enforced norms.  

By transferring one voice into two bodies, therefore, ventriloquism offers the potential for 

rethinking political, social, and physical norms through performance. Fairview, The Pillowman, 

and The Drowned Man each provoke dialogue about (relative) freedom of expression, whether 

that is literal speech or artistic creation. They each point to the limits of language and affirm the 

power of embodied performance to convey meaning. They each reveal the cost of speaking for 

an Other, particularly if that Other is part of a vulnerable or traditionally oppressed population. 

All three productions show how performance itself can replicate these issues, while also 

advocating for performance as a medium for solving and talking through them. Connor writes of 

ventriloquism: “this rather abstruse and specialized practice provided different cultures with a 

way both of enacting and of reflecting upon the powers and meanings of the voice as such” 

(Connor 14). The acts of bodily multiplication, transference, or projection implied by 

ventriloquism pose significant questions about both the generation of identity and the nature of 

authentic dialogue. Davis describes how “the semiotic feedback loop experienced by the 

ventriloquist illustrates how the attempt to speak for or as the Other, whether as author or 

performer,” generates “an awareness of the individual speaker’s own voice(s) or ‘speech-selves’” 
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(Davis 151). Ventriloquist plays seek to generate such awareness, for a puppet can imply both a 

manipulated, silenced figure and a non-normative, radical figure of empowerment.  

By highlighting the subversive power of the dummy figure, Fairview, The Drowned Man, 

and The Pillowman use ventriloquism to elicit a metaphorical call-and-response from their 

audiences. Fairview presents the politics of racist stereotypes, including those perpetuated by 

ventriloquism and other performance practices. Examined through the ventriloquist dynamics of 

“speaking for” a racial other, Fairview demands a deeper form of engagement—authentic, 

sustained listening— from its audiences. Similarly, when experienced through the lens of 

ventriloquism, The Pillowman’s schema of vocal violence encourages audiences to engage in 

penetrative “close reading,” and to detect the authorial voices behind acts of violence in order to 

excoriate the author. The Drowned Man’s message about voice and form reimagines immersive 

theatre’s multi-medial potential by invoking ventriloquism’s cinematic and theatrical legacies. 

By staging the puppet’s moment of self-awareness, The Drowned Man encourages its audiences 

to question the extent to which they, too, are invisibly controlled. Ventriloquism’s split-subject 

dynamic appears within the plays’ characters and within the plays themselves. Each production 

distorts form— both as theatrical medium and the bodies within it— in order to stage a self-

reflexive dialogue about voices, bodies, and performance. The result is often uncanny, unsettling, 

bewildering and bewitching: much like ventriloquism itself.  
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Chapter 2: Resurrection as Bodysnatching 

“Bodies stolen for good. Other bodies live on— numb, abandoned, full of self-hate, trauma, grief, aftershock. The 
pernicious stereotypes, lies, and false images can haunt a body, stealing it away as surely as bullets do.” 

- Eli Clare, Oppression and the Body 
 

“People were known to return in renovated bodies; it happens all the time.” 
- Akwaeke Emezi, Freshwater 

 
“Death. It doesn’t have to be boring.” 

- Mary Roach, Stiff 
 

Introduction: Specter and Spectacle 

History’s most iconic stage image is that of Hamlet holding Poor Yorick’s skull. Hamlet 

famously fixates on death throughout Shakespeare’s play, yet he also considers a “something 

after death, / the undiscovere’d country, from whose bourn / no traveller returns” (Hamlet 1.3.86-

88) and “to what base uses we may return” after death (Hamlet 5.1.209). In The Public Theater 

production of Suzan-Lori Parks’s Venus, staged almost 400 years after Hamlet, title character 

The Venus stands in profile holding a skull. This moment invokes both Shakespearean imagery 

and imagery of the real woman on whom The Venus is based: Khoisan woman Sarah Baartman 

(1789-1815).30 This tableau fuses several elements: imagery of death, Baartman’s legacy in 

popular culture, and canonical stage traditions like Hamlet. The profile of a contemporary actress 

playing The Venus “faces off” against the profile of a skull, which allegorizes Parks’s own 

depiction, or dramatic “profile,” of a historical figure. Because Baartman’s body was dissected 

and displayed after her death, Parks intentionally stages a clash between The Venus as a dead 

object of spectacle (a skull or skeleton) and The Venus as a living woman (one who wields a 

 
30 Baartman was an “easily recognized figure in British satirical prints” primarily drawn in profile. “The use of 
profile to depict a racial body is a rhetorically powerful visual mode” because it was “used in the measuring and 
standardized comparison of sets of heads and bodies,” and was “connected to the development of racist physical 
anthropology.” Additionally, “nude, anatomical profile studies of Baartman were also made in the same period, at 
the Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, in 1815” (Wright 59). The most iconic sketches of Baartman are in profile. 
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refractive gaze back on that skeleton and its spectators). Venus creates an afterlife for Baartman; 

one that both indicts the stage as a vehicle of exploitation and offers embodied performance as a 

means of resurrecting and transforming history.  

This chapter continues my discussion of theatrical bodysnatching: a visual power struggle 

in which a body is overtaken by an external force or figure. In Chapter 1, I explored the 

ventriloquist paradigm, which dramatized the struggle to locate a self in the clash between 

dummy and ventriloquist. In this chapter, I explore a different mode of theatrical bodysnatching: 

resurrection. Resurrection involves the reanimation of a dead entity. It can be understood as a 

form of bodysnatching in that the contemporary performer inhabits an undead revenant figure or 

force. That force can be demonic, monstrous, or salvific. The central tension in this mode of 

bodysnatching is a gap between the body itself (the corpus or corpse) and the new life-force 

animating it. Theatrical resurrection, as I will argue, can involve the reanimation of a dead figure 

as occurs in Suzan-Lori Parks’s Venus (1996, Public Theatre), when the figure of Baartman 

overtakes the body of the contemporary actress portraying her, or the reanimation or revival of a 

theatrical form, such as 19th century melodrama, which overtakes the bodies of contemporary 

performers in Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’s An Octoroon (2018, National Theatre).  In both of these 

plays, theatrical resurrection is a two-way paradox: what we understand to be the new life 

animating an old body is actually a new body (the modern actor) embodying an old form (the 

resurrected figure). Venus and An Octoroon amplify the struggle between old material and new 

life to generate commentary on death, marginalized bodies, and performance. 

As a critical term, resurrection brings concrete history to the concept of bodysnatching. 

The historical practice of “bodysnatching” refers to the (once quite popular, though illegal) 

process of digging up corpses in churchyards and burial sites, primarily for the purposes of 
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anatomical dissection. Bodysnatchers were nicknamed “Resurrectionists” or “Resurrection-men” 

because of their disinterment practices. Therefore, a resurrectionist is an ironic term for “a person 

who steals bodies from graves, especially for dissection” or “a person who brings something 

back into use or notice again” (Webster’s 2010). Historically, most resurrected bodies were dug 

up despite their dying wishes and then anatomized by medical students. The execution of these 

actions relied “on a new perception of the body, as something that may be opened like a store-

room or a treasure chest, an assemblage and a container of mysterious and intriguing parts” 

(Aldersey-Williams 6). A corpse cannot speak or communicate its needs, yet it becomes a 

centerpiece of the ensuing action; generating medical knowledge while on display in an 

“anatomical theatre.” Similarly, theatrical resurrection exposes a dual understanding of body-as-

person and body-as-object: capitalizing on the way death unmoors a body from its personhood. 

Resurrection is an important dimension of bodysnatching, for its legacy involves the 

objectification and instrumentalization of bodies on public display, and therefore evokes self-

conscious parallels with theatrical performance traditions. 

Resurrection is an apt term for understanding the triangulation of death, race, and 

bodysnatching in Venus and An Octoroon. Historically, a disproportionate number of the bodies 

used for anatomical dissection (mostly without consent) belonged to Black Americans. Jill 

Lepore writes: “Underneath America lies an apartheid of the departed,” for “violence done to the 

living is usually done to their dead” (Lepore). This practice reveals the hypocrisy of racism: even 

while claiming “race” as a biological category and characterizing Blacks as “subhuman,” white 

medical professionals were willing to make generalized discoveries about “the human body” by 

using Black cadavers. In 2011, Professor Shawn Utsey of Virginia Commonwealth University 

released a documentary entitled Until the Well Runs Dry: Medicine and the Exploitation of Black 
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Bodies. The film documents a clear “racial disparity in the procurement of human cadavers for 

use in the anatomical labs of medical colleges in the United States,” which was in effect “the 

wholesale exploitation of Black bodies for the benefit of the white medical establishment.” 

Grave robbing “became a tool of white supremacy … to this day, African Americans are still 

fearful about the legacy of bodysnatching.” In the mid-eighteenth century and early-nineteenth 

century (the heyday of bodysnatching in the United States), white America inflicted not only 

violence and death, but also posthumous injustices, upon its Black citizens. For Black people, 

dissection meant “an extension of slavery into eternity, because it represented a profound level of 

white control over their bodies, illustrating that they were not free even in death” (Washington). 

Venus and An Octoroon engage with the racist legacies of bodysnatching in ways both literal and 

metaphorical. These plays confront death as a racially charged concept that has distinct 

ramifications for Black bodies, and therefore needs to be “undertaken” by Black playwrights. 

Because marginalized people— particularly Black people— were most often 

“resurrected” and dissected against their will, I focus on plays by Black playwrights as a useful 

subset of this theatrical resurrection technique. Far too little critical attention— and therefore 

reparation— has been paid to the racialized aspects of historical bodysnatching. This chapter 

therefore focuses on plays by Black playwrights that engage issues of resurrection and race, in 

order to redress this critical lacuna and to observe how Black playwrights consider the problem 

of how ethically to resurrect historical Black figures and the theatrical forms in which they have 

been problematically contained or represented. In their critique of how systems of white 

supremacy engage with Black bodies, Venus and An Octoroon provide examples of theatrical 

resurrection as an embodied event. In both plays, characters are resurrected from a specific kind 

of death: death caused by racist violence. 
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In writing about theatrical resurrection, I, too, am implicated in the structures of power 

discussed in this chapter. Despite this project’s focus on bodysnatching (and this chapter’s focus 

on the harm that befalls Black bodies), I do not want to reduce Black people to their bodies. 

What I endeavor to show is how these plays emphasize such reduction, and attempt to combat it 

via self-conscious theatrical resurrection. Regarding the ethical implications of plays like Venus 

and An Octoroon, I will resist speaking on behalf of a generalized whole. Particularly as a white 

woman, I am not qualified to categorically state whether the catharsis of replicating this violence 

onstage is worth its pain. That assessment ought to be left for each individual performer or 

spectator to decide for themselves. Throughout this chapter, what I instead attempt to offer are 

the affordances of embodied performance in addressing and mitigating racial trauma. When 

plays resurrect old theatrical tropes with a mission to interrogate them, we can understand theatre 

“not as something decorative but as a vital moral-ethical tool” (Saunders 5). I argue that these 

plays strive to figuratively combat and transcend the pain of death in a way that only theatre can. 

Finally, I do not want this project to inure readers to the fact that Black people are being 

murdered with impunity. As the plays discussed below demonstrate, every attempt to address 

systems of degradation risks reinscribing them. From their individual vantage points, Venus and 

An Octoroon each acknowledge “the re-trauma of being violently accosted in white art without 

any level of critique or reflection,” and the “casual violence” of using “a black body for white 

coming-into-consciousness” (Sukop). Much like historical resurrectionists or “bodysnatchers,” 

my figurative dissection of specific bodies onstage risks benefiting from the pain and exposure of 

those same bodies. I hope I have not done so, and instead that these plays’ (and therefore this 

project’s) considerations of injustice may spur audiences and readers to rectify injustice. To 
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undertake such a project is to transform the purported office of an undertaker; digging deeper 

and deeper not to increase but to expose exploitation. 

I argue that these resurrection plays, in staging the tension between revenant figures and 

contemporary bodies, offers theatre as a medium uniquely suited for addressing the traumas of 

racial oppression. Furthermore, I argue that resurrection is a form of bodysnatching that makes 

distinctions between different kinds of spectacle: the contemporary plays transform and indict 

previous dramatic material. According to Christian doctrine, on the day of resurrection the dead 

are transformed as well as reanimated. In plays like Venus and An Octoroon, the old figures that 

are resurrected are also transformed. In this way, the new work can become critical of what it 

brings back to life by staging a gap between the old depiction and its new embodiment. In Venus 

and An Octoroon, character types are resurrected in ways that make visible, or audible, problems 

with their original embodiments. Both plays employ alienation techniques to achieve a tension 

between old and new. Both plays use artificial prosthetics (a padded bodysuit in most 

productions of Venus, and racialized makeup in An Octoroon) to accentuate a visual gap between 

the resurrected figure and the contemporary actor. Resurrection re-rehearses the pain of former 

body-based cultural stereotypes and theatrical traditions, by applying them— with hideous 

clarity— onto the bodies of contemporary performers. The result is an embodied struggle 

between old and new that reveals the ways in which these supposedly buried tropes continue to 

exert power onto figures in contemporary life and drama. Resurrection is therefore an effective 

critical tool: because it is a method of bodysnatching, it necessarily dramatizes a gap or power 

struggle. Such a divide helps to refute popular criticism accusing plays like Venus and An 
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Octoroon of merely replicating harmful stereotypes.31 Resurrection is a critical perspective that 

helps to frame Venus, An Octoroon, and plays like them as resurrected material with transformed 

missions and affordances. 

Venus and An Octoroon resurrect buried, discarded, or supposedly forgotten figures from 

the past in order to address legacies of racial trauma. These plays labor to “reveal the invisible, to 

resurrect the forgotten” by erecting figures that are “simultaneously new and old” (Larson 6). 

These plays resurrect new forms of old body-based tropes precisely because they have not died. 

Rather, racist stigmas like the ones resurrected in Venus and An Octoroon represent a perpetual 

haunting; perpetuated by entrenched, systemic cultural ideologies that inflict inherited, sustained 

trauma on present-day bodies. Trauma— effectively a recurring return to danger that lives within 

the body— cannot be laid to rest until mediums like theatrical performance provide the space to 

reckon with it. Onstage, when figures “are unsettled through a haunting, our senses are 

heightened,” and “we look for things we have never seen before” (Hind and Winters 18). 

Embodied performances like Venus and An Octoroon are attempts both to excavate and lay to 

rest; they represent a working-through by confronting theatrical ancestors and dead perpetrators. 

In doing so, they enable audiences to see old material with fresh eyes, revealing the 

sociopolitical forces that still seek to dominate contemporary figures through body-based 

discrimination. 

 

 
31 See: “The Re-Objectification and Re-Commodification of Saartjie Baartman in Suzan-Lori Parks’s Venus” by 
Jean Young in African American Review Vol. 31.4 (1997): pp.699-708, and Salome Wagaine’s review of An 
Octoroon in Exeunt Magazine, published July 3rd, 2017.  
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Supernatural Resurrection: Suzan Lori-Parks’s Venus 

The concept of theatrical resurrection encompasses several types of reanimated bodies. 

The most common story of resurrection is that of Jesus Christ returning from the dead. In his 

case, resurrection did not mean returning as a ghost or spirit; Christian scholars insist on a 

resurrection of the flesh in which Jesus rose bodily from the dead. Jesus’s corporeal return to life 

signaled his divinity; his reanimated body was taken as proof of an almighty God.32 This 

resurrection also provided a rehabilitation of Christ’s image: crucified as a criminal, Jesus’s 

resurrected body was itself proof of his innocence and restored his honor amongst the living. 

Similarly, theatrical resurrection may sometimes involve attaining justice for its reanimated 

figures. I would argue that this justice happens in Venus when the performer playing The Venus 

repeatedly stares down her voyeurs; an opportunity denied to the real Baartman.  

Another form of resurrection is that of monster figures. For instance, a zombie is a 

fictional undead being created through the animation of a human corpse. Again, this resurrection 

is based on the body: a zombie is not a ghost. Instead, zombies emphasize their former state of 

death through decaying skin and rotting body parts. Generally, zombies appear possessed by a 

new force that drags them back from the afterlife. Whether saintly or sinister, a resurrected body 

contains the dueling forces of life and death. These bodies bear evidence of the afterlife and 

return to earth transformed. Depending on the type of resurrection they enact, undead figures 

have a purpose: to avenge, to instruct, to purify, to claim, to conquer, or to redeem.33 Theatrical 

resurrection capitalizes on these legacies of resurrection and their resonances: a theatrically 

 
32 Some Christian scholars negate the idea of resurrection by endorsing the “stolen body hypothesis,” in which Jesus 
did not in fact return to life, but merely had his body stolen (suggesting the existence of Biblical-era bodysnatchers).  
 
33 Supernatural modes of resurrection have their own performance traditions: religious “Miracle Plays” or “Passion 
Plays” stage the death and resurrection of Christ, and zombies are featured in iconic horror films like Night of the 
Living Dead (1968) and Dawn of the Dead (1978). 
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resurrected body is often a body that has been wronged or violated, and returns to address 

unfinished business. The result is a play that explores why such undead figures have returned and 

why they choose to exert power upon the living.  

I argue that Venus activates these supernatural aspects of the resurrection paradigm. 

Specifically, I argue that Venus counters the theatrical traditions, visual representations, and 

scientific practices that rendered Baartman “monstrous” by resurrecting her in a salvific fashion. 

The play suggests the sins of onlookers— both Baartman’s contemporaries and, by extension, 

modern audiences— while also attempting to heal Baartman’s legacy. Parks describes Venus as 

“a kind of play that’s more like a religious experience… where they parade a Christ through the 

streets and they reenact his story. So it’s more like a miracle play than: Look at her, she’s a black 

woman with a big butt” (Chaudhuri 56). Factually, little is known about the life and death of 

Jesus, and therefore religious scholars must imagine their own narratives of his resurrection 

based on scraps of testimony from his disciples. Venus requires similar faith and imagination: the 

play relies on historical fragments to piece Baartman’s story together and then imagines 

everything that cannot be proven by fact. Parks recalls her experience looking for details of 

Baartman’s life in the archives: “there were a couple of drawings, a sketchy account of where 

she came from and where she died. Bits and pieces of things” (Sellar 49). Just as Jesus’s power 

lies not in the factual narrative of his life, but in the number of people who believe in him, Parks 

takes creative liberties with the details of Baartman’s life in order to resurrect her anew before 

audiences. According to Parks, Venus is largely “fabricated” and “embraces the unrecorded 

truth” (Sellar 50). Venus, and The Venus, are real-ized by relying on the consideration and 

imagination of spectators.  
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Venus reimagines the true events surrounding Khoisan woman Sarah or “Saartjie” 

Baartman, who was showcased in freak shows throughout England under the name “The 

Hottentot Venus.” She was then sold to French naturalist Georges Cuvier who, upon Baartman’s 

death, dissected and displayed her remains. At the time of Parks’s writing, Baartman was 

anatomized, dissected, but never properly buried. Venus, therefore, dramatizes the struggle to 

resurrect a fragmented body and a fragmented personal history. In life, Baartman was treated as 

lifeless— just a body— and therefore playwrights like Parks do not have access to her inner life. 

Unlike other historical figures with a fleshed-out personal history, the only archival means of 

entry for understanding Baartman is either through her body (reports of her performances) or 

through her death (Cuvier’s notes on her dissection). Therefore, Venus becomes the life force 

that fleshes Baartman out: fiction becomes a way to real-ize Baartman by supplementing and 

augmenting her history. Baartman’s body was effectively “bodysnatched” in the historical sense: 

her body was posthumously dissected against her will. Therefore, Parks endeavors to resurrect 

her differently; to instead contemplate The Venus as a God of Love.34  

Critics of the play, like Jean Young, argue that Venus repeats Baartman’s violation by 

once again displaying her before a crowd. However, examining Venus through the theme of 

resurrection— via textual analysis, set and costume design, and production choices in Richard 

Foreman’s 1996 premiere for The Public Theater— helps to clarify the aims of the play. The 

Venus is pronounced dead in the play’s opening scene: “I regret to inform you that thuh Venus 

Hottentot iz dead … There wont b inny show tonite” (3). This line inaugurates the tension 

between Venus as a live being and as a dead “object” of theatrical and scientific voyeurism. It 

also declares Parks’s intention to create an insurgent narrative: Parks does not want to replicate 

 
34 Parks reflects, “I was drawn to her as a subject because of her name, Venus, love, and I write a lot about love in 
my work” (Chaudhuri 56).  
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the type of “show” that previously exploited Baartman. This line contrasts historically degrading 

modes of performance with Parks’s own project. The traditional performance cannot go on: 

“there wont b inny show tonite” because The Venus is dead. By contrast, the resurrected 

performance must go on: because The Venus is dead, Parks’s show can begin. Baartman is 

resurrected and transformed through performance. As a critical tool, resurrection helps to 

distinguish between types of spectacle.  

Parks draws upon the dual resonances of supernatural resurrection— monstrous and 

salvific— to separate her own theatrical resurrection from the ways in which Baartman has been 

formerly dis-re-mem-bered. One critic writes of Venus: “the figure that has been resurrected is a 

grotesque, Frankenteinesque being whose features may be in the wrong place or the wrong 

proportion” (Kornweibel 75). Arguably, Frankenstein’s Creature and The Venus’ fates are 

reversed: the Creature transitions from a series of body parts to a living being, whereas The 

Venus transitions from a living being to a series of body parts. Yet both protagonists share the 

burden of ill-fated alienation and loneliness. Just as the Creature is “solitary and abhorred,” The 

Venus is “THE ONLY LIVING CREATURE OF HER KIND IN THE WORLD” (7). 

Showcased as “the only,” The Venus’ supposed singularity characterizes her as both a star and a 

freak.35 The playtext contains historical records in which Baartman is described as a type of 

monster: “the creature,” “Poor Creature,” “wretched creature,” or “wretched object,” with a 

“somewhat brutish appearance” and “an intensely ugly figure, distorted beyond all European 

notions of beauty” (158). In the Public Theatre production, actress Adina Porter drapes herself 

 
35	When The Man and The Brother entreat The Girl (later, The Venus) to come to England as a “Dancing Girl,” The 
Girl asks timidly: “Will I be the only one?” to which The Brother replies: “Oh no, therell be a whole street full” 
(16). Later, The Mother-Showman advertises The Venus as “the only” one of her kind. Yet in reality, Venus’ fate is 
the opposite: instead of being perceived as a unique being, the voyeuristic gazes that encircle her merely supply a 
generic stereotype of fetishized Black femininity.  
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over her cage to sleep, and unleashes a feral growl when The Mother-Showman encourages 

audiences to “watch her feed” (60). This visual moment recalls the horrific details of Baartman’s 

life, in which an animal trainer displayed her in a cage.36 It also resembles Cuvier’s perception of 

Baartman, for he compared her to non-human species in his published findings:  

 

Everyone could see her during her eighteen month stay in our capital, and verify the huge 
protuberance of her buttocks and the brutal appearance of her face. There was something 
abrupt and capricious about her movements, reminiscent of the monkey’s. Above all, she 
had a way of protruding her lips quite similar to what we have observed in the Orangutan.   
(Cuvier 3, translation mine)37 

 

These characteristics bring together, but in an almost insensible quantity, the Negresses 
and the Bushwomen and female apes. The femurs of this Bushwoman had a notable 
singularity; her body was larger and more flattened from front to back, and her posterior 
crest less prominent than in any of my skeletons; her neck was shorter, thicker and less 
sloping. These are all animal characteristics … in this last respect especially, I have never 
seen a human head more like a monkey’s than hers. (Cuvier 6, translation mine)38 

 

 

Cuvier acted as historical resurrectionist or bodysnatcher by obtaining and dissecting Baartman’s 

corpse against her wishes. Cuvier’s published report extended his violation of Baartman, for his 

 
36 From Cuvier’s report: “Un Anglais lui avait fait espérer une grande fortune si elle venait s’offrir à la curiosité des 
Européens; mais il avait fini par l’abandonner à un montreur d’animaux de Paris, chex lequel elle est morte d’une 
maladie inflammatoire et eruptive,” or “An Englishman made her his hope for a great fortune if she came to offer 
herself to the curiosity of the Europeans; but he ended up abandoning her to an animal trainer in Paris, where she 
died of an infectious and rash disease” (Cuvier 3, translation mine).  
37 Original: “Tout le monde a pu la voir pendant dix-huit mois de séjour dans notre capitale, et verifier l’énorme 
protuberance de ses fesses et l’apparence brutale de sa figure. Ses mouvements avaient quelque chose de brusque et 
de capricieux qui rappelait ceux du Singe. Elle avait surtout une manière de faire saillir ses lévres tout-à-fait 
pareille à ce que nous avons observe dans l’Orang-Outang” (Cuvier 3). 
 
38 Original: “Ces caractères rapprochent, mais d'une quantité presque insensible, les Négresses et les 
Boschismannes des femelles des Singes. Les fémurs de cette Boschismanne avaient une singularité notable; leur 
corps était plus large et plus aplati d’avant en arrière, et leur créte postérieure moins saillante que dans aucun de 
mes squelettes; leur col était plus court, plus gros et moins oblique. Ce sont tous là des caractères d’animalité … à 
ce dernier égard surtout, je n’ai jamais vu de tête humaine plus semblable aux Singes que la sienne” (Cuvier 6).   
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language characterizes her as a kind of monster. Based on his dissection of Baartman’s remains, 

Cuvier concludes that she belongs an inferior race: “in a word, they were no exception to that 

cruel law which seems to have condemned to eternal inferiority the races with depressed and 

compressed skulls” (Cuvier 7, translation mine).39 Therefore, in Venus, the fiction of the drama 

must labor to dismantle the racist fiction of biological difference disseminated by Cuvier.  

Throughout Venus, Parks conjures religious imagery to replace Cuvier’s monstrous 

resurrection with her salvific one. In Cuvier’s report, he dismissively notes the many scars on 

Baartman’s body but does not explain their cause: “it was noticed that it easily formed 

excoriations from which many scars had remained” (Cuvier 4, translation mine).40 Yet in 

Christian literature, the wounds of Christ are transformed into something holy: Jesus’s suffering 

is understood as proof of his divinity and his scars are worshipped as such.41 More broadly, 

religious relics are the mortal remains of a saint; the Christian cult veneration of relics is “the 

conception that reverence for relics redounds to the honor of the saint” (Britannica). In Venus, 

Parks invokes themes of resurrection to combat the ways in which Baartman’s remains were 

used to prove monstrosity or racial difference.42 Parks does not attempt to erase history or to 

 
39 Original: “En un mot ils ne faisaient pas exception à cette loi cruelle qui semble avoir condamné à une èternelle 
infériorité les races à crânu déprimé et comprimé.” (Cuvier 7). 
 
40 Original: “On s’aperçut qu’il s’y formait aisément des excoriations don’t il était resté de nombreuses cicatrices.” 
(Cuvier 4).  
 
41 “I wish to draw your attention to the ample fact, that our Lord Jesus Christ, when he rose again from the dead had 
in his body the marks of his passion. If he had pleased he could readily have removed them. He rose again from the 
dead, and he might have erased from his body everything which could be an indication of what he had suffered and 
endured before he descended into the tomb. But, no! Instead thereof, there were the pierced hands and feet, and there 
was the open side.” (Spurgeon).  
 
42 Maintaining her theme of resurrection, Parks explicitly links the language of monstrosity to death in Venus. In 
one instance, “3 men died” from gazing at The Venus, as if the mere fact of her body wields the power to kill. When 
another character visits The Venus, “thuh shock of her killed him, I think, cause 2 days later he was dead” (69). Yet 
The Venus herself is frequently described as one already dead: The Mother-Showman entreats her to “look uhlive” 
and invites crowds to “see with yr own eyes what never ever should have been allowed to live” (31). Parks’ 
language characterizes The Venus as a revenant figure who reflects a mortal gaze back on her spectators.		
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deny the fractured state of Baartman’s body. Instead, Venus transforms the associations of 

Baartman’s body by resurrecting her in a salvific fashion and thereby providing a platform to 

honor her remains.  

Much of this resurrection relies on embodied performance. For example, in the Public 

Theater production, director and set designer Richard Foreman made frequent use of giant 

advertisements bearing sketches of The Venus (wheeled out, along with large mirrors, by The 

Chorus). The sketches are cartoonish silhouettes of The Venus with the outline of her buttocks 

exaggerated.43 Because the advertisements are circular in shape, with The Venus’ appendages 

spread across them, the images recall Da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man or a sacrificial Jesus on the 

Cross. These two associations allegorize the bodysnatching illusion: The Venus is both an object 

of anatomical study (Vitruvian Man) and a resurrected figure (Jesus). This visual moment 

emphasizes the play’s themes of dissection and anatomization. It also highlights a governing 

tendency— even from the audience’s contemporary vantage point— to view Baartman as merely 

a body rather than a human being. These larger-than-life reflections loom over Porter as she 

gazes up at them. Much like the earlier tableau in which Porter holds a skull, this moment 

visually realizes the gap between the flesh-and-blood woman (embodied by Porter), and her 

represented caricature in art and performance. Towards the end of the performance, The Chorus 

wheels out another set of circular advertisements; this time, showing only The Venus’s skeleton 

in the same Vitruvian / Jesus posture. These images further emphasize the resurrection paradigm: 

the sketch of the skeleton emblematizes death, yet the circular nature of the set pieces suggest a 

cyclical rebirth or resurrection. The Vitruvian Man / Jesus imagery returns later in the 

 
	
43 These cartoon sketches recall Baartman’s legacy as a “minor stock character” featured “in at least 19 distinct 
designs” in the cartoons of “the 1810s and 1920s— the latter end of the golden age of visual satire” (Wright 59). 
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production, when Porter assumes that same position while being measured by Cuvier and other 

members of the scientific academy. Resurrection is a helpful tool for interpreting this image: the 

scientists see her only as the anatomical figure (Vitruvian Man), whereas Parks suggests the 

presence of a second figure (Jesus).44 

While Venus does replicate the tradition of fabricating a character from Baartman’s 

historical body (as her contemporary onlookers, medical examiners, and historians did), the play 

diverges from that tradition by refusing to see The Venus only as her parts. Instead, Parks 

attempts to animate and reassemble an anatomized figure; endeavoring to construct an integrated 

human while intentionally highlighting her own inability to do so. Therefore, Parks is careful to 

shroud even her own imagined construction of Baartman in a series of conflicting gazes, by 

offering audiences contradictory glimpses of The Venus’s physical presentation. The Venus is 

staged “not as a realistic representation of the person of Sarah Baartman but as a concept: the 

endlessly revivable image of the black woman reduced to her sexual parts … a subject created as 

a prism reflecting the various spotlights pointed at her” (Keizer 208-210). For example, in the 

Public Theatre production, the chorus of onlookers emerge onstage before The Venus, which 

introduces her character within the already-fixed context of gaze and spectacle. When The Venus 

appears, she looks directly out at the theatre audience, as if to implicate theatregoers from the 

start and to situate herself as their projection. These kinds of shifts thwart any single, clear, or 

dominant depiction of the “real” Venus, instead layering numerous forces atop the character to 

create the bodysnatching illusion of theatrical resurrection. 

Another power struggle of interpretation— between old and new, dead and alive, 

imagined and actual— occurs through costuming. For stagings of Venus, “the choice of whether 

 
44 One critic observes that Parks’s “attempt to re-member … stands in marked contrast to Cuvier’s vivisection 
report” (Geis 92).  
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or not to use a prosthetic posterior to augment the actresses’ natural shape is a design decision 

that must be made for each production of the show” (Croot 72). In The Public Theatre 

production, actor Adina Porter donned a flesh bodysuit to play The Venus. On a material level 

this bodysuit protects Porter: preventing audiences from objectifying her own exposed body. The 

costume “signif(ies) the actress’s exposure while preventing its effects: the actress playing The 

Venus will not be displayed in the ways Baartman was” (Worthen 15). On a thematic level, the 

bodysuit encases Porter: it literally and figuratively weighs her down with the accumulated 

history of The Venus’ ‘freak show’ figure. The bodysnatching paradigm underscores Venus’s 

themes: the dubious ethics of placing Porter’s body inside Baartman’s silhouette stress the 

confining historical practice of limiting a woman to her body. The exploitative international 

attention heaped on Baartman’s body (she was famed for her large buttocks) is frequently 

credited as the point of origin for the fetishization of Black female bodies.45 Thematically, Porter 

is the new life that animates the bodysuit from within, yet the bodysuit of the deceased Baartman 

might also be understood as taking over and enclosing, or mummifying, the actress. 

Venus engages the bodysnatching illusion with which I began this chapter: it creates a 

dual consciousness that flits between acknowledging Porter’s onstage body and acknowledging 

The Venus’ prosthetic, imagined body. Spectators may alternate between two states of mind: 

first submitting to the illusion of the bodysuit as creating an integrated Venus character, then 

acknowledging the experience of Porter’s body moving within a flesh bodysuit. The performer’s 

body is spectacularized via the prosthetic suit. This paradox is central to the circumstances of 

Venus’ production, given how many other actors grope and stare at The Venus’ body throughout 

 
45 In Representation and Black Womanhood: The legacy of Sarah Baartman, Natasha Gordon-Chipembere writes 
that Baartman “has become the landscape upon which multiple narratives of exploitation and suffering within black 
womanhood have been enacted.”  
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the performance. What Venus’ onstage voyeurs fetishize and grope is not ‘real’ in multiple 

senses; they make contact only with the prosthetic construct of a woman. W.B. Worthen writes: 

“Much like the padding that signifies The Venus’s nudity but conceals the actress’s body, Venus 

stages … Baartman as prosthesis, stand in, surrogate” (Worthen 11). Visually, the prosthetic 

bodysuit simultaneously collapses and individuates three figures: contemporary performer, 

historical personage, and enduring stereotype. The visual impression of a contemporary Black 

performer ‘wearing’ Baartman’s body is a symbolically heavy one: “from Saartjie Baartman, we 

may draw a direct line to the bustle, Josephine Baker’s banana dance, Sir Mix-A-Lot’s biggest 

hit, Kim Kardashian’s 2014 cover of Paper magazine, and the fastest growing segment of the 

cosmetic surgery industry: butt implants” (Croot 69). The bodysuit potentially liberates 

performers like Porter by protecting their own senses of privacy.46 Yet it also reaffirms an ever-

present destructive fetishizing of Black female bodies, which originates in part from Baartman’s 

legacy and arguably continues through Venus itself. Therefore, the bodysuit also embodies the 

legacy of harm that attends the current Black body of the contemporary actor playing Venus.  

The Public Theatre production of Venus extended the thematics of the bodysuit through 

set design and blocking choices, which created contradictory impressions of its title character. 

An early scene finds Venus “on hands and knees with scrub brush and bucket” (10). As two 

white male characters— The Man and The Brother— observe her, Porter alternates between 

scrubbing in a hypersexualized, stylized manner and scrubbing with drab, pedestrian utility. This 

choreographic shift does not read as a calculated move on the part of the Venus character. 

Rather, it stages the gap between how The Venus behaves and how she is perceived by those 

who wish to project onto or exploit her. This shifting orientation to The Venus resists a 

 
46 Although Porter herself did not object to the bodysuit, Bria Walker (who played The Venus in the 2013 University 
of Pittsburgh production) describes feeling “more physically exposed than she had ever been in a role” (Croot 71).  
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straightforward reading of the character’s body as spectacle, and instead places focus on the 

external gazes— including the audience’s own— that render her a spectacle. Foreman amplified 

the play’s themes of spectacle and resurrection in his production. He erected a net at the front of 

the stage, which gave the impression that audiences were peering at The Venus through a veil or 

shroud. This tactic emphasized Parks’s distinction between past performances and her own. The 

net was a translucent barrier between The Venus and her audiences; therefore, Venus’s 

proscenium stage seemed to contain and discipline the other exploitative spectacles within it.  

Venus’s macabre tensions of resurrection emerge in the relationship between The Baron 

Docteur and The Venus, in which the former regards the latter as both a woman “she’d make uh 

splendid wife” and as a cadaver “she’ll make uh splendid corpse” (140-144). Parks based The 

Baron Docteur character on the French naturalist Georges Cuvier, who acquired and dissected 

Baartman’s corpse against her wishes.47 His subsequent ‘findings,’ published after her dissection, 

are frequently cited as the basis for scientific racism.48 In The Public Theatre production of 

Venus, The Baron Docteur repeatedly violated the boundaries between theatre and medicine by 

tumbling out of his seat as an onstage spectator, unable to maintain a professional distance from 

his subject. Similarly, the structure of the play itself seems to condemn The Baron Docteur’s 

behavior. He approaches The Venus and succeeds in petitioning her to live with him just before 

intermission (throughout which The Baron Docteur remains onstage and recites Cuvier’s 

historical notes on his dissection of Baartman).49 When the play resumes, its narrative charts a 

 
47 A Chorus Member states: “I look at you, Venus, and see: Science. You in uh pickle on my library shelf” (8). 
 
48 See Ulrike Kistner’s article in Configurations Vol 7 No 2, p. 175-190, Spring 1999. 
 
49 Venus’ intermission contrasts The Baron Docteur’s anatomical theatre with snippets from a theatre of love: the 
play-within-a-play For the Love of Venus. An actress whispers occasional lines of love from the play that reach The 
Baron Docteur as a ghostly echo. He is visibly rattled by the voice, whose recollections of love disrupt his 
performance of scientific objectivity. 	
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budding romance between The Venus and The Baron Docteur; yet structurally, the specter of 

The Venus’ impending maceration already clouds their scenes of love. The Baron Docteur’s 

influence over The Venus is the opposite of resurrection: he represents the death-dealing aspect 

of the white gaze, here literalized as dissection. 

In the Public Theatre production, the bed shared by The Venus and The Baron Docteur 

stands vertically facing the audience, as if spectators are looking down at the bed from above. 

This vantage point replicates the position of gazing down at a coffin, which links The Venus and 

The Baron Docteur’s lovemaking (as well as the audience’s voyeurism) to The Venus’s 

anticipated death. Later, their bed doubles as a medical platform, signaling the double-sided 

nature of The Baron Docteur’s exploitation. As Hartman writes: “The barracoon, the hollow of 

the slave ship, the pest-house, the brothel, the cage, the surgeon’s laboratory, the prison, the 

cane-field, the kitchen, the master’s bedroom—turn out to be exactly the same place and in all of 

them she is called Venus” (Hartman 1). Whether in the freak-show, the courtroom, the hospital, 

or the bedroom, The Venus is spectacularized by those around her. In fact, The Baron Docteur 

breaks away from the act of lovemaking and instead masturbates next to the bed while looking 

over his shoulder at The Venus. Given the bed’s positioning as a kind of coffin and the macabre 

undercurrent of The Baron Docteur’s desire, his decision to back away and view The Venus as a 

spectacle dramatizes his need to objectify her body from a distance— in other words, to 

dehumanize her. This mode of looking links sexual desire and spectacularization with death: 

“exposure iz what killed her” (63). Many paradoxes of life and death mark their romantic 

relationship: The Baron Docteur leaves The Venus to die so that he can become ‘immortal’ by 

publishing the findings of his dissection. When The Venus twice becomes pregnant with their 

child, The Baron Docteur forbids her the chance to create life herself, demanding that she “take 
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care of it” through abortion (129). In the playtext The Venus agrees to the abortion, but the 

Public Theatre production makes clear that this assent is coerced: Porter howls in misery as she 

says “yes.” Although The Baron Docteur prevents The Venus from reproducing, her 

reproductive organs become “the centerpiece” of his dissection, and therefore it is he, not she, 

that produces a lasting legacy from those organs (149). Parks’ Venus condemns the nature of that 

legacy and its afterlife; Baartman “lives on” but only in the form of death and dissection.  

In her performance as The Venus in The Public Theater production, Adina Porter 

heightened the resurrection paradigm. She often stood to the side of the primary stage action, 

gazing fixedly at The Baron Docteur, the Chorus, or the play-within-a-play For the Love of 

Venus. Her act of looking implied a barrier between herself and the other performers, almost as if 

she were a dead figure observing the action from beyond the grave. In this way, The Venus 

character transitions from being “a curiosity” to expressing her own curiosity: her scrutinizing 

gaze becomes part of a resurrection that must be actualized in performance. Porter’s acting 

gradually became more naturalistic as the play progressed, which made The Venus appear more 

and more lifelike the closer she moved to death.50 This stylistic choice aligns with Parks’s play, 

for Venus’s scenes are titled in reverse order: beginning with Scene 31 and ending with Scene 1. 

Thus, the playtext and its leading actor symbolically work against the play’s narrative trajectory, 

transitioning from death to life. The closing line of the play is spoken by a beseeching Venus: 

“Kiss me Kiss me Kiss me Kiss” (162). This final line may seem a puzzling one, for The Venus 

solicits kisses from the audience shortly after insisting: “Don’t look at me don’t look” (159). 

However, examining this ending through the lens of resurrection provides a radical interpretation 

 
50 Reviewer Wallace observes that “actress Adina Porter does a moving job of endowing Baartman with humanity” 
(Wallace 31). 
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of The Venus’s closing line. According to the Synoptic Gospels, Judas Iscariot betrayed Jesus to 

those seeking to arrest him by identifying Jesus with a kiss.51 Hence, the Kiss of Judas is also 

referred to as the Betrayal of Christ. In Venus, The Venus has already been betrayed by The 

Man, The Mother-Showman, The Baron Docteur, and The Negro Resurrectionist. In the context 

of supernatural resurrection, The Venus’s final line— in which she solicits a kiss— positions the 

audience as the Judas figure or final betrayer. In Venus, spectacle operates as both the downfall 

and the uprising of the resurrected Venus figure.  

Venus’s themes of bodysnatching and resurrection are made most explicit through The 

Negro Resurrectionist character. W.B. Worthen observes that Parks “invents The Negro 

Resurrectionist not so much to resurrect Baartman, but to resurrect the ways in which she has 

been dis/re-membered” (Worthen 16). In the Public Theatre production, the actor playing The 

Negro Resurrectionist (Mel Johnson Jr.) only inhabits one role; he does not double-up on parts 

like the majority of the cast. However, The Negro Resurrectionist occupies a number of distinct 

roles: he is a chronicler, an historian, an enabler, a protector, a ringmaster, and an emcee. 

Towards The Venus, he acts both as a Black ally and a source of betrayal; two charges that have 

been levelled against Parks herself as playwright. Arlene R. Keizer argues: “the ambiguous 

figure of the Negro Resurrectionist stands for all creators and consumers of culture in the African 

Diaspora,” highlighting “the very difficult fact that in order to face the remains of the past, we 

must dig them up, though we risk re-inscribing the very images we seek to dispel” (Keizer 203). 

In the Public Theatre production, The Negro Resurrectionist’s presence is at once authoritative, 

subversive, and complicit. He treats The Venus with delicacy and respect; holding out his arm 

for her in a gentleman-like manner as he reads historical extracts from Baartman’s life. This 

 
51 “His betrayer had given them a signal. ‘The One I kiss,’ he said, ‘He’s the One; arrest Him and take Him away 
under guard.’ So when he came, he went right up to Him and said, ‘Rabbi!’— and kissed Him.” (Mark 14:43-47) 
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gesture of support characterizes The Negro Resurrectionist as an advocate who unearths 

historical records to contextualize Baartman’s legacy. Throughout the play, other onstage 

characters watch The Negro Resurrectionist eagerly, which positions him as a source of 

authority. He sings and dances with a smiling, lively Venus, who seems to genuinely enjoy 

herself when with him.  

However, Parks details the ways in which The Negro Resurrectionist (as her own 

symbolic counterpart) is culpable in The Venus’ tragic fate. Although he is primarily a 

sympathetic character, The Negro Resurrectionist’s opening monologue reads as sinister: 

 

When Death met her Death deathd her and left her to rot 
au naturel end for our hot Hottentot. 
And rot yes she would have right down to the bone 
had not The Docteur put her corpse in his home. 
Sheed a soul which iz mounted on Satans warm hall 
while her flesh has been pickled in Sciences Hall.  (9) 

 

In the first line, The Negro Resurrectionist fuses the life-giving act of lovemaking with the 

decaying properties of death. “Death deathd her” reads as an act of copulation, particularly when 

paired with the French “au naturel” that recalls The Baron Docteur. The Negro Resurrectionist, 

as well as The Baron Docteur, “left her to rot” in prison before The Venus died, yet The Baron 

Docteur degrades her further by denying her eternal rest and “put(ting) her corpse in his home.” 

The Negro Resurrectionist is both a spectator who “watches” the spectacle of The Venus 

Hottentot, and the “Watchman” who vows to “put her safely in the ground when she dies”— a 

vow we watch him break (150). The Negro Resurrectionist admits that he “used to dig up people, 

dead ones. You know, after theyd been buried” (158).  His role complements Parks’s role as 

playwright. In an interview, Parks affirms a description of Venus as “a resurrection of Saartjie 
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Baartman on stage” and herself as a “playwright-resurrectionist.” Parks admits: “I’m obsessed 

with resurrecting, with bringing up the dead. Every night the dead rise” (Sellar 52). Given the 

racist history of such resurrection in actual graveyards, Parks intentionally courts the dangers of 

replicating original violations against Black bodies. However, Parks does not unequivocally 

condemn The Negro Resurrectionist’s practice of unearthing bodies, nor her own. In fact, one 

critic proposes that “one of this character’s roles” is “to dig up for us these stereotypes so that 

they can be purged in order to Resurrect the Negro” (Kornweibel 71). Parks’ position as 

playwright echoes that of The Negro Resurrectionist; they both ultimately decide to unearth The 

Venus figure despite ethical misgivings.  

Yet despite the parallels that Parks creates between herself and The Negro 

Resurrectionist, she also maintains a clear distance from his character in order to differentiate 

their respective modes of resurrection. In fact, Parks inoculates herself from being tarred with 

The Negro Resurrectionist’s brush by making distinctions between exploitative and ameliorative 

resurrections. Whereas The Negro Resurrectionist fails to protect The Venus and ultimately 

gives her up to the white medical establishment, Parks labors to reveal a resurrected Venus 

character that is associated more with salvific than monstrous modes of supernatural 

resurrection. Parks shifts the focus from Baartman’s body as subnormal and monstrous by 

transforming her body into a form of relic. Parks’s decision to resurrect Baartman within an 

intentionally spectacular context raises questions about the complicity of both the playwright and 

the audience. Venus asks who is responsible for constructing or inventing The Venus Hottentot, 

and what is to be gained by assembling her anew before contemporary audiences.  

The answer, I believe, lies in the fact that The Venus was never properly buried. The 

Venus is a “specter that haunts the play,” but also “a space in which past and present conceptions 
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about her, and by extension black women in general, can be addressed” (McCormick 12). In 

Venus, “the exhumed body of the Venus also represents an open historical wound - a kind of 

unfinished narrative that needs to be taken up in a contemporary context” (McCormick 197). 

Throughout Venus, Parks makes space for this resurrection as a collaborative enterprise. Because 

“the audience accompanies her in digging back into and interrogating the past, they are also 

digging right back up to a present in which the deadly stereotypes of the past are still in 

operation” (Kornweibel 72). Therefore, Parks enlists her “spectators to become active 

participants in the performance of re-membering” (Parks 42). Throughout the play, old and new 

map onto one another via the resurrected Venus figure, who returns to highlight “the black body 

violated in contemporary circumstances that reflect, explicitly or implicitly, damaging historical 

legacies and cultural stereotypes” (Larson 36). The specter of Baartman and what she endured 

maps onto present-day acts of racism and sexism, for “as long as Americans are haunted by their 

histories, they will continue to dig for the bones of their ancestors” (Larson 8). This sense of 

haunting manifests physically in the bodies of contemporary audiences and performers: a 

“phobic response to the body of the ‘Hottentot Venus’ for black New World subjects” (Keizer 

210). Venus openly acknowledges the history of oppressive “haunting” that caused and continues 

Baartman’s legacy of exploitation. Furthermore, the play turns its own gaze outward, 

deliberately exhibiting The Venus’s body to condemn the social attitudes, narrow ideologies, and 

exploitative economic regimes that spectacularized her. In doing so, Venus’s act of resurrection 

paradoxically operates as a kind of laying to rest, by reanimating Baartman within a theatrical 

critique of spectacle.  

Indeed, in several instances, the resurrection of The Venus character enabled 

psychosomatic healing for the bodies of contemporary artists. For director Cynthia Croot, 
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“performing for an audience of women and children at the Sarah Baartman Woman’s Shelter, the 

text felt elegiac and momentous” (Croot 71). April Matthis, who played The Venus in the 1999 

Salvage Vanguard Theatre production, describes the experience of performing The Venus as 

transcending static depictions of Black femininity: “you own your performance” (Croot 72). For 

Porter, her performance as The Venus at The Public Theatre “actually provided a catharsis from 

a youth spent ashamed of her physique” (Croot 72). Porter harnessed those feelings of shame 

while developing The Venus character: “it was an exorcism for me. An exorcism in her honor, 

and my mother’s honor. For all of us” (Croot 73). Porter’s experience playing The Venus altered 

her relationship to her own body: “Now I say— I don’t just have a big butt, I have an award-

winning butt. And I do” (Croot 72). These performers reflect feelings of reconciliation and 

reunification with their bodies that Baartman was historically denied. However, these reflections 

do and should not represent a generalized experience of embodying The Venus; the levels of 

agency, exposure, and (dis)comfort experienced by a performer will vary depending on each 

director, production, and the performer’s own relationship to her material.  

Parks resurrects The Venus onstage to acknowledge the trauma accrued when something 

(or someone) has not been put to rest. In doing so, Parks engages both with Baartman’s legacy 

and with legacies of Western drama: “the deprivation of burial marks the core of dramatic 

tragedy, a fact epitomized by Antigone and its legacy” (Warner 196). The Public Theatre 

production stages this dramatic heritage visually, when Chorus Members brandish a miniature 

curtain that frames The Venus’ buttocks: here, The Venus’s body is anatomized by the 

conventions of the stage. Throughout the production, theatre itself is both an agent of catharsis 

and an agent of exploitation. Parks positions the theatre as a “productive and profitable, though 

still problematic, healing space for African American playwrights” (Larson 27). Theatre has the 
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capacity to address old wounds, yet it is also a primary mechanism for putting women like 

Baartman “on display” in destructive ways. In the Public Theatre production, Porter gasps 

repeatedly between her lines, indicating her lack of consent and suggesting that she is gasping 

for air, as if buried alive. The power of this moment lies in its ambiguity. While moments such as 

these signal potential feelings of helplessness, they also allow actors to figuratively breathe life 

into a static characterization of Black exoticized femininity.  

Ironically, Baartman has been metaphorically kept alive because she was not buried, and 

instead remained “on display”: her skeleton was showcased in the Musée de l’Homme until 

1974.  Even in the present day, Baartman’s burial is unfinished: “it was only through the long 

and concerted efforts of Nelson Mandela that Baartman’s remains (incomplete— her genitals 

were never returned) were finally repatriated to South Africa and buried in her homeland in 

2002” (Croot 69). Onstage, the bodysnatching effects of a resurrected Venus work to reveal the 

disquietude of her legacy. When actors embody The Venus character onstage, they are refusing 

to allow Baartman’s narrative to end with dissection at Cuvier’s hands. The narrative sequence 

of historical events remains the same, but the ways in which these events are “fleshed out” 

onstage can provide space for more nuanced and subversive retellings of Baartman’s story. By 

reconsidering Baartman’s body as a relic, Venus becomes what Parks describes as a chance to 

“dig for bones, find bones, hear the bones sing, write it down” (“Possession” 4). Through Parks’s 

retelling, Baartman’s supernatural resurrection transforms from a monstrous to a salvific one. 

With Venus, Parks does not strive for a tidy or conclusive burial. Rather, she resurrects 

The Venus in order to stage the trauma that continues to “act” upon contemporary bodies in 

popular culture: “the weight of history, and the responsibility to face our collective past” (Croot 

74). Parks’s act of re-membering attempts to do something more transcendent than merely 
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reproduce her racialized subjection. By reconstructing The Venus in an unsettling, grotesque 

context, Parks acknowledges the “many parts of history that aren’t pretty” and thus subverts the 

desiring gazes that seek to re-inscribe her as an object of desire (Croot 74). In the play, The 

Venus struggles with the conflicting impressions imposed on her by her onlookers. Throughout 

the play, Parks struggles with a dual sense of Baartman as both a deceased historical figure and a 

contemporary character that emerges through the body of the performer. The audience, too, is 

invited to hold this duality; to see both the fragmented corpse and the integrated woman. As a 

result, The Venus wields the forces of both life and death onstage, provoking inquiry about what 

has been buried too carelessly, and what must be reawakened.  

 

Historical Resurrection: Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’s An Octoroon 

Suzan-Lori Parks’s Venus enacts one phase of resurrection: the conspicuous cobbling-

together of historical fragments to construct an unsettling revenant figure. Branden Jacobs-

Jenkins’s An Octoroon enacts the opposite gesture of resurrection: reviving older dramatic 

material in order to disassemble and dissect it. An Octoroon adapts source material from its 

dramatic predecessor: Dion Boucicault’s popular 19th century melodrama The Octoroon. Yet An 

Octoroon is no mere adaptation; instead, it reimagines and challenges Boucicault’s original to 

create modern sociopolitical commentary on racial dynamics in theatre. This tension is apparent 

in Jacobs-Jenkins’ microscopic yet meaningful alteration in title. By employing the indefinite 

article, Jacobs-Jenkins remains as close as possible to Boucicault’s original title while denying 

the supposed universality of a generic racial trope (“the octoroon”). Jacob-Jenkins activates this 

friction throughout the play in a “reactive use of history,” as he both clings to and swerves away 

from Boucicault’s source text in decisive, insurgent moves (Lepecki 162).  
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Venus and An Octoroon evoke the concept of resurrection differently. Venus activates the 

macabre definition of resurrection (“the state of one risen from the dead”), whereas An Octoroon 

primarily activates the secondary definition of resurrection (“a rising again into life, activity, or 

prominence”). Like Venus, An Octoroon resurrects unsettling theatrical figures from the past to 

address present-day suffering. Yet the tonality of An Octoroon is generically and affectively 

different from that of Venus. Venus is a troubled reanimation of an historical body that has been 

tormented, and the play recognizes its own failure to avenge and resurrect Baartman even as it 

attempts to unearth her fractured past. By contrast, An Octoroon is a satire bordering on farce; a 

play that resurrects Boucicault’s original text in order to anatomize and detonate it in a cathartic 

and healing way. Venus fictionalizes a real body, whereas An Octoroon theatrically real-izes 

fictional bodies. Venus rehearses the supernatural aspect of resurrection paradigm, while An 

Octoroon rehearses the historical aspect of the resurrection paradigm. In activating their 

respective narratives of resurrection, Venus attempts to form a whole being from scattered parts, 

whereas An Octoroon attempts to dismantle a whole piece of work into disparate parts.  

These variations in tone, aim, and genre create distinct relationships between the two 

playwrights and their projects. Whereas Parks aligns herself obliquely with The Negro 

Resurrectionist character, Jacobs-Jenkins implicates himself more overtly by creating the BJJ 

character, who shares the playwright’s initials and calls himself a “black playwright” (7). This 

self-reflexive framing device allows Jacobs-Jenkins to stage an encounter between old and new: 

modern-day playwright BJJ comments directly on his experience adapting The Octoroon. Much 

like Baartman’s legacy, the specter of this older play haunts BJJ in the present and causes “low-

grade depression” (7). In An Octoroon’s prologue, Jacobs-Jenkins merges theatre with therapy 

by turning his therapist into a fictional character. The therapist figure is a source of simultaneous 
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support and mockery. She is a well-meaning yet out-of-touch white listener (perhaps like the 

play’s spectators), yet she also sparks the creation of An Octoroon: “Well here’s an idea: Why 

don’t you try adapting this ‘Octoroon’— for fun” (8). By aligning theatre with therapy in An 

Octoroon’s prologue, Jacobs-Jenkins hints at the aims of his project: to heal old wounds and 

reckon with present trauma through theatrical resurrection. BJJ playfully supports this theory 

when he quips: “Just kidding. I don’t have a therapist. I can’t afford one. You people are my 

therapy” (9). From its opening moments, An Octoroon signals the therapeutic effects of 

resurrecting old material. The therapeutic potential of Venus lies in its attempted reassembly of a 

dis-re-member-ed protagonist and an acknowledgement of the violence done to her body. By 

contrast, the therapeutic potential of An Octoroon lies in its very powers of destruction.  

I argue that An Octoroon activates the historical aspects of the resurrection paradigm by 

drawing upon the legacies of dissection associated with bodysnatching and anatomical theatres. 

Much like a historical bodysnatcher, Jacobs-Jenkins resurrects The Octoroon for the purpose of 

dissecting it and thereby gaining knowledge about the play’s inner workings. An Octoroon’s 

tongue-and-cheek resurrection makes The Octoroon useful, even as it exploits the former play 

without consent. In a traditional dissection, insides are brought outside for inspection. In An 

Octoroon, resurrected characters are placed on the outside of actors’ bodies (through racialized 

makeup) in a markedly theatrical way. Furthermore, Jacobs-Jenkins executes the presentational 

aspects of historical resurrection. When historical bodysnatching was at its height, universities 

offered anatomy lessons in the form of dissections that took place in ornate anatomical theatres. 

Most of these dissections were ticketed events attended by the fashionable elite as well as 

medical students, which “created an enticing atmosphere of drama and display, where viewing 

the dead through an aesthetic and even celebratory eye was encouraged” (Jamieson). An 
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Octoroon is a theatrical demonstration in which Jacobs-Jenkins makes a show of anatomizing 

19th century melodrama before his audiences.   

An Octoroon’s intentional showmanship, in which performance is a means of both 

courting and escaping danger, finds its precedent in historical resurrection. Traditional 

bodysnatching practices were rife with high-stakes performances. For example, Resurrectionists 

often pretended to be mourners at funerals in order to perform subtle acts of espionage and 

surveillance. In one recorded instance, two bodysnatchers went farther: 

 

They purchased a suit of clothes and a hat, dressed the corpse, and placed it between 
them. At the toll they said that their friend was feeling very sick, and the toll-keeper … 
remarked that the friend looked ‘unco’ ill in the face’, and urged the students to ‘drive 
cannily hame, lads’. They then whipped up the horse and arrived at the dissecting room 
without further incident.  (Magee 379) 

 

In moments like these, giving a convincing performance was a life-or-death matter for 

bodysnatchers. Resurrection both necessitated occasional acts of performance and inspired 

others: subsequent films, plays, and songs were devised from tales of bodysnatching.52 Yet these 

performances by real bodysnatchers aimed to conceal: by making the mourners as realistic, the 

corpses as lifelike as possible. The performances of An Octoroon attempt the opposite: they 

strive to create a visible gap between the old depictions of 19th century melodrama and their new 

embodiments. 

In order to understand theatrical bodysnatching in An Octoroon, it is necessary to track 

how Jacobs-Jenkins resurrects various types of bodies onstage. The play’s leading male 

performers don racialized stage makeup to embody their characters. An “African-American or 

 
52	The Charles Denville Company performed “their blood-and-thunder drama, The Horrible Crimes of Burke and 
Hare to packed houses in Glasgow’s Metropole Theatre” (Adams 107).	
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black actor” plays BJJ as well as George and M’Closky in whiteface makeup, a “white actor” 

plays the Playwright as well as Wahnotee and LaFouche in redface makeup, and a “Native 

American, mixed-race, or South Asian actor” plays the Assistant as well as Pete and Paul in 

blackface makeup (132-3). An Octoroon focuses on these artificial means by which body 

differentiation was created in 19th century drama. The play’s use of racialized makeup activates 

resurrection as a form of theatrical bodysnatching. The male performers wear the imposed 

artificiality of their historical characters’ races while ensuring their own presumed races remain 

visible for their contemporary characters. This process is a crucial part of the performance: 

audiences witness the act of applying a skin-deep character onto the living body of a modern 

actor. As in Venus, this illusion encourages a dual consciousness in audiences, who receive the 

performers as two races and two characters at once. Bodysnatching is made manifest here: 

audiences see both the cosmetically-applied race and the presumed race of the performer, which 

are emphasized to varying degrees in different scenes. For example, in Act 4, Jacobs-Jenkins 

describes an onstage tussle between Wahnotee (a Native American character played by a white 

actor) and M’Closky (a white character played by a Black actor): 

 

Wahnotee wins, obviously, and drags him along the ground, taking up M’Closky’s knife 
and repeatedly stabs him with it, until M’Closky is bloody and nearly dead but still 
screaming. It seems incredibly real. And then Wahnotee finds some rope, and wraps it 
around M’Closky’s neck, starts dragging him off.  
 
M’Closky (choking): “Help! Help! Help! Help! Help! Help! Help! Help! Help! Help! 
Help! Help! Help! Help! Help! Help!”  
 

M’Closky seeks asylum in the audience, reaching towards the spectators for help. This sequence 

is both a moment of sanctioned vengeance (the fictional M’Closky getting his just deserts) and 
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something resembling a hate crime (the real Black actor crying for help without a response from 

the audience). Like The Venus’ prosthetic bodysuit, the racial makeup in An Octoroon raises 

questions of continued exploitation by revealing as it conceals; highlighting the divergence 

between a character and a performer’s body. Furthermore, the play’s double casting occasionally 

requires performers to play two parts in a single scene: “the actor literally wrestling with 

himself” (198). Not only does this moment dramatize bodysnatching onstage, as a Black body 

becomes the site for a fight between two white characters, but it also creates a farcical 

resurrection of The Octoroon through a performance of performing. 

The 2018 National Theatre production of An Octoroon, directed by Ned Bennett, 

emphasizes the artifice of theatre in order to indict the artificial constructions of race in theatre 

history.53 The actor playing BJJ (Ken Nwosu) accrues characters as the play progresses: he is a 

playwright who visibly transforms into an actor embodying two white characters from 

Boucicault’s play (George and M’Closky). The actor playing Boucicault’s counterpart, The 

Playwright (Kevin Trainor), observes and critiques this process from upstage in a metaphorical 

clash of old and new. BJJ and Playwright enact the friction between Jacobs-Jenkins and 

Boucicault (source text versus adapted text). Jacob-Jenkins both honors Boucicault by casting 

him as the official “Playwright,” yet exerts power over him by placing the fictional, demeaned 

 
53 Bennett’s production emphasizes the bodysnatching illusion through the Captain Ratts character. In this 
production, he is played not by an actor (as in the Soho Rep and TFNA productions), but by a mannequin: a dress 
form voiced and manipulated by various onstage character. This casting choice subverts racial and gender 
stereotypes; a white male character is a mute ‘dummy’ symbol of commodification and theatrical costuming. The 
National’s audience must suspend its disbelief and accept Captain Ratts as a silent, unmoving object— until the end 
of Act Four, when the supposedly lifeless mannequin is suddenly animated, moving and uttering lines.  
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Boucicault character inside his own play.54 These references to theatre-making establish theatre 

as the space where racial stereotypes are constructed and perpetuated. The out-of-touch 

Playwright remarks: “one nice thing about the future is you can actually use negroes in your 

plays now … My assistant here … was a more convincing negro than the ones who came to 

audition” (150). In this line, Jacobs-Jenkins links racial stereotypes to theatrical performance in 

the play’s opening scene, in order to stage and ironize those stereotypes throughout An Octoroon. 

In the National Theatre production, actor Kevin Trainor transitioned from his role as Playwright 

to his role as Wahnotee in a wordless dance sequence set to “loud, vulgar, bass-heavy, hyper-

feminine, and upbeat” music (151). In this moment of bodysnatching, the Wahnotee character 

consumes or overtakes the contemporary actor’s body: 

 

Playwright dances. Playwright headbangs. Playwright fancy-dances. Playwrights stalks 
his prey before thrashing about with his tomahawk. The thrashing becomes a convulsing, 
the convulsing becomes a shaking, the shaking becomes the music, the music becomes 
the play.  (152) 

 

In this sequence, Trainor’s body is the site of resurrection: it creates the bridge between An 

Octoroon’s modern-day prologue and 19th century scenes to follow. Here, Trainor does not 

merely embody the Wahnotee character. Instead, his dance sequence creates a bodysnatching 

illusion, in which it is unclear whether the physicality of the Playwright, Wahnotee, or Trainor 

himself is most dominant in this current embodiment.  

 
54 Boucicault becomes a caricature in Jacobs-Jenkins’s play, akin to his own 19th century fictional stereotypes set 
down in The Octoroon. Similarly, notorious bodysnatcher William Burke experienced a painful irony when “a grand 
public exhibition” was made of his remains. Sir Walter Scott wrote of the event: “The corpse of the murderer Burke 
is now lying in state at the College, in the anatomical class, and all the world flock to see him … The strange means 
by which the wretch made money are scarce more disgusting than the eager curiosity with which the public have 
licked up all the carrion details of this business” (Adams 100).  
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Although the “women stay within race and within character” throughout An Octoroon, 

the play manages to blur lines between past and present in its female characters as well 

(Crompton 2). Jacobs-Jenkins resists the notion of generalized speech patterns for his Black 

characters: “I’m just going to say this right now so we can get it over with: I don’t know what a 

real slave sounded like. And neither do you” (153). Yet the male slave characters Pete and Paul 

are nearly identical to their previous roles in The Octoroon.55 By contrast, the female slave 

characters Minnie and Dido transform from near-mute background characters in The Octoroon to 

central figures in An Octoroon.56 This contrast between the 19th century male slave characters 

with no interiority and the 21st century fleshed-out treatment of the female slave characters 

dramatizes the gap between the old theatrical form and Jacobs-Jenkins’s modern resurrection.57 

Minnie and Dido speak like Pete in the presence of white characters George and Dora; yet when 

they are alone they speak in what one critic calls “the juicy street vernacular of the current 

century” (Stasio). Other critics use similar euphemisms to describe this modern parlance. Jesse 

Green notes “the incongruous patois and expectations of empowered post-Oprah sistas” (Green), 

whereas Paul Taylor defines “the two sassy house-slaves” as speaking “in an idiom closer to 

Queen Latifah” (Taylor). Ben Brantley writes that Minnie and Dido “describe life as 19th-

century chattel in the manner of 21st-century African-American girlfriends gossiping. The 

 
55 An Octoroon replicates most of Pete and Paul’s original dialogue in The Octoroon. For example, Pete’s original 
line from The Octoroon: “Guess they nebber was born—dem tings! what, dem?—get away! Born here—dem 
darkies? What, on Terrebonne! Don't b'lieve it, Mas'r George; dem black tings never was born at all; dey swarmed 
one mornin' on a sassafras tree in the swamp” (Boucicault) changes to this line in An Octoroon: “Deez trashy 
darkies? Born here? What? On beautiful Terrebonne?! Don’t believe it, Mas’r George— dem black tings never was 
born at all; dey growed up one mornin’ frum da roots of a sassafras tree in the swamp” (157). 
 
56 Minnie has one line and Dido has twenty in The Octoroon, compared to their extensive scenes in An Octoroon. 
 
57 In An Octoroon’s final scene, Minnie chides Dido: “You are not your job” (217). The irony of this line stems from 
the fact that to white overseers, a slave was her job, and therefore no gap existed between being and body.  
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implicit contrast is hilarious, and harrowing” (Brantley).58 By writing Minnie and Dido’s 

dialogue in modern parlance associated with representations of Blackness, Jacobs-Jenkins 

provokes audiences to wonder whether “laughing at the clichés of contemporary urban 

blackness, albeit as offered by a black playwright,” is “any different from laughing at the clichés 

of antebellum rural blackness, as offered by a white one” (Green).  

Examining An Octoroon through the lens of resurrection supplies an answer to this 

question. The resurrected “clichés of contemporary urban blackness” expressed by Jacobs-

Jenkins are meant to diverge from “the clichés of antebellum rural blackness” expressed by 

Boucicault. Jacobs-Jenkins places 21st century clichés of Blackness alongside 19th century ones, 

in order to condemn the former through the now-painfully-obvious prejudices of the latter. The 

Octoroon’s resurrected character tropes are effective liquidation tools. In An Octoroon, mapping 

ironized theatrical clichés of the past onto modern stereotypes is an efficacious technique for 

exposing and dismantling the stereotypes of Blackness still in circulation onstage. In An 

Octoroon, the body is the site in which antiquated practices are played out by modern actors; 

whose own bodies are harmed by the inherited trauma of these practices, yet are also the means 

of critiquing these practices by demonstrating their artifice and racist biases. 

An Octoroon’s titular “octoroon” character Zoe (Iola Evans) is left largely intact as she is 

represented in The Octoroon, save for occasional shifts in acting style.59 Zoe’s theatrical 

bodysnatching is conveyed through these performative shifts: first facing the audience and 

 
58 The white female character (Dora) is just as much a caricature as the Black characters, and Paul and Wahnotee— 
the play’s two most childlike, innocent figures— do not code-switch and only speak in pure 19th century stereotype.  
 
59 In An Octoroon’s final scene, Zoe does not recognize Dido. She addresses Dido as “Mammy,” which forces an 
affronted Dido to perform the antiquated archetype for her (“Missy Zoe! Why are you out in de swamp dis time ob 
night?”). Zoe begs Dido for a “bitter, bitter drink” in order to poison herself. Her heightened language (“O! Good, 
good nurse”) recalls Romeo and Juliet, in which Shakespeare’s heroine takes a bitter potion and does temporarily 
return from the dead (213-5). 
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delivering lines in a heightened, 19th-century melodramatic fashion, then transitioning into 21st-

century pathos. This sincerity emerges in Zoe’s moments of genuine self-loathing; a pattern that 

highlights how “Boucicault’s original was progressive in its anti-slavery message,” yet “traded 

on racial stereotypes that are still deeply embedded in today’s consciousness” (Billington). Zoe’s 

meagre self-worth stems from her belief that her mixed-race body is “poison” and an “unclean 

thing” (175). She believes that her body bears signs of this supposed racial inferiority: her fingers 

are of a “bluish tinge” and the whites of her eyes contain “the dark, fatal mark of Cain” (175). 

This dialogue on racial purity echoes the bodysnatching concept of overtaking a body, for “one 

drop” of Black blood “poisons all the rest” (175). In this instance, Black blood is dominant in a 

way that disadvantages a multiracial subject living in a white supremacy. 

Even as the actor playing Zoe voices an all-too-contemporary experience of racial 

inferiority, the playtext itself belies this false assumption of racial difference. In his Dramatis 

Personae, Jacobs-Jenkins instructs that Zoe be “played by an octoroon actress, a white actress, a 

quadroon actress, a biracial actress, a multiracial actress, or an actress of color who can pass as 

an octoroon” (133). This description, with its myriad options for “passing” as an octoroon 

character, reveals the arbitrary nature of racial identity. Like the play’s use of racialized makeup, 

this casting description demonstrates that race itself is something constructed, artificial, and 

performative; thereby undermining the device on which Boucicault’s narrative depends. For his 

National Theatre production, Bennett cast actor Iola Evans as Zoe. Evans was born to Kenyan 

and Welsh parents, and therefore appears to confound artificially delineated categories of race. 

Audiences of An Octoroon may therefore experience the same confusion as George’s character 

when trying to classify the Zoe character as either Black or white. Again, Jacobs-Jenkins uses 
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19th century frameworks for classifying race in order to reveal the fabricated nature of 21st 

century racial categories. 

Throughout An Octoroon, Jacobs-Jenkins resurrects and anatomizes tropes from An 

Octoroon, staging a dissection of the former for the purpose of cathartic destruction. This 

confrontation between the two playtexts and playwrights reaches its height in An Octoroon’s Act 

IV “sensation scene.” The sensation scene is “a staple of 19th century melodrama” that mixes 

“pathos and action,” along with astonishing special effects to overwhelm the audience 

(Schneider 3). In An Octoroon, BJJ refers to this pivotal fourth act in corporeal terms: “it’s sort 

of the spine of the whole drama” (201). However, the most exciting part of Boucicault’s The 

Octoroon is denied an embodied onstage reality in An Octoroon. Instead, characters BJJ, 

Playwright, and Assistant abruptly break the fourth wall and address the audience, providing a 

brief history of the melodramatic sensation scene as well as explaining their challenges 

modernizing it: “I think I fucked up” (201). In summarizing the melodramatic sensation scene, 

BJJ and Playwright “undercut its emotional impact” (Schneider 4). They also capitalize on ample 

opportunities to undermine The Octoroon’s original plot (and thereby, Boucicault’s authority).60 

All three performers “drop the act” as they discuss theatrical conventions, and as they do, their 

racialized makeup becomes makeup without embodied character attached. In this moment, the 

19th-century resurrected characters cease to overtake their modern-day counterparts. 

When the performers “drop” their characters and simply address the audience, they cease 

to act out a hierarchy of racial stereotypes onstage. In fact, all three men— who are each 

 
60 BJJ hurriedly recaps the scene and its shortcomings: “and then M’Closky enters and he’s like, for no reason, 
except exposition and to be an asshole” (203). These pitfalls are attributed to Boucicault’s shortsightedness: “— and 
randomly, I guess, George never looked in the camera or forgot about the camera? This is actually a hole in 
Boucicault’s plot. Not mine” (204). Through these lines, Jacobs-Jenkins situates Boucicault’s original climax as a 
hurried footnote that prefaces the climactic scene he then rewrites.	
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classified as different races both as performers and as characters— collaborate as equals in their 

act of communal retelling, by providing summary and analysis for Boucicault’s play. These 

performers can speak to one another, and the audience, only after they have temporarily 

unburdened themselves from the performance of racial identity. The performers are able to 

release their racialized characters when they stop to dissect Boucicault’s original project. 

Therefore, Jacobs-Jenkins seems to imply that the process of dissecting and dismantling a 

resurrected text— as the performers do here— creates space for actors to release themselves 

from the racist caricatures they have been asked to perform on and offstage.  

The Act IV sensation scene that these performers describe is a device meant to elicit a 

visceral response in its audiences. Jacobs-Jenkins (and his onstage counterpart BJJ) wish to 

invest this device with new life, which occurs by creating a sense of impending death: 

 

BJJ: So I think the final frontier, awkwardly enough, is probably just an actual 
experience of finality, I think. 
 
Playwright: Like— death, basically? 
 
BJJ: So for a while I was thinking maybe I could actually just set this place on fire with 
you inside— 
 
Playwright: Bring you as close to death as possible … That would be amazing …  
 
BJJ: And then, of course, rescue you each one by one.   (205-6) 

 

According to these characters, sensation scenes endeavor to replicate a feeling of resurrection 

through a theatrical brush-with-death. Yet given the heavily mediated 21st century experiences 

that keep spectators at a remove, the characters fret over how to replicate the immediacy of such 

a scene. Boucicault’s original sensation scene produces a photograph as evidence of murder: a 
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photographic plate of M’Closky killing Paul. BJJ considers the “justice around which the whole 

thing hangs … a little dated,” because modern audiences are acclimated to the use of 

photography in legal cases (206). Wishing to produce a similar level of shock for his 21st century 

audiences, Jacobs-Jenkins opts for a photograph of another murder.61 In Bennett’s production, a 

gigantic white screen drops from the ceiling to reveal the notorious lynching photograph of 

Thomas Shipp and Abram Smith before a crowd in Marion, Indiana in August 1930. This image 

emblematizes the sickening fusing of political and performative practices in the United States: in 

the photograph, an all-white crowd smiles at the camera, as though they have been documented 

attending the theatre.  

This theatrical moment visually assembles the theme of resurrection for audiences. Rosa 

Schneider writes: 

 

The face of a man, staring at the audience and pointing proudly at the bodies that hang in 
the trees was newly embodied, as it was projected directly onto George’s shirt. It is 
through this alchemy of dialogue and image that George’s body, which is ambiguously 
raced to begin with as he is played by a black actor in whiteface make-up, becomes the 
medium for bringing the violence of the Shipp and Smith lynching onto the stage without 
exploiting it. As George and M’Closky debate Wahnotee's innocence or guilt, the 
projection remains, hanging over the action.  (Schneider 2) 

 

In this scene, the lynching photograph projects an embodied reality against the fiction of 

Boucicault’s original dialogue. Yet, like the theme of resurrection in general, this “sensational” 

effect is not produced through the use a 21st century photograph (as Jacobs-Jenkins preceding 

dialogue seems to hint). Instead, the scene resurrects an old, dead body and visually projects it 

onto a modern Black body in order to create commentary about death, race, and spectacle. The 

 
61 The plots of both The Octoroon and An Octoroon rest on the use of photography, which echoes the language of 
bodysnatching by “capturing” photographs and unearthing or “exposing” images on developing plates.  
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repugnant spectacularization that turned lynchings into theatrical events recalls the 

spectacularization associated with historical bodysnatching: 

 

Most theatres relied on a flow of corpses coming directly from the gallows. In this sense, 
a trip to the anatomical theatre went hand in hand with viewing a public execution. 
Shortly after viewing a hanging or execution, witnesses could then see the same 
individual being dissected, and a strange, macabre and popular source of urban 
entertainment began to unfold.  (Jamieson) 

 

By resurrected a dead figure in this sensation scene, Jacobs-Jenkins reminds audiences of 

violence against Black bodies that occurred alongside, and extended far beyond, the penning of 

Boucicault’s play. Jacobs-Jenkins explicitly condemns the ways in which traditional theatrical 

pieces like Boucicault’s, which profited from narratives of slavery and anti-Black violence, 

connect to grotesque acts of anti-Black violence that were also treated as theatrical spectacle. 

Although the lynching photograph is from the year 1930, it is not “a little dated.” Rather, its 

resurrected presence underscores how white supremacist ideologies continue to encourage such 

acts of anti-Black violence in the present day. A slight ray of hope lies in the fact that cameras 

are no longer the sole property of the white and affluent. In fact, cell phone cameras have played 

a critical role in documenting, exposing, and providing testimony for the Black Lives Matter and 

anti-racist movements.  

An Octoroon stages the confrontation between old and new, by resurrecting the 

antiquated forms of performed Blackness that Boucicault generated and perpetuated. With An 

Octoroon, Jacobs-Jenkins exposes the lingering anguish that pieces like Boucicault’s inflict. 

Chris Jones remarks that An Octoroon “requires a lot of sharp contrasts to work” because 

“Jacobs-Jenkins wants to lull his audience into acceptance of Boucicault's clever theatrical tricks, 

and then reveal the human costs of what they are enjoying.” This dichotomy “requires a 
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relentless focus on truth, even when filtered through melodrama,” for “the more realistic the style 

of the work we are seeing, the more we understand” how “melodramatic spectacle, which has 

made up the bulk of popular entertainment in America for most of the nation's history, has 

always been co-opted for racist ends” (Jones). Rather than penning a new play about slavery, 

Jacobs-Jenkins condemns Boucicault by (re)activating the latter’s text through the embodied 

theatrical practice of contemporary actors. Jacobs-Jenkins mines performances of the past to 

generate sociopolitical commentary and to stage an intergenerational reckoning regarding race in 

performance.  

With An Octoroon, Jacobs-Jenkins resurrects The Octoroon (and the body-based 

stereotypes it contains) in order to pose questions about what “remains” or endures. In her 

Performance Remains: Art and War in Times of Theatrical Re-enactment, Rebecca Schneider 

contradicts the “archive logic” that equates corporeality with disappearance; arguing instead that 

“the place of residue is arguably flesh in a network of body-to-body transmission of affect and 

enactment— evidence, across generations, of impact” (Schneider 100). Schneider connects 

performance to “the myriad traumatic reenactments engaged in both consciously and 

unconsciously, we refigure ‘history’ onto bodies, the affective transmissions of showing and 

telling” (Schneider 104). An Octoroon resurrects The Octoroon from the archive in order to 

dissect its remains. The new play generates knowledge not only about the old play, but also 

about those corporeal “traumatic reenactments”— so firmly embedded in cultures of white 

supremacy— that are passed through the 19th century into our own. Traditionally, Black actors 

have been tasked with acting and reenacting these stereotypes; which may only serve to reinforce 

a sense of traumatic reenactment in the flesh. By contrast, An Octoroon’s theatrical resurrection 

both deploys the shock value of racist performance tropes to reveal the ways in which racialized 
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difference is fabricated onstage, and protects Black performers from embodying those tropes 

themselves, due to the play’s explicit casting breakdown (the “African-American or black actor” 

plays the “white-guy parts”) (6). An Octoroon revives in order to dissect and destroy; revealing 

the artificial entrails, or “parts,” of theatrical representation. 

However, the trauma of encountering these stereotypes ought not to be minimized. 

Throughout An Octoroon, as Jacobs-Jenkins “unpack(s) our depressingly racist history,” he 

exposes “the pain of his own process;” an exploration earned “at considerable personal cost to a 

writer” (Jones). That authorial pain may well enable something curative for Black performers 

and spectators: 

 

… A great whoop of excitement and relief went up backstage, just as the audience was 
leaving the house. People stopped in their tracks and smiled at the unorthodox sound 
from the rear of the Richard Christiansen Theatre, intuiting that the actors … were 
releasing some of the stress, tension and personal sacrifice required for an African-
American artist to dig into such a history. History that is not as distant as you might 
think.  (Jones) 
 

This “great whoop of excitement and relief” suggests that these actors somatically released 

“some of the stress, tension and personal sacrifice” demanded by An Octoroon’s theatrical 

resurrection, or else that An Octoroon itself was the vehicle for such a release. In his production, 

Bennett encourages cathartic destruction and activates the metaphor of “unearthing” in literal 

terms by dismantling the National Theatre stage at the beginning of Act III.62 In his original 

stage directions, Jacobs-Jenkins offers: “actual fire onstage would be great” (127). This prompt 

 
62 The stage deconstructs to make way for the building of an auction platform; highlighting how the culture that 
produced The Octoroon also produced slavery. Notably, it is white stage managers who dismantle the set in this 
moment, performing manual labor for BJJ the “Black playwright” and thereby contrasting the racial power 
dynamics at play in Boucicault’s original.		
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is a forceful metaphor for setting fire to racist theatrical convention, one that Bennett takes 

literally: “They SET THE STAGE ON FIRE. This is not a metaphor. Petrol. A lighter. Flames” 

(Lewis). The anarchic redemption offered by An Octoroon’s theatrical resurrection sets out to 

destroy the racist performance stereotypes that linger in the bodies of contemporary Black actors 

and spectators. By interrogating the haunting forms of the past, An Octoroon performs the 

revenant figure’s restitution: “we deal justice here, not revenge” (208).  

 

Conclusion: “It’s Alive!” 

Instances of resurrection always contain a why. A resurrection narrative does not kill off one 

of its characters only to deliver her back to us later, unchanged. Instead, revenant characters 

undergo a fundamental transformation somewhere within this messy, mysterious process known 

as resurrection. A figure is unearthed, reanimated, revived for a purpose; she must play a pivotal 

role in the action to come. Otherwise, why wade through the numerous logistical, narrative, and 

hygienic issues of unearthing a dead body? When this resurrected figure returns, her body seems 

to bear some knowledge or power of the afterlife; whether that be Christ-like wisdom or Satanic 

villainy.  Furthermore, because this revived character has experience with the afterlife, her 

sudden return signals her presence as an instrument of some larger plan: this figure has a mission 

or a message to convey. Applying this logic to theatrical resurrection, I conclude that plays like 

Venus and An Octoroon chart a similar transformation. These plays resuscitate old forms, which 

have more to offer because of their prior internment. Or, as Fred Moten writes more succinctly, 

such paradoxes "hold an affirmation not of, but out of death" (Moten 72). Many contemporary 

Western plays narratively address “the dead returning to haunt a place or person because there is 

some unfinished business to resolve” (Hind and Winters 18). But plays like Venus and An 
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Octoroon enact the labor of theatrical resurrection; trading not just in matters of the spirit but 

matters of the body.  

A primary purpose of theatrical resurrection in the Black tradition I have been examining is 

to facilitate acknowledgment and atonement for the bodies of marginalized performers and 

spectators. Discrimination “affects our experience of our bodies, how it lodges in flesh and 

bone,” and therefore bodies themselves can become “a resource for resistance and reclamation” 

(Caldwell and Leighton 1). Trauma specialists theorize that “memories of traumatic events are 

often implicit, which means that fragments of the traumatic memory are stored at a purely 

physiological and sensorimotor level, remaining unintegrated by the higher processing areas of 

the brain, and are therefore experienced primarily (or solely) through the body” (Caldwell and 

Leighton 23).  In Between the World and Me, Ta-Nehisi Coates writes that “racism is a visceral 

experience, that it dislodges brains, blocks airways, rips muscle, extracts organs, cracks bones, 

breaks teeth.” He implores the reader to “never look away from this. You must always remember 

that the sociology, the history, the economics, the graphs, the charts, the regressions all land, 

with great violence, upon the body” (Coates 32). Bodysnatching stages this landing in visual 

terms, to expose the material damage of supposedly abstract forces.  

When contemporary performers “wear” the resurrected figures of Venus and An 

Octoroon, the result is an intentional layering of past and present. In Agency and Embodiment, 

Carrie Noland advocates for “the potentially subversive understanding that comes from 

reiterating performatives, reexperiencing their cultural meanings, while simultaneously living the 

body as a plethora of other possible meanings one could be.” Noland argues that “a subversive 

reexperiencing of colonial ‘meanings’” can be “achieved through the reenactment of the gestures 

a colonized subject is required to perform” (Noland 25). Theatrical resurrection promotes a 
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subversive reexperiencing of these colonial meanings, in order to rethink how race is 

approached, fabricated, and discussed onstage. In plays like Venus and An Octoroon, “cultural 

memory is not simply passed on.” Rather, “it is made afresh” with “bodies enacting new visions 

of a collective past” (Counsell 6). In fact, “returning to all those … bodies and gestures … 

paradoxically becomes one of the most significant marks of contemporary experimental 

choreography” (Lepecki 103). The act of disinterment is a critical step in playing out the 

drama(s) of the past in order to reimagine performative futures. Parks echoes this sentiment by 

declaring that “theatre, for me, is the perfect place to ‘make’ history,” and thereby “locate the 

ancestral burial ground” (Parks 6). The act of theatrical resurrection, in which the metaphorical 

infiltrates the physical, is an act of (re)making history.  

These plays employ resurrection as a mode of bodysnatching to dramatize the clash between 

old and new, life and death. Venus and An Octoroon highlight the macabre forces that operate on 

their protagonists, creating “two coexistent interpretations, eternally struggling for prominence” 

(Saunders 378). As argued throughout this chapter, theatrical resurrection reconstructs figures in 

a deliberately grotesque way to expose or unearth destructive histories. In Venus and An 

Octoroon, those histories are theatrical in nature and implicate the very legacies of onstage 

performance itself. Because these three pieces are so invested— and implicated— in the 

conventions of the stage, their instances of theatrical bodysnatching invite audiences to consider 

both the limits and the opportunities offered by live theatre. And despite their misgivings about 

the form, Parks and Jacobs-Jenkins perform their processes of revision, dissection, and 

reassembly through theatre. Theatrical revival takes on new meaning in the context of 

resurrection: a process in which performing bodies address the past and construct new futures. 
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Chapter 3: Parasitism as Bodysnatching 

“He inhabited bodies. He consumed lives. That was all.”   
- Octavia Butler, Wild Seed 

 
“The inside of a body is a tough place to survive.”   

- Carl Zimmer, Parasite Rex 
 
 

Introduction: Dangerous Organisms 

Throughout this dissertation, I have explored different modes of theatrical bodysnatching 

through distinct metaphors. Chapter 1 (“Ventriloquism”) explained the phenomenon of a voice 

being projected into another body, so that one character might speak for another. Chapter 2 

(“Resurrection”) explained how a modern actor inhabits an old form with a difference, in order 

to enact a self-conscious critique. In this chapter, I introduce a third dimension of bodysnatching: 

“parasitism.” Even in scientific circles, the word parasite “is slippery … it can mean anything 

that lives on or in another organism at the expense of that organism,” including viruses and 

bacteria as well as living creatures (Zimmer). Parasitism, therefore, could plausibly act as 

another synonym for bodysnatching or possession: one force overtaking another form. However, 

parasitism pinpoints a specific process that is worth exploring in greater detail: a parasitic force 

not only occupies, but drains its host. Because much of modern drama stages conflicts of power, 

hierarchy, and manipulation, one could argue that this parasitism metaphor applies to any 

number of classical dramatic texts. However, in this chapter I analyze three plays— Jez 

Butterworth’s Jerusalem (2009), Jeremy O. Harris’s Slave Play (2018), and Punchdrunk’s Sleep 

No More (2011)— in which such manipulation takes on a physical, not just psychological, 

dimension. In these performances, bodies are sites of exposure in which figurative and literal 

contaminations converge.  
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Parasitism is a means of linking the dramatic material of each play to its actor-audience 

relationships. Jerusalem, Slave Play, and Sleep No More explore parasitic power: how an 

external force can infect a character’s body. However, the bulk of my analysis will focus on how 

parasitism illuminates the metatheatrical relations between actor-character and actor-audience. 

Parasitism creates productive space between a role and its performer, in order to demonstrate 

how a fictional role might overtake or consume a performer. This dynamic— in which an actor is 

depleted or diminished by a role— presumably occurs for an audience’s benefit. Therefore, both 

fictional characters and live spectators become parasitic agents that work upon the bodies of 

performers. I assert that when viewed through the lens of parasitism, Jerusalem, Slave Play, and 

Sleep No More stage self-conscious dialogues about the medium of theatre itself; particularly its 

practice of exhausting or draining performers to achieve lauded performances. By employing 

parasitism as a critical tool, I argue that the bodysnatching paradigm— and therefore performing 

bodies themselves— operate as a mode of self-reflexive theatrical critique.  

I have selected these three plays as case studies not only because they contain instances 

of theatrical bodysnatching, but also because they represent the “theatre event” in meaningful 

ways. Jerusalem, Slave Play, and Sleep No More have garnered an historic level of critical 

attention, each for different reasons. Therefore, these productions exemplify not only dramatic 

spectacle, but also the kind of dramatic sensation that can occur around dramatic spectacle. 

Jerusalem, Slave Play, and Sleep No More each struck a chord with audiences; earning not only 

praise (as a commercial Broadway musical might earn praise) but also generating critical 

dialogue about performance. All three plays grapple thematically with the cost of performance, 

in physical as well as psychological terms. Jerusalem’s protagonist is an aged carnival 

performer, Slave Play tracks the physical risk associated with therapeutic role-playing, and Sleep 
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No More invokes the sense of danger associated with film noir voyeurism. Each play— 

Jerusalem, Slave Play, and Sleep No More— introduces a different kind of danger, risk, or harm 

to those who watch and perform it. I analyze these plays in the above order because each 

production increasingly involves the audience as a marked presence, in order to dramatize its 

(potentially parasitic) voyeurism. Jerusalem is a proscenium production in which audiences are 

seated and silent, Slave Play is a proscenium production that uses set design to visually include 

audiences, and Sleep No More is a production that incorporates roving audiences. I argue that 

Jerusalem, Slave Play, and Sleep No More each stage a different dynamic of parasitic harm— in 

which performing bodies are exposed and exhausted— in order to stimulate healing. By virtue of 

their own prolonged exposure to the vulnerable bodies of performers, audiences are encouraged 

to consider the role or act of care: both the role that care might play in theatre, and the role that 

theatre might play in care. All three plays self-consciously interrogate the theatrical legacies and 

practices that figuratively “feed off of” performers, and in doing so, urge audiences to adopt a 

more active role in mitigating or minimizing risk for performers.  

First, I explore the jeopardy of Mark Rylance’s turn as Johnny “Rooster” Byron in 

Jerusalem: a performance that reinforces parallels between Rylance and Rooster in order to raise 

questions of endurance, exhaustion, and exposure. Rylance, the “vibrant heart of the production,” 

remains onstage for most of the three-hour play and speaks the majority of its lines (Rooney). 

Rylance delivers a physically exhausting performance; much of its inexplicable power cannot be 

traced back to Butterworth’s playtext, but instead stems from Rylance’s physical exertion in the 

role. Throughout Jerusalem, Rylance’s visible efforts mirror those of the character he embodies. 

Rooster is a former daredevil entertainer whose battered body provokes questions of caretaking 

(“looking after”) versus exploitation (“onlooking”). In this section, I explore the ways in which 
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Rylance’s physical performance exposes a central concern of Jerusalem’s playtext: society’s 

lack of care for vulnerable populations. The embodied pathos of Rylance’s performance, as well 

as the parasitic links between actor, character, and spectator, encourage audiences to at(tend) 

more carefully to those in need.  

Second, I analyze the parasitic dynamics of Slave Play, in which performers’ exposure 

and discomfort spur audiences to consider alternative modes of healing. While Jerusalem 

requires stamina from Rylance, Slave Play places different demands on its leading actors by 

installing them in highly charged sexual situations with provocative dialogue and stage 

directions. In its final scene, Slave Play requires that a Black performer participate in a simulated 

sexual assault with overtly racial tones, in which the boundaries between fiction and reality are 

meant to be disturbingly blurred. The vulnerable state of Slave Play’s performers emphasizes the 

play’s broader considerations of harm and healing, as the play places a theatrical model of 

healing alongside a therapeutic model of healing. Slave Play advocates for unconventional 

modes of healing; proposing radical forms of therapy-as-theatre (therapy within the play) and 

theatre-as-therapy (performance as purgative for both performers and spectators).  

Third, I analyze the parasitical relationship between actor, character, and audience in 

Sleep No More. This production’s environmental aura of risk and danger envelops both 

performers and spectators. Sleep No More is a performance with “no backstage:” its performers 

move constantly for three hours and are seemingly vulnerable to the spontaneous interjections of 

the audience. In Sleep No More, the stamina of its performers, as well as the voyeuristic position 

of its spectators, increases the sense that the latter feed off of the former. Sleep No More 

recontextualizes the Macbeth narrative within a film noir ambiance of paranoia and voyeurism, 

in which audiences not only fail to prevent the play’s tragic sequence of events, but ultimately 
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derive pleasure from their foray into its narrative. The production’s treacherous environment 

paradoxically generates opportunities for performers and spectators to care for one another.  

Parasitism identifies the central dangerous dynamic in Jerusalem, Slave Play, and Sleep 

No More. As a principle, danger is not a pre-requisite for healing. However, the danger generated 

in each of these theatrical productions creates conditions for unexpected aid. According to Carl 

Zimmer’s Parasite Rex, biological parasites are more constructive and symbiotic than their 

reputations suggest. Zimmer writes: “parasites are actually a sign of an intact, unstressed 

ecosystem, and the opposite, as strange as it may sound, is true: if the parasites disappear from a 

habitat, it’s probably in trouble” (Zimmer 241). Therefore, parasites “work well as ecological 

sentinels,” because “unlike free-living organisms, a parasite wanders through the many levels of 

its ecosystem, and it can report on the damage” it encounters (Zimmer 241-2). Just as parasites 

are both harmful and helpful, these dangerous and demanding theatrical experiences provide 

crucial insight, perspective, and remedy. The metatheatrical link between parasitism, bodies, and 

theatrical performance is most pointed at my time of writing, when a global pandemic has 

thwarted opportunities for live theatre. Parasitism (re)presents a singular opportunity to analyze 

three plays (re)mounted before and after the onset of the pandemic, in which literal threats of 

contagion altered the performance histories and critical receptions of these works.63 

 

“Remember the Blood:” Jez Butterworth’s Jerusalem  

Theatrical bodysnatching analyzes a marked or charged relationship between fictional 

character and performing body— specifically how that relationship is absorbed into, and 

 
63 Jerusalem was staged in 2009, 2010, and 2011, and was later remounted in 2022 as a means of enticing audiences 
back into theatres. Slave Play ran in 2018-2019 before returning to Broadway in 2021. Sleep No More ran from 
2011-2020 until the COVID shutdown, then returned to the McKittrick Hotel in February 2022. 
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becomes a central thematic of, a theatrical production. One striking example of the complex 

overlay of character and role is Mark Rylance’s much-lauded turn as Johnny Rooster Byron in 

Jerusalem: “a performance so powerfully connected to its part that it feels almost superhuman” 

(Wolf). Although Jerusalem has been staged with other leading actors, it is difficult to 

disentangle the physical power of Rooster’s character from the physical power of its originating 

actor.64 Jez Butterworth wrote the play with Rylance in mind, admitting: “As far as I’m 

concerned you might as well burn this script after we’ve finished with it because I don’t see how 

anyone else could do it as well as he does” (Cavendish).65 Rylance’s performance earned him a 

Tony award, as well as fanatical praise from critics and fellow actors.66 I consider myself part of 

Rylance’s sizable fanbase, yet I notice that I— along with most other critics and spectators— 

have difficulty describing just why his performance is so compelling. One critic avers that 

“Rylance delivers a powerhouse performance that has to be seen to be believed” (Milazzo). 

Another claims: “superlatives are inadequate for Mark Rylance” (Letts). Such hyperbolic praise 

presents a challenge: how might one pinpoint the power of an embodied performance?  

In this section, I employ parasitism as an analytical tool for examining the relationships 

between actor, character, play, and spectator in Jerusalem. I use the parasitism metaphor to 

dissect what occurs not only in Jerusalem’s playtext and in Rylance’s performance, but in their 

 
64 Productions of Jerusalem have also starred Brian Dykstra (San Francisco, 2014), Steve Webb (UK, 2017), Kim 
Coates (Toronto, 2018), Jasper Britton (UK, 2018), Adam Henderson (Vancouver, 2019).  
 
65 Butterworth “regards as irrelevant every version written before Mark Rylance visited him in 2009 and recited a 
Ted Hughes poem. Rapt by the actor’s cadences, Butterworth bashed out a new draft of Jerusalem” (Curtis).  
 
66 Ethan Hawke reflects on Rylance’s performance in Jerusalem: “All of a sudden you knew you're on a different 
plane somehow, like they just elevated life. Life just got better and the temperature, the wind smells different. It was 
a spiritual evening. It was like everything I ever wanted from church.” (Mitchell). One fan writes of Rylance on 
Twitter: “I can't put into words how I feel when I watch him” (@JuliCDay). 
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intersection as a singular theatrical event. Jerusalem has been called “the greatest British play of 

the century” (Spencer) and “the hit that transformed British theatre” (Billington), yet praise of 

Butterworth’s playtext is difficult to extricate from praise of its leading actor in “the greatest 

performance of the century” (Akbar). I argue that the reason this performance event is so 

remarkable is not merely Rylance, or Jerusalem, but the magnetic relationship between Rylance 

and Jerusalem, which informs the content of the play. Parasitism lends specificity to the how and 

why of Jerusalem’s success: it identifies how the demands placed on Rylance as an actor 

underscore the dangers experienced by his character. The intentional fusion of Rooster’s 

character with Rylance’s onstage presence only heightens a sense of risk and danger to both. 

Furthermore, parasitism exposes the ways in which Jerusalem’s spectators feed off of such 

dangers. Jerusalem’s parasitic mechanisms encourage audiences to consider their own 

complicity, or complacency, while witnessing harm onstage.  

Rylance is 62 years old and 5’8, with high cheekbones and gray, receding hair. His light 

green eyes are surrounded by deeply etched crow’s feet and topped with bushy, expressive 

eyebrows. While these eyes often twinkle merrily, Rylance’s countenance is mostly 

contemplative, almost mournful. His natural voice is a high, breathy tenor, and it is easy to detect 

the vestiges of a childhood stutter in his speech. In interviews, Rylance turns a laser-focused 

attention on his interviewer, leaning in close and listening with expectant, meticulous care. The 

marvel of Rylance’s performance in Jerusalem lies in his complete physical transformation: from 

soft-spoken, reticent gentleman to growling, virile braggadocio. Throughout performances of 

Jerusalem, Rylance gazes around at his fellow characters and (occasionally) the audience, as if 

perpetually astonished by what he sees. Given his extensive history performing at Shakespeare’s 

Globe—where performances occur outdoors during the daytime before a crowd of vocal 
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spectators, many of whom are standing— Rylance’s instinct as a performer is to embrace an 

awareness of the audience. Rylance departs from his previous performances at the Globe when 

he employs Rooster’s gravelly baritone and proud swagger, yet he maintains his characteristic 

love of physical clowning and his desire to “play to” a crowd. Much like Shakespearean 

protagonists such as Hamlet or King Lear, the Rooster character is a “marathon” role: requiring 

extensive mental, emotional, and physical stamina. Yet those aforementioned Shakespearean 

characters are enduring and archetypal; their longevity transcends associations with any one 

particular actor.67 By contrast, Rylance is closely associated with the birth and popularity of 

Rooster’s character; it is a role built for him, one that arguably requires his unique skill to reflect 

the vision of the playwright. In this section, I explore how the parasitism paradigm illuminates 

key elements of both Rooster’s role as written, as well as Rylance’s embodiment of it.  

First, parasitism activates key aspects of Butterworth’s playtext. Jerusalem tracks the 

stand-off between hedonistic hell-raiser Johnny “Rooster” Byron and the local population of 

Flintock in Wiltshire, England. Rooster lives in a mobile home that nevertheless stays defiantly 

planted (as he does) in the midst of an English forest; the character grows older without growing 

up. Teenagers and other rabble-rousers flock to Rooster’s trailer to partake in a variety of drugs 

and to hear Rooster’s larger-than-life tales. To the townsfolk, Rooster is like the drugs he 

circulates: an in(toxic)ating and dangerous influence. Characters compare him to the Pied Piper 

or Peter Pan, a mythic figure capable of luring away and corrupting Flintock’s youth.68 Rooster 

 
67 For instance, Shakespeare’s Hamlet character has been portrayed by the likes of Laurence Olivier, Richard 
Burton, Kenneth Branagh, Daniel Day-Lewis, Jude Law, Benedict Cumberbatch, David Tennant, Ethan Hawke, 
Derek Jacobi, Ian McKellen, Christopher Plummer, Kevin Kline, Oscar Isaac, Ralph Fiennes, Keanu Reeves, 
Christopher Walken, Mel Gibson, and many others, without being eternally linked to any one of them above others.  
 
68 Kelly Wetherley declares “Johnny Byron is a filthy menace, Johnny Byron is a disgrace to Flintock.” Troy 
Whitworth denigrates Rooster in language that is explicitly parasitic: “You diddicoy maggot. Living on a rubbish 
tip. Worzel maggot. Stig of the Dump. Thinks he’s the Pied Piper. You’re the lowest piece of shit in this forest.” 
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is characterized as the town parasite: an enduring symbol of “Outcasts. Leeches. Undesirables” 

now “barred from every pub in Flintock.” The townspeople want to purge Rooster from their 

midst, for he is a drain on resources and his trailer rests on the site of a future housing 

development. At the play’s opening, two officers of the Kennet and Avon Council, citing a 

“Public Health Act” and “Pollution Control” order, arrive to accuse Rooster of “unauthorized 

encampment,” giving him 24 hours to evacuate the premises.69 Even Rooster’s sympathetic allies 

are unsurprised by this turn of events. Teenager Davey quips:  

 

It never said in the brochure: ‘Detached house, three beds with garden overlooking wood 
with free troll. Free ogre what loves trance music, deals cheap spliff and whizz, don’t pay 
no tax, and has probably got AIDS. Guaranteed non-stop aggravation and danger.’  
 

As a source of “non-stop aggravation and danger,” who “don’t pay no tax,” Rooster appears as a 

parasitic figure who is resistant to any measures to oust him. 

Butterworth reinforces this social parasite motif through his descriptions of Rooster as an 

improbable, inhuman survivor.  Much of the character’s lore— often circulated by Rooster 

himself— marks him as an Other. According to Rooster, he was immaculately conceived on the 

tip of a speeding bullet, and emerged from his mother’s womb with that same “bullet clenched 

between his teeth.” Unlike vulnerable babies, “All Byron boys are born with teeth,” and “hair on 

them’s chest. No wailing or weeping. Talkin’, straight off.” Rooster cautions listeners with tales 

of his inhuman lineage: 

 

Always search a Byron boy at birth. You never know what he’s got on him. A Byron boy 
comes with three things. A cloak and a dagger, and his own teeth. He comes fully 

 
69 One gleeful townsperson remarks: “9 a.m. tomorrow, they’re togging up with shields, batons, dogs, they’re gonna 
flush that bastard Byron out his hole.” 
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equipped. He doesn’t need nothing. And when he dies, he lies in the ground like a lump 
of granite. He don’t rot. There’s Byron boys buried all over this land, lying in the ground 
as fresh as the day they was planted. In them’s cloaks. With the teeth sharp. Fingernails 
sharp. And the two black eyes, staring out, sharp as spears. You get close and stare into 
those black eyes, watch out. Written there is old words that will shake you.  

 

According to Rooster, a “Byron boy” is unlike any ordinary boy. Indeed, in this passage, Rooster 

seemingly describes himself as part of a Byron species. A Byron boy is fully self-sufficient, as 

well as a potential menace to the reigning order. Now a grown man, Rooster insists that he will 

outlive everything around him; his rhetoric implies that his body pre-dates all conceivable 

threats.70 At the end of Jerusalem, when Rooster appears cornered, he places a curse on the 

townspeople and thereby positions himself as an unlikely assailant: “He who steps in my blood, 

may it stick to them like hot oil. May it scorch them for life, and may the heat dry up their souls.” 

Here, Rooster’s parasitic influence plays to his advantage; his body will “stick to” and 

manipulate those who have wronged him. Jerusalem is rife with descriptions of Rooster as a 

subversive, intractable force lodged within the town of Wiltshire. Rylance’s starring turn as 

Rooster reinforces a sense of the character as inhuman: “for all his pathetic human frailties, the 

suggestion – intrinsically begged by Rylance’s superhuman performance – gnaws away 

that Rooster is somehow not entirely of our universe” (Lukowski). Such accounts depict 

Rylance’s embodiment of Rooster as not-quite-human; amplifying Jerusalem’s parasitism motif.  

 Yet despite these characterizations of Rooster as a parasite, a closer inspection of the text 

reveals that Rooster is instead a provider of resources. Indeed, Rooster plays “host” to local 

teenagers who “can’t go wandering around town pissed.” Many of these adolescents—as well as 

 
70 “There’s council officials ten years dead, wake up in cold wet graves hollering the name of Rooster Byron. I’m in 
their dreams and their worst nightmares.” / “I’ve been here since before all you bent busybody bastards were born. 
I’m heavy stone, me. You try and pick me up, I’ll break your spine.”  
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their parents— seek out Rooster for drugs and subsequently owe him money (“we’ve come for 

whizz”). Rooster either gives his drugs away for free (“all of my bounty shall be bestowed upon 

you gratis”) or grudgingly accepts alternate forms of payment. More burden than gift, these 

currencies echo Rooster’s responsibility to the teenagers themselves. Rooster’s drug-riddled den 

is, upon closer scrutiny, a happy alternative to what awaits adolescents back in Flintock. Rooster 

is transparent about his role as surrogate provider: “You’re right. Kids come here. Half of them 

are safer here than they are at home. You got nowhere else to go, come on over.” Rooster 

provides refuge for the beautiful teenager Phaedra Cox, a former Flintock “May Queen” who has 

fled the home of her abusive stepfather Troy Whitworth. Such details, revealed throughout the 

play, alter conceptions of Rooster’s character from Jerusalem’s parasite to its host. 

In addition to figurative parasitism, Jerusalem also contains an overt reference to blood-

letting and exploitation. Butterworth makes Jerusalem’s parasitism motif explicit in the play’s 

final scene, when Rooster reveals a crucial plot twist about his body’s relationship to the town of 

Flintock. Rooster shares a secret of the Byron lineage with his young son Marky:  

 

See that. That’s blood. And not just any blood. That’s Byron blood. Now, listen to me, 
now, and listen good, because this is important. (Beat.) I used to jump. Across Wiltshire, 
southwest. All over. One day here, ten thousand people showed up. In Stroyer’s Field, 
half a mile from here, they lined up thirteen double-decker buses. Fair Day like today. 
But wet. Raining. The ground was soft as butter. Stroyer’s Field slopes left to right and 
it’s rutted. On the day, the wind was blowing straight down the field. (Pause.) And I 
raced down the ramp. And I took off. I hit that last bus so hard my boots came off. That’s 
what they want to see. They want to see you shatter some bones. Swallow all your top 
teeth. Tongue. And when they get you out after an hour and four heart attacks, they want 
to see the ambulance get stuck in the mud halfway across the field. When I got to the 
hospital they found something out. I’ve got rare blood. Rarest there is. Romany blood. 
All Byrons have got it. I’ve got it and you’ve got it too. Listen to me, now. This blood, 
it’s valuable. To doctors. Hospitals. Every six weeks, I go up Swindon General, and I 
give ‘em a pint of my blood. And they give me six hundred pound. They need it, see, and 
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I’m the only one they know’s got it. (Pause.) And when I sit in that waiting room, 
waiting to go in, they treat me like a king. I can sit there, with the other patients all 
around, and I can smoke, have a can, right there in front of the nurses. And they can’t 
touch me. People complain. They can’t touch me. They need me. See. They need me. So 
don’t ever worry, because anywhere you go. If you’re ever short. Back to the wall. 
Remember the blood. The blood. 

 

In this monologue, audiences learn that Rooster is not parasite, but host: his “rare blood” means 

that the local townspeople “need” his body.71 Rooster instructs his son to “remember the blood”: 

that is, to remember his body’s power as a source of vitality and income. In this passage, 

Butterworth fuses the two uses of Rooster’s body: he is both a blood donor and a former 

daredevil imperiling himself for entertainment. Such a pointed comparison invites parallels with 

theatrical audiences who “feed off” the labor of stage actors for entertainment, as I will explore 

later in this section. In Jerusalem, the Fair Day audiences exhibit a kind of schadenfreude in their 

desire to watch Rooster’s body deteriorate. Rooster exchanges one type of bodily sacrifice for 

another: his treacherous Fair Day performance leads him to the hospital, where he discovers the 

secret of his rare blood. Rooster’s blood sacrifice positions him as a host, and the physical 

draining of his blood extends the physical brutality of his past performances. 

The notion of the parasite helps to dissect Jerusalem’s generic structure as well as its 

themes. Butterworth’s playtext is emblematic of traditional Western drama, in that it obeys 

Aristotle’s unities of time, place, and action.72 Yet Jerusalem departs from tradition in its 

treatment of its main character. Rooster’s personality and circumstances are established in the 

 
71 Rooster’s reference to his Romany blood explains the many racial epithets hurled at him throughout Jerusalem 
(he is called “gyppo” at least six times). Byron’s Romany heritage furthers the play’s themes of scapegoating, 
uprooting of indigenous inhabitants, and racially fueled notions of “social parasites.” Moreover, Butterworth 
presents Rooster as “an indigenous force” with “roots nourished by ancient blood” who is also “a ‘true’ 
Englishman” (Cavendish).  
 
72 See: Aristotle’s On the Art of Poetry. 
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play’s opening scene, and never waver: the character undergoes no epiphanies, experiences no 

change of heart, and does not alter his course of action based on the challenges facing him. 

Jerusalem and its protagonist tonally shift from comic to tragic, but not as a result of internal 

revelation or transformation. What renders Rooster a tragic figure is the harm that befalls him in 

the play’s final act: he is beaten, betrayed, and abandoned. If not for this dire chain of events, 

Rooster would be a magnetic, charming, but ultimately comic figure. The same is true of 

Rylance’s performance. Rylance is a gifted comedian (as evidenced by his award-winning turns 

in productions of La Bête, Boeing Boeing, and Twelfth Night), but his historic achievement as 

Rooster might not have earned such critical acclaim for a straightforward comic turn in a role. 

One could argue that the genre-shift that makes Jerusalem, and its central performance, so 

effective is a direct result of perceived harm to both actor and character. The parasitic demands 

placed on Rooster’s character, and the actor embodying him, are decisive in determining 

Jerusalem’s genre and legacy.  

Jerusalem moves from comedy to tragedy as a result of the harm inflicted on Rooster’s 

character. In order to convey Jerusalem’s parasitism motif, Rylance must exhibit Rooster’s 

simultaneous strength and fragility: a strong body that is gradually weakened. As the nearly 

three-hour performance progresses, Rooster is subjected to increasing amounts of physical 

violence and degradation.73 Near the end of the play, Troy and his cronies arrive to beat Rooster 

senseless; and Butterworth’s stage directions before and after the beating are some of his most 

 
73 For instance, a group of teens urinate on Rooster and film it, upon finding him “lying out, on the path. Down in 
the dirt, smashed” after having “pissed” himself. 
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pointed.74 Rooster’s weakened state requires physical exertion and exposure from Rylance: he 

whips off a blanket to reveal his bare, bloodied chest as he staggers around the woodland 

clearing. Rooster’s voice, already so far from Rylance’s own, becomes even less discernible after 

these injuries: Rylance slurs his words, spits blood from his mouth, and continually hiccups. The 

same is true of Rylance’s posture in this scene: he hunches over with a hand clapped over one 

eye. In Jerusalem’s closing moments, Rooster places a curse on the council in a scene that 

requires considerable physical exertion from Rylance as an actor. Rylance pants with labored, 

uneven breathing as he hops on one leg and limps in a circle, digging up dirt and sprinkling it 

around himself. Then, Rylance produces a large drum and bends over it at an extreme angle, 

beating the instrument vigorously while reciting a long, difficult list of ancient names. In this 

invocation sequence, the boundary between Rooster’s performance and Rylance’s performance 

seems to disappear: instead, it is an archetypal moment in which a body labors in the name of 

something grand and theatrically ambitious. The blurred boundary between Rylance’s and 

Rooster’s exertions enhances, rather than diminishes, the gravitas of the concluding scene and its 

execution. At the end of Jerusalem, “the sense of threat becomes almost overwhelming” 

(Crompton). Rooster’s “final aria of lone defiance” pressures spectators to exert a form of 

sympathetic care (Cavendish), in which audiences “are not just responding to the greatness of his 

performance – though they are – but to a deeper, darker call to arms” (Crompton). 

Even before these sequences of overt violence and strain, Jerusalem demands much of its 

leading actor physically, and those demands reflect the nature of Rooster’s character. Both 

 
74 “JOHNNY turns. TROY and another two MEN are standing there. One has a blowtorch and a branding iron. 
JOHNNY stretches his arms wide, smiling. They run at him. Grapple him to the ground, force him inside. TROY 
guards the door. From outside we can hear and sense an awful beating taking place… JOHNNY comes out. He 
stumbles down the steps. He has broken ribs. Wrist. He’s bloodied. Bleeding from his nose. On both cheeks, charred 
and bloody ‘X’s. Breathless, JOHNNY collapses against the chicken coops. Breathing hard.” 
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Rooster and Rylance self-consciously drain their bodies as resources for spectacle; either for fair 

crowds or theatre audiences. In each case, the body-as-trade fuses actor and character bodies. As 

aging men, both Rooster and Rylance have limited time to use their bodies for profit. Rylance, 

who thanked his trainer and chiropractor in his Playbill credits, “uses his dense body as much as 

his words,” with his “hopping, pained hobble” and “puffed-out chest” (Schwarzbaum). 

Reviewers emphasize the embodied aspect of Rylance’s performance and cite the actor’s 

physicality as central to his success.75 Many sequences in Jerusalem, such as Rooster’s opening 

appearance, require Rylance to convey a full sense of characterization by exerting himself 

physically.76 Throughout his performance as Rooster, Rylance maintains a prominent limp: his 

left foot remains flexed and upturned, and his back is arched and asymmetrical. Due to this limp, 

Rylance never fully straightens his left arm (which is emblazoned with a tattoo of a rooster); 

 
75 Charles Spencer writes: “Rylance is surely the only actor in the world who can somehow contrive to limp and 
strut at the same time, his dark eyes glittering with a mixture of mischief and something darker and more disturbing” 
(Spencer). Similarly, Lisa Schwarzbaum describes Rylance as “fearlessly physical.” David Rooney begins his 
review in The Hollywood Reporter: “It seems significant that the program for Jerusalem lists no understudy 
for Mark Rylance, because watching his astonishing performance as Johnny ‘Rooster’ Byron makes it impossible to 
imagine anyone else ever inhabiting the role,” thanks to his “loopy physicality and staggering vocal command.” 
Variety’s Marilyn Stasio describes Rylance as “a strongly physical actor” and confesses: “it’s hard to look anywhere 
else when Rylance is on stage.” Amy Berryman recalls watching Jerusalem: “‘How’s he doing that, what’s he doing 
with his body?’ It was otherworldly, the way Rylance transformed himself into this extraordinary muscular force.” 
When Berryman watched Rylance’s Tony Award acceptance speech for Best Actor, she remembers feeling baffled: 
“here was this lovely, rather sweet, small man, not this giant, epic thing I saw on stage” (Dickinson).    
 
76 For instance, Rylance’s first appearance in Jerusalem earned nightly cheers: “In one practised move he lets off an 
unexpected airhorn blare into the loudhailer, a long blast. And with that he hangs the loudhailer on a hook (like he 
does this every day), lifts his goggles, throws the needle on the record players, flicks the ‘V’s in their general 
departing direction. He turns and heads across the clearing, just as a crackly 45 of ‘Somebody Done Changed the 
Lock On My Door’ by Champion Jack Dupree crackles out of the two speakers strapped to the top of this mobile 
home. He yawns his way over to a trough, takes off his helmet, scoops up water and pours it over his face. Shakes 
himself awake. No good. He kneels and sticks his head in the trough. Heads back across. Stops. Pick something up. 
Holds it up to the light. A dropped spliff. He pops it behind his ear. Opens the chicken coop, fishes around for an 
egg. On the table on the deck, he picks up a pint glass from several. It’s got about ten cigarette butts floating in two 
inches of golden gunk. He tosses it. Opens the fridge. Takes out a pint of milks. Sniffs it. Pours half the milk in. 
Takes a half-bottle of vodka out of his arse pocket, pours half of it into the glass. From the goggle-strap on his 
helmet he takes a wrap of speed, rips it in two, sprinkles it in. Cracks the egg into the glass, swirls it and drinks it 
down in one. He lets out a long, feral bellow, from the heart of the earth. He lights the spliff, and stalks across the 
clearing, doing steps, and ends up over to the side of the clearing as the song ends, pissing up against a tree.”  
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instead, it juts outward at his side like a wing. Within the world of the play, these physical 

impairments are visual signifiers of Rooster’s past as a performer. They remind audiences of 

Rooster’s history, in which he damaged his body for previous audiences. Because Rylance 

adopts this distorted posture in order to portray Rooster, both character and performer signal the 

sacrifices made in the name of performance. The physical nature of Rylance’s performance acts 

as a form of commentary upon both the play and its lead role.  

As a critical tool, parasitism helps to allegorize Jerusalem’s troubled relationship to its 

own medium, for the play contains many references to the problematic, perverse delights of 

theatrical spectatorship (Cavendish).77 Rooster represents the prime “attraction” of brutal 

entertainment: he is an agent of chaos whose body provides amusement either from destroying or 

being destroyed. For instance, after a night of revelry, Davey informs a nonplussed Rooster that 

he smashed his own television with a cricket bat the previous evening. To prove it, Davey pulls 

out his phone and offers video evidence of the incident:  

 

JOHNNY (watches): Who’s that?  
LEE:   That’s you.  
JOHNNY:  That’s not me. There’s no way that’s me. What’s that?  
LEE:   That’s a cricket bat.  
JOHNNY:  Hang about. What is he doing? What’s he doing?  
PHONE RECORDING OF JOHNNY: Stand back, you vermin. Make room. Cheers: 
‘Five, four, three, two, one!’ Sound of a man smashing up his TV with a cricket bat. As 
the cheers ring out, JOHNNY winces with every blow.  

 

 
77 GINGER: When I was a boy there was this big fucking farmer, right, and you paid ten pence to take a run-up 
and hoof him in the bollocks. If you brung him to his knees, you won a pound. 
   LEE: Simple. Pure. 
   GINGER: There was a queue about half a mile long. Kids. Mums. Dads. All for charity. 
   LEE: Now that, my friends, is an attraction. That is entertainment.  
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This sequence encapsulates several layers of performance and destruction: Rooster first destroys 

the TV for live drunken entertainment, then Davey films it with his camera for subsequent 

laughs, and finally theatrical audiences derive entertainment from watching Rooster watch 

himself, onstage and on screen. Although this sequence is played for laughs in most productions 

of Jerusalem, many of the play’s lines create a disarming parallel between Rooster’s onstage 

audiences and theatrical audiences. For example, Pea and Tanya recall watching Rooster on Fair 

Day “traipse around with that daft hat on. Pissed out his mind … When he fell off the stage he 

was bleeding all down his back.” Such descriptions might easily describe Rooster’s onstage 

action in Jerusalem. Similarly, Ginger’s recollection of Rooster’s performances eerily mirrors 

the legendary crowds lining up to see Rylance in Jerusalem: “People came from Berkshire. 

Dorset. Somerset, just to see him.”78 Because Jerusalem serves as a star-vehicle for its leading 

actor, the play’s circumstances of production accentuate its self-reflexive themes.  

Both performances— Rylance’s and Rooster’s— gain a kind of mythic stature in the eyes 

of spectators. One reviewer describes Jerusalem as “one of those ‘I was there when…’ live 

theatre moments; the perfect marriage of play and part and performer that seems so rare” 

(Dickinson). Within Jerusalem itself, Ginger is the spectator who gives his own “I was there 

when” account of seeing Rooster, who battered his body in the name of entertainment: 

 

Broke every bone in his body. Broke his back in Swindon. Both arms in Calne. His legs 
in Devizes. His neck in Newbury. Then, at the Flintock Fair, 1981, he died … He tried to 
jump twenty eighteen-wheelers, and he fucked it up, and he died … he skidded on the 
ramp and flies through the air and he hits this one truck doing about eighty mile an hour. 
He cartwheels across the field like a rag doll and lies stone still … They pronounce him 

 
78 In The Telegraph, Sarah Crompton reports: “On a bitterly cold morning early this week, 19-year-old Ken Nwosu 
dragged himself out of his warm bed in Hackney at 3am and persuaded his father to drive him to the West End. By 
4am, he was sitting on the pavement outside the Apollo Theatre on Shaftesbury Avenue, first in line to buy tickets 
for that night's performance of Jerusalem. ‘I'd heard that if you got there by 5am, it was too late,’ he explains. ‘By 
10am, when they actually start selling the 20 day seats, there are 200 people in the queue.’” (Crompton).  
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stone dead … suddenly everyone turns round and he’s gone … They follow this trail of 
blood across the field … where he’s stood there finishing a pint … He just gone teeth 
first into a lorry doing a hundred mile an hour, bounced twenty-five times, got one 
broken leg, one broken arm, broken jaw, no teeth, compressed spine, on top of which he’s 
just spent ten minutes in the hereafter, and he gets up and hobbles in that tent. 
 

Ginger’s monologue about Rooster’s body foreshadows his own witnessing of Rooster’s beating 

in Act 2, in which Ginger fails to intervene and simply flees. Ginger’s role as onlooker represents 

a final betrayal to Rooster, just as throughout Jerusalem, Butterworth seems to condemn the act 

of voyeurism. Rooster makes a poignant distinction when Dawn asks, “Who’s looking after you, 

John?” and he replies: “Don’t you worry about me, darling. I got loads of onlookers.” In 

Jerusalem, theatrical audiences are cast as onlookers who fail to “look after” Rooster.  

In performance, Rylance makes the metatheatrical link between his performance and Rooster’s 

performance explicit. When delivering the line, “and all them sorry cunts on the New Estate,” 

Rylance faces the audience, as if condemning spectators as those eager for his downfall. 

Similarly, when discussing the unknown creatures of the forest, Rylance fixates on the audience 

before saying: “There’s always pairs of eyes out there in the dark, watching.” In Jerusalem’s 

closing scene, Rylance begins his curse aloud and then, after a moment’s pause, glances up at 

theatrical spectators before whispering the remains of the curse into his hands, as if wishing for 

privacy from the audience’s untrustworthy eyes and ears. Jerusalem’s audience is positioned in 

the direction of the (unseen) encroaching housing development. Figuratively, spectators are cast 

as a parasitic force draining Jerusalem’s central character. According to responses on Twitter, 

Jerusalem produced visceral, unsettling reactions in audiences’ bodies as they emerged from the 
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play.79 Even as critics and spectators gush over the play and its star, Jerusalem’s parasitic 

undertones seem to indict audience fervor. 

The parasitism paradigm was most pointed in Jerusalem’s latest revival, given its leading 

actor was older and therefore appeared more physically vulnerable.80 I attended the West End 

revival of Jerusalem in May 2022, and noted marked differences from the 2011 productions in 

London and New York. Rylance’s new blocking increases the sense of Rooster’s frailty: after 

being beaten, he trembles more visibly in both voice and body, and turns his left foot inwards as 

if broken. Rylance sat more frequently in the latter half of this production: perhaps to emphasize 

the draining of Rooster’s character, or perhaps to aid Rylance’s own aging body. As a result of 

its older central character, the 2022 production of Jerusalem also accentuates the play’s self-

reflexive themes about performance. The house lights dimmed less than in traditional 

proscenium shows, which seemed to implicate the audience in the play’s action. Despite this 

increased access to audiences, Rylance frequently turned his back to the seats; a calculated move 

that limited spectators’ access to his facial expressions and positioned him as more of a 

vulnerable target. Onstage characters adopted the perspective of Rooster’s “onlookers” more 

overtly in this staging, as if to emphasize the unscrupulous aspects of spectatorship. For instance, 

in this production, Lee stumbles upon Rooster just as his wife and child leave him lonely and 

abashed. The actor playing Lee (Jack Riddiford) made as if to leave; embarrassed at catching 

 
79 “Was literally shaking when I left the theatre” (@EaglesfieldHJ). “That final scene shook me to my core” 
(@heathersvoices). “I was so overcome I was shaking when I left the theatre. Second time round last night & it left 
me in floods” (@carolinemeaby). “I will remember it - & esp that final scene - for the rest of my life. Imprinted in 
my brain … I can’t stop crying” (@emmakirrage). “It’s primal, mythical, confronting stuff” (@wordsbyMeg). “You 
know, when you come out of Jerusalem so blown away that you can’t speak?” (@rjleek1). “Like the rest of the UK 
theatre population, I may never recover from Jerusalem” (@unabyrne). 
 
80 “Rylance … seems altogether more exhausted; his age contrasts significantly with the youthful revelers that 
Rooster has befriended by giving them free use of his grounds and drugs … there is a beauty and resonance in the 
character being that much more careworn” (Salmon).	 
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Rooster in such a vulnerable state. Similarly, in this production’s Act III, Phaedra flees while 

Rooster is beaten by her stepfather, and not before— she makes a calculated decision to leave 

Rooster to his fate. Rylance’s age and blocking, paired with the metatheatrical nature of this 

revival, reinforce the parasitic themes of theatrical performance. 

The parasitical relationship between character and role in Jerusalem— in which both 

Rooster and Rylance appear vulnerable—propels audience to consider the vulnerable figures at 

the heart of Butterworth’s play. Jerusalem’s playtext fiercely advocates for the marginalized or 

discarded: including the soon-to-be-razed English forest, the abused stepdaughter Phaedra and 

her cohort of existentially lost teenage friends, and the aging Rooster: a Romany man living in a 

trailer at the fringes of society. Because Jerusalem’s theatrical spectators are associated with the 

impending housing development, audiences represent neglectful caretakers. Spectators are 

positioned as forces of destruction who will end Rooster’s tenure in the forest, his safe house for 

wayward adolescents, and the sacred site of the forest (including its non-human inhabitants). As 

a playwright, “Butterworth has an almost sacerdotal love of theatre, a belief in its visionary 

power,” and through Jerusalem hoped to demonstrate “something that theatre can do which few 

other forms can" (Crompton). Rylance also speaks to the singularity of theatre as a medium, 

recalling the early modern experience of theatrical performance as a “visceral, really, really wild, 

out-of-control thing,” that “was feeding you, in a way” (Crompton). Such language, evocative of 

parasitism, gestures toward the theatrical frisson that Rylance and Butterworth hoped to generate 

with Jerusalem. The parasitic dynamic helps to illuminate how Rylance’s embodied performance 

wields the potential to activate the humanitarian ethos of Jerusalem’s playtext.81 

 
81 Rylance is “an ancient spirit of the woods, a last trace of an older, wilder, more dangerous world that we turned 
our backs on” (Lukowski).  
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Jerusalem has arguably generated a sense of care and attentiveness since its inception as 

a production. For instance, one of Butterworth’s primary inspirations for the Rooster character 

was a real former builder and “hard-drinking Wiltshire wild man” named Micky Lay (Thorpe). 

Butterworth’s penning of Jerusalem can be interpreted as an act of care or imaginative empathy, 

for “Lay as Rooster was transformed into an almost allegorical figure” at the helm of a 

transcendent narrative (Thorpe). After winning a Tony award for his performance in Jerusalem, 

Rylance gave his statue to Lay as a gift. The Guardian published a short profile on Lay in 2011, 

and after he passed away in 2014, prominent new outlets like The New York Times and The 

Independent published Lay’s obituary. Arguably, theatre is the medium through which a broader 

social network learned (and hopefully, cared) about a reclusive man from rural England with no 

previous connection to the arts. Furthermore, the remounting of Jerusalem itself was an effort to 

get audiences back into theatres after the onset of COVID-19; Rylance told producer Sonia 

Friedman he would be willing to perform in anything that served the theatre industry, and 

Friedman felt that popular fervor for Rylance’s performance of Jerusalem would help to re-

stimulate the West End. Circumstances like these suggest that the parasitic undertones of 

Jerusalem fuse on-and-offstage involvement, and thereby invite audiences to invest more deeply 

in care as a possible outcome of theatrical risk: “it is almost as if Jerusalem, in the supposedly 

safe setting of the West End, is inviting a consideration of themes too difficult to be faced in any 

other forum but the theatre” (Crompton). 

Jerusalem offers a case study of a hit theatrical sensation: one that arises from a 

conflation of actor and character and the perceived harm inflicted upon both. Based on 

Jerusalem’s production history and critical acclaim, the mythos of Rooster is fused with the 

mythos of Rylance’s embodiment of him. Because Rooster is himself an entertainer wielding a 
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larger-than-life presence, the fusion of character and performer magnifies the themes of 

Jerusalem. In the play itself, one gets the sense that even Rooster feels the need to play 

Rooster— it’s a persona he intentionally wears— and therefore Rylance’s visible, quoted 

presence as an actor serves the character. Jerusalem seems to ask how long Rooster can keep up 

his act against powerful legal and social forces. Rylance’s marathon performance mirrors this 

question: how long can he keep it up? Can he carry the show on his back? In interviews, Rylance 

speaks of his relationship to Rooster in language evocative of possession or bodysnatching: “I’m 

not in character at the moment … I’m still Mark at this time of day. He’s in there somewhere” 

(Itzkoff). According to Rylance, Rooster “pulls different things out of me, things that are buried 

in the back of the drawer” (Itzkoff). Rylance characterizes Rooster as a force nestled within him 

(“he’s in there”) who exerts control over Rylance’s physical performance (“pulls different things 

out of me”). Rooster— a fictional entity— has the capacity to parasitically overpower and drain 

Rylance as an actor. “He’s an exhausting but enjoyable character for me. I have to be quite 

careful with him. His appetite is strong. There’s a certain wrangling of him to the floor at the end 

of the show. ‘OK, calm down — it’s my turn again for a few hours’” (Itzkoff). Rylance’s 

language is suggestive of parasitism, in that the character’s “appetite” may overpower and 

exhaust the body of the performer. But that parasitic relationship between performer and role 

helps to reinforce Jerusalem’s central themes. Rather than marring his performance, the display 

of this very “wrangling,” or power struggle, is partially what makes Rylance’s turn as Rooster “a 

staggering and immersive experience that … elevates both those on stage and the spellbound 

audience” (Kyriazis). The word elevate is crucial here; Rylance’s demanding and dangerous 

performance encourages audiences to care more deeply about Jerusalem’s progressive meanings.  
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“You’re the Virus:” Jeremy O. Harris’s Slave Play  

Like Jerusalem, Jeremy O. Harris’s Slave Play also represents a historic theatrical event. 

In this case, rather than Mark Rylance’s realization of Rooster Byron, Slave Play’s sensation 

stems from its provocative premise and its record number of Tony Award nominations (twelve, 

the most in history for a straight play). Slave Play debuted off-Broadway at New York Theatre 

Workshop, and its transfer to Broadway attracted “a younger and more diverse audience” to 

mainstage theatres (Harris and Ugwu). Slave Play’s polarizing content garnered a stream of 

media attention: while some spectators applauded the play’s ability to “render subconscious 

trauma into provocative theatrical expression,” others were appalled by the production (Kumar). 

Ashley B., who created an online Change.org petition to shut down Slave Play (now bearing over 

6,000 signatures), writes: “this was one of the most disrespectful displays of anti-Black 

sentiment disguised as art that I have ever seen.”82 Critic Allegra Frank argues that Slave Play’s 

shock tactics undermine its attempt at interracial dialogue.83 In this section, I invoke the 

parasitism paradigm to penetrate both Slave Play and its attendant controversy. Just as parasitism 

helps to clarify the demanding nature (and resulting impact) of Rylance’s turn in Jerusalem, so 

too does parasitism highlight the different physical and psychological demands placed on the 

performers of Slave Play, as well as the theatrical results of those demands. I argue that the 

parasitical dynamics of Slave Play intentionally expose both performers and spectators to 

discomfort, in order to propose radical modes of healing.  

 
82 Many of the petition’s commenters draw parallels to the Holocaust in their critique of Slave Play. Candice 
Anderson writes: “How about we set up a playing GASING JEWS? oh, the humor in that.” Curtis Francis writes: 
“One can’t joke about the Jewish holocaust. I think the same way about the horror of slavery.” Michelle Alexander 
writes: “No one would put a satire about a Nazi soldier raping a Jewish woman or man.” 
 
83 “My own discomfort with … watching black people being degraded, called the n-word, and treated like sex 
objects, rendered me unable to really engage with Slave Play’s complex ideas” (Frank, Romano, Grady).  
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Slave Play introduces a fictional mode of therapy that is divisive and possibly hazardous 

for its participants. In this production, three pairs of characters playing their roles literally role-

play, engaging in “Antebellum Sexual Performance Therapy” to strengthen the dynamics of their 

current interracial sexual partnerships. Therapists Teá and Patricia believe that within interracial 

relationships, Black partners feel invaded by an alien force that drains and harms them: the 

legacies of slavery and white supremacy still maintain a grip on these characters’ physical 

bodies. This trauma, experienced in the bodies of Black partners, manifests during sexual 

intimacy with their white counterparts. Teá and Patricia diagnose Black partners Dustin, Philip, 

and Kaneisha as afflicted with both anhedonia (sexual numbness) and alexithymia (“the inability 

to describe your own feelings”). Patricia tells the Black participants: “Your inability to feel 

things sexually, your anhedonia, is directly related to the fact that black and brown people after 

generations of subjugation, raping, pillaging, now only nurture and birth children who are 

neurologically atypical and undiagnosed.” In fact, Teá and Patricia diagnose Black partners as 

suffering from “‘Racialized Inhibiting Disorder’ or RID,” which rhetorically suggests the process 

of expurgation (“ridding”) associated with parasites. The ASPT program is intended to help 

Black partners regain autonomy over their bodies and thereby enjoy a more pleasurable, self-

expressed sex life. Teá and Patricia’s therapeutic solution is performance: couples engage in 

“slave play” in a plantation setting as a potential cure for what ails the Black partners, and thus, 

the relationships. Indeed, the therapists describe their practice in embodied terms: “therapy is all 

about pushing ourselves outside of our comfort zone so that we can tenderize the scars that have 

started to form.” The ASPT program is an attempt to heal those scars through performance, yet 

the therapy itself is also parodied as part of the machinery of white supremacy.84  

 
84 Alana’s character affirms this theory when describing her experience with her partner Philip: “our bodies were 
talking in ways we haven’t been able to” (72).   
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This therapeutic intervention pushes characters outside of their comfort zones in 

potentially detrimental ways. The exercise is itself a form of BDSM (“Bondage and Discipline, 

Dominance and Submission, Sadochism and Masochism”); one that asks the interracial couples 

to unearth their ancestral trauma.85 Teá and Patricia, despite their credentials as practitioners, 

exhibit an unsettling level of fervor for the exercise. Their eagerness to confirm their 

experimental findings seems to eclipse their skill in facilitating a mindful conclusion to the 

experiment itself. In the production, red curtains part to reveal Teá and Patricia in an 

observational chamber above the role-playing action, drawing an eerie parallel to theatrical 

audiences as similarly voyeuristic. At first glance, the therapeutic performance exercise is a 

complete disaster. The slave play in Slave Play gradually reveals a parasitic dynamic within each 

of the interracial couples, in which the white partner exploits and consumes their Black partner. 

In the play’s second act (“Process”), the couples deconstruct their experiences of the role-playing 

session, and each couple expresses tension because one partner either didn’t succumb to, or else 

“got too into” the improvisation. For instance, Dustin, Gary’s white partner, is excited that Gary 

was finally able to achieve orgasm during the role-play, yet he feels disturbed by the other 

physical effects of the exercise: “It wasn’t even just a cry, he was shaking, shivering, you were 

hyperventilating babe. You wouldn’t let me touch you.” The other two couples, Alana-Phillip 

and Kaneisha-Jim, conclude their processing sessions in a state of discord and confusion. The 

ASPT exercise appears to be a failure: an attempt at healing that caused only harm.  

But upon closer examination, the risky ASPT exercise revealed uncomfortable yet 

important truths about each interracial partnership— specifically, the parasitic dynamics at the 

heart of each. For instance, Gary’s body is overtaken by the performance, resulting in 

 
85 “BDSM is an umbrella term for a wide range of sexual practices that involve physical bondage, the giving or 
receiving of pain, dominant or submissive roleplay, and/or other related activities” (Psychology Today). 
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physiological collapse, and he gains critical insight about his relationship with Dustin as a result. 

Dustin doesn’t identify as white, despite having the appearance of a Caucasian man. Gary 

realizes that Dustin has used him— a Black man— for the purposes of appearing non-white 

himself. “I was a comfort object, placeholder, a— a tool by which your difference could finally 

be seen.” After the ASPT exercise, Gary realizes that he has been consumed with, and by, Dustin 

(“got so wrapped in you … that I forgot myself”) and now feels ready to reconnect with his own 

body: “I just want to crawl into myself.” The ASTP exercise reveals the relationship between 

Alana and Philip as still more explicitly parasitic. Visually, Alana is small and in control: despite 

her status as a petite woman, she uses big hand gestures and takes up a great deal of physical 

space onstage while pacing during her monologues. Conversely, Philip is a built, tall figure who 

feels most comfortable surrendering control; he remains seated and silent for most of Act II. 

Alana’s role as the invasive, parasitic figure is realized in role-play when she becomes the 

partner to penetrate Philip with a dildo: “I want to be inside you! Aint that queer?” Although 

Alana and Phillip are initially satisfied with their ASTP experience, Phillip experiences several 

epiphanies during the processing session, in which he begins to understand the racial dynamics 

in his sexual liaisons with Alana, and how they impact his body.86 For both partnerships— Gary-

Dustin and Philip-Alana— the ASTP exercise is destructive to the harmony of the relationships, 

yet illuminates crucial, unexamined racial dynamics. 

For the play’s third couple (Kaneisha and Jim), the ASPT exercise is both harmful and 

helpful. As it did in Jerusalem, the parasitism paradigm exposes a major plot twist in Slave Play, 

 
86 Philip first describes the exercise as “totally hot” (92), and feels no attachment to a racial identity: “I’m just a sort 
of like just a hot guy who’s not exactly black or white” (111). However, Philip later admits: “I felt like a slave. 
Literally … I felt like the little nigger boy you all had invited into the house to dick you down” (123-125) and 
speculates: “maybe my dick only works when I know I’m black” (127).  
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as Kaneisha begins to understand the influences controlling her body. During their group therapy 

post-mortem, Jim remarks: “the last month with you all I have seen is you looking at me as 

though I were some type of virus. As though my presence is sickening. As though the love you 

once had for me has mutated.” It is an offhand comment that causes a monumental epiphany for 

Kaneisha when she realizes that Jim contaminates and infects her: “You’re THE virus … Your 

presence IS sickening. Virus!”87 Kaneisha’s realization is a monumental one: Teá and Patricia 

claim that their work is meant “to radically center the Black body in discourses around white 

supremacy,” yet their strategy inadvertently situates Black bodies as “diseased” or “tainted.” 

Although seemingly well-intentioned in their quest for healing, these therapists unwittingly 

participate in the long history of linking parasites and disease to oppressed minority groups. 

Kaneisha’s new perspective reorients the relational dynamics of the therapy practice— and Slave 

Play as a whole— by switching the body under scrutiny: “It’s a not a pathogen, a disorder with 

some new name, an anagram, an acronym, some UNDIAGNOSED UNDIAGNOSABLE thing 

in ME. It’s an undiagnosed, undiagnosable thing in you.” In performance, physical blocking 

reflects Kaneisha’s realization. Jim offers his hand to Kaneisha, who stares at it in disgusted 

silence as though it is a poisonous object. Whereas before Kaneisha sat still and relatively silent, 

she now strides to the very lip of the stage and paces back and forth, occupying more space. 

Kaneisha stamps and jumps while delivering her lines, and when she stands next to Jim in her 

heels, she towers over him. Now Kaneisha conceives of Jim as a corrupting influence inside her, 

which thematically connects penetrative sex with parasitic infiltration: “Baby, do you know 

when you lie on top of me now all I see is the sickness you carry within you. And I don’t know if 

 
87 A parasite is “anything that lives on or in another organism at the expense of that organism:” i.e. viruses. Viruses 
bear “parasitic hallmarks,” for “they thrive at their host’s expense, they use some of the same tricks to evade the 
immune system, and they can sometimes even change their hosts’ behavior to increase their spread” (Zimmer 126).  
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I can unlearn that.” Slave Play binds penetrative sex to parasitism through its invocation of a 

white sexual partner as a “virus” invading the Black partner’s body in corrosive ways.  White 

supremacy is the affliction, and therefore both the treatment and its cure must be undertaken by 

both Black and white partners; by both (re-en)actors and audiences.  

Just as Slave Play’s internal therapeutic model is controversial, so too is the production 

itself. For instance, in performance, audience members are given an intimate purview into the 

play’s ASPT exercise. All three couples engage in simulated sex acts onstage, scantily clad while 

uttering expletives and racial epithets.88 As performers, the cast of Slave Play face a number of 

potential challenges, in addition to the exposure of their bodies and their use of taboo language. 

For example, the production employs color-conscious (rather than color-blind) casting— 

meaning that the races of the actors align with the races of their respective characters, and 

therefore the act of performing Slave Play might generate sensitive dialogues about race for the 

performers themselves.89 Paul Alexander Nolan, who played Jim, admits: “It does take a toll on 

you spiritually, as well as physically and emotionally” (Harris and Ugwu). Joaquina Kalukango, 

who played Kaneisha, affirms the myriad demands placed on the cast as a result of Slave Play:  

 

Graciously, our producers got us massages every week. We had to do a lot of energy 
work, a lot of clearing the space, a lot of sage (laughs), a lot of meditating. The two-show 
days, specifically, were always hard. By the second show, it was hard to go there again. 
So we would have dance parties in between, offstage. (Harris and Ugwu) 

 
88 The play opens in the midst of the role play, and therefore most theatrical spectators are unaware that these sex 
scenes are “performances” and not merely part of Slave Play’s overall performance. At the end of Act I, Jim shouts 
an agreed-upon safe word (“Starbucks”) which brings the role play, and the first act of Slave Play, to an abrupt halt.  
 
89 Chalia La Tour, one of the performers who played Patricia, reflects: “The hard thing is the fact that I’m choosing 
every day to step into a role knowing that I’m walking into every microaggression that tears me down, irks me, and 
that I already experience being a Black woman in America. And what is especially soul-sucking is the navigation of 
holding up a facade that I am okay — to just progress as a person. Choosing to be in that space highlights where I am 
most vulnerable” (Samuel). 
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Similarly, Irene Sofia Lucio, one of the performers who played Patricia, describes the challenges 

of performing Slave Play in embodied terms: 

 

I had to shower every night when I got home, because there’s something about the skin 
that you’re in in this play, and the violence that comes with it. I just noticed it was very 
helpful to be able to go to sleep if I took a long shower. There were rituals that the 
intimacy coordinator had us do. We would tap in when we started the show and we 
would tap out when we ended it. Little things to try to keep those two spaces separate. 
(Harris and Ugwu) 

 

In every performance of Slave Play, the production demands that both performers and spectators 

“go there” by engaging with sensitive topics such as kink, race, slavery, and sexual intimacy. 

Moreover, the tone of Slave Play— irreverent and darkly humorous— represents another form of 

risk. By using humor as a means of engaging controversial topics like slavery, sex, and racial 

trauma, Slave Play risks making light of those topics. 

Slave Play’s overarching theatrical model mimics the painful, purposeful outcomes of its 

internal therapeutic model. Initially, Slave Play’s Black characters are diagnosed with 

psychosomatic conditions, yet the play’s therapeutic revelations transform its white characters 

from supposedly neutral or unmarked figures to explicitly parasitic figures. Similarly, Slave Play 

transforms its audience from a passive, invisible presence to an explicitly marked and parasitic 

entity. Although ASPT therapy is geared towards the Black partners, the play broadens that 

scope to encompass white partners. Although Slave Play is ostensibly about its fictional 

characters, the production broadens its scope to encompass its audiences. Slave Play’s set, 

designed by Clint Ramos, features colossal mirrors that reflect the audience. The effect is one in 

which antiquated plantation practices are visually reflected in modern audiences. Because Slave 
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Play’s set features large mirrors that face the audience, and the house lights remain partially lit 

throughout the performance, audience reactions are “part of the spectacle of the theater” (Frank, 

Romano, Grady).90 Therefore, the play “does not allow you to escape” the fact that audiences are 

“part of a system that is consuming and profiting off of black bodies” (Kumar). The word 

consuming is critical; it emphasizes the parasitic aspect of theatrical spectatorship. Kalukango 

notes: “If you’re a black person … your experience becomes about your white neighbor and how 

they’re receiving it” (Harris). Kalukango’s observation of her white neighbors is encouraged by 

the (literally) self-reflective nature of Slave Play’s production design. Audience demographics 

are made part of Slave Play’s dramatic landscape, in order to highlight the parasitic nature of the 

play’s (predominantly white) spectatorship.  

The trope of the parasite— in this case, the “virus”— helps to decode Slave Play’s core 

meanings, as well as its status as a controversial theatrical event. For example, Slave Play’s most 

controversial scene is its last: a simulated rape sequence that blurs the boundaries between 

theatre and reality; between role and performer.91 Earlier in the play, Teá and Patricia encourage 

participants to take on an antebellum character in order to let the character take over them— in 

this case, the bodysnatching potential of a role is meant to be curative. In the ASPT exercise, 

Kaneisha wants Jim to dominate her as an overseer and call her a “nasty negress.” Jim is 

horrified by the role-play, asserting that Kaneisha is “my queen” and feeling that he cannot 

denigrate her in this way. He believes that by dominating Kaneisha, he demeans her. Jim 

unwittingly links disease and sexuality when he expresses his squeamishness: “Everything about 

 
90 Magda Romanska writes that Slave Play ironizes how “white America likes seeing and rewards stories and images 
of black subjugation. If you like this meta-commentary, you will think the play is clever in its self-indictment. If you 
don’t, you will think that hip meta-self-awareness is not a good-enough excuse for yet another commodified 
replication of this imagery.” (Romanska) 
 
91 Slave Play’s third act is entitled “Exorcism,” which suggests the purging of a nefarious force. 
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this is sickening to me. It turns my stomach, and I personally don’t find a turnt stomach to be 

hot.” Kaneisha, however, is upset that Jim refused to succumb to the exercise. She is disgusted 

by his inability to be consumed by the overseer character, which means that he, Jim— and his 

identity as a modern-day British white man— remains dominant (“And he couldn’t even... he 

stayed in control”).92 By contrast, Kaneisha’s role-playing performance as a slave makes her feel 

physically and psychologically empowered, because it enables her to listen “to me and my body 

and what I need, what it needs.” Kaneisha asserts her autonomy by insisting that the ASPT 

exercise, while dangerous and divisive, allows her to feel more attuned to her body— and to 

identify the parasitic force of white supremacy within it. 

Slave Play concludes with a scene that exposes and drains its lead actors, in order to 

reinforce its own commentary about the parasitic aspects of theatrical performance. In this scene, 

Kaneisha and Jim’s conversation about their relationship abruptly concludes with a role-playing 

performance, in which Jim either sexually assaults Kaneisha or benevolently violates her in order 

to demonstrate his commitment to her and the program. In this sex scene, Jim strips fully naked 

and hikes up Kaneisha’s skirts. As a performer, therefore, the actor playing Jim is more visually 

exposed than the actor playing Kaneisha. However, both characters demand a great deal of 

physical and emotional stamina from their performers. Actors Kalukango and Nolan (playing 

Kaneisha and Jim, respectively) likely had to acknowledge and reckon with racist and sexist 

legacies themselves before rehearsing this scene together. In performance, the labor and 

psychological toil required of these two actors parallels the volatile role-playing of their 

characters. In this sequence, performance acts as a veil that obscures intention and impact. For 

 
92 Jim’s stance embodies “the desire to make contact with those bodies deemed Other, with no apparent will to 
dominate,” which “assuages the guilt of the past, even takes the form of a defiant gesture where one denies 
accountability and historical connection” (hooks 369). 
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instance, Jim either demonstrates that he is a “good guy” by literally acting like a “bad guy” (the 

overseer), or else his performance simply reveals his dormant racist tendencies. In this final role-

playing scene, Jim’s Southern accent and denigrating dirty talk sounds far more convincing than 

it did in the opening ASPT scene, and what’s more, he seems to be aroused by it— Jim has either 

become a better actor or a worse human being.  

This fraught scene, which involves physical violence, visually represents the parasitic 

relationship between Jim and Kaneisha. Their sexual sequence tests the boundaries of 

performance itself: it is difficult to decipher what is “real” given the characters’ entangled cries 

of pain and pleasure. Although Jim initially receives a nod of assent from Kaneisha to proceed, 

the play’s stage directions also imply her terrified opposition:  

Kaneisha’s arms flail this way and that, looking for something, anything, to help her, 
when she remembers that her nails are sharp and his chest is exposed. She begins to claw 
angrily at his chest, blood spewing everywhere till finally he’s off! Kaneisha lets out a 
scream that sends the gag falling out of her mouth and her body shivering. 

 
In this sequence, it is unclear whether Kaneisha’s resistance is part of sexually arousing role-

play, or a traumatizing experience of rape. In a discussion of Slave Play, critic Aja Romano 

describes Kaneisha’s experience as a state known as “subspace” in BDSM communities: “when 

a person who’s acting the submissive role in a domination session is able to push themselves past 

the limits of what they think they can take emotionally and physically, they will sometimes enter 

a free-floating blissful state” in which “their body responds to the intensity of what’s happening 

by flooding them with chemicals, and they basically leave their body and lose their ability to feel 

pain of any kind” (Frank, Romano, Grady). This description, of a submissive partner “basically 

leav(ing) their body” while controlled by a dominant partner, elicits parallels with theatrical 

bodysnatching. Yet is unclear whether “leaving” her body is an outcome that Kaneisha desires. 
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Like the characters themselves, theatrical spectators are left wondering where the characters’ 

acting ends and reality begins. Slave Play generates confusion and discomfort for audiences 

while reminding them of their complicity. Reflected in the production’s many-mirrored set, 

passive spectators must witness themselves failing to intervene on behalf of the performers.  

Slave Play links sexuality with contagion when both characters engage in post-coital 

purges. Kaneisha and Jim experience successive physical purges, in a sequence that charts their 

power dynamics throughout Slave Play in miniature. Kaneisha undergoes a physical purge of 

tears, then laughter:  

 
Kaneisha falls off the bed and begins to cry. It is a full-bodied, all-hands-on-deck type of 
cry … Jim begins to crawl over to Kaneisha slowly when suddenly the all-hands-on-deck 
cry becomes a guttural laugh. Kaneisha is overcome. She rolls out of her spot next to the 
bed and crawls over to Jim where she reaches over and kisses him. Tears begin to stream 
again, but this time from Jim. It is an ocean of tears with waves, convulsions, and from its 
depths escapes a wail, warbling out from tumultuous guts.  

 

Kaneisha is initially distraught, but she then augments her power and reduces Jim’s— just as she 

did after her virus epiphany. In the 2021 staging of Slave Play on Broadway, the actor playing 

Jim purged by vomiting behind the bed; thereby underscoring the concept of expurgating a 

parasitic influence. He also appeared to spy the theatrical audience in the mirror, which seemed 

to increase his self-disgust and shame. Kaneisha speaks the last lines of the play in response: 

“Thank you, baby. Thank you for listening.” In this scenario, “listening” entails experiencing the 

physical trauma and ugliness of racism inside Jim’s own body, thereby taking ownership of his 

body as a white man and its own ancestry of violence. The scene is ambiguous in its ending; 

even the actors themselves cannot agree on whether the central couple remains together or not.93 

 
93 See Harris and Ugwu: “Was Broadway Ready for ‘Slave Play’?” in The New York Times, in which cast members 
disagree about the fate of Jim and Kaneisha’s relationship. 
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Harris seems to imply, in his playtext, that Jim and Kaneisha’s independent, internal revelations 

are more crucial than the fate of their romantic relationship. Many have argued that Slave Play as 

a whole— and this scene in particular— is demeaning to Black women. By staging this 

simulated sexual assault, Slave Play imperils its Black female protagonist and the actor playing 

her.94 Yet the play positions itself as a failed experiment that works: like the therapy contained 

within it, Slave Play is offensive and off-putting to some, healing and cathartic for others.95 

In addition to identifying the parasitic presence of white supremacy, Slave Play also 

theatricalizes the parasitic demands placed on its characters and performers, as a means of 

illustrating how healing can be harmful and harm can be healing. The production insists that 

healing may take unconventional, divisive forms. In the world of the play, Kaneisha needs the 

space to decide for herself if the ASPT “fantasy play” heals or harms her, despite Jim’s anguish 

and reluctance to participate. The same principle applies to Slave Play as a production. Like Jim, 

many spectators may be offended or sickened by the play’s proposed method of healing; yet their 

outrage does not negate the experiences of other spectators who may find Slave Play purgative 

and cathartic. These dynamics of healing, however controversial, encourage a transformative 

relationship between performer and spectator. According to the therapeutic model at its center, 

Slave Play posits that healing— particularly harm-induced healing— is work participants must 

 
94 In “Goodbye Slave Play” Michael Love Michael writes: “I can’t stop coming back to that final scene, when all the 
lines— past and present, master and slave, BDSM doms and subs, consent and self-destructive pleasure, Black and 
white— were blurred to devastating effect … at the production I saw, standing ovations mixed with tears mixed with 
quiet rage flooded the crowd like a tidal wave. I felt gutted and unsure. I knew I didn’t like the idea of Black people 
seeing a Black woman brutalized on stage for a role, especially if it could reinforce the idea that Black women are 
meant to be used and discarded” (Michael).  
 
95 La Tour states: “The show is strong and brash and talking about the trauma of slavery in America; that is not a 
comfortable topic. It was not a comfortable time and people are still navigating the remnants of it every day, whether 
they acknowledge it or not. I like the fact that people are leaving here having challenging conversations and 
investigating how they want to reframe them. This is not a show that is asking anyone to agree with us because we 
don’t propose anything you have to agree with. It’s all a series of questions and you get to choose what feels true, 
what feels false, what world you want to live in and which one you don’t” (Samuel).  
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be able to choose for themselves. However, that does not mean participants must undertake such 

work alone. Slave Play, as well as ASPT, requires witnesses— that is, audiences— to share 

space and responsibility for the healing process.96 One of Slave Play’s central conventions is that 

therapists Teá and Patricia remain onstage during the ASPT processing post-mortem. Similarly, 

Slave Play’s set design demands that audience members are also encircled in the broader 

processing of its therapeutic performance. Moreover, the incomplete healing and potential harm 

initiated by the performance— particularly its ambiguous final scene— appear to transfer the 

task of healing to audiences. Slave Play’s characters experienced their epiphanies not during the 

performance itself, but during their post-mortem session. As an amplification of that therapeutic 

process, Slave Play seems to encourage performers and spectators to continue their (potentially 

painful, potentially transformative) dialogues after the production concludes. 

The remounting of Slave Play after a year-long hiatus hints at an internal post-mortem 

within the production. After closing on Broadway in January 2020, Slave Play’s 2021 Broadway 

revival augmented its parasitic themes, due to global events that occurred in the intervening year. 

In addition to the perils of the COVID-19 pandemic, many citizens across the world came to 

terms with the perils of systemic racism: Slave Play returned to Broadway almost a year after the 

murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Ahmaud Arbery sparked massive protests across 

the globe. Harris reflected on the cultural shifts that took place between Broadway stagings:  

 

Some people are learning that discomfort is necessary. There is a moment in the play that 
people thought was really offensive and hyperbolic, when Kaneisha calls her husband a 
virus. Moments like that, language like that, would make more sense for people now. 
Someone said on CNN at the beginning of the protest movement that white supremacy is 

 
96 In Reworking Trauma through BDSM, Corie Hammers asserts: “It is this public togetherness— this witnessing of 
another’s suffering (pleasures)—coupled with S/M’s relational modality that enables such returns” (Hammers 492).  
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a virus, and I think those sorts of things helped frame the play a little differently than 
before.  (Bahr) 

 

In this interview, Harris suggests that the previously radical conception of white supremacy as a 

virus has been recontextualized in the wake of anti-racist education. Shifts in consciousness 

around the endurance of white supremacy have impacted performances within Slave Play itself. 

For example, in the 2021 production of Slave Play, Nolan made small but significant shifts in his 

portrayal of Jim to send up the “entitled white man” trope. He interrupted more frequently, 

speaking right on the heels of other characters’ lines. When reading out a note he composed on 

his phone for Kaneisha, Nolan would occasionally pause in his speech, looking up at her as if to 

affirm that Kaneisha appreciated his clever turns of phrase. Nolan’s acting shifts within Slave 

Play itself is evidence of changing cultural mores, which cast white male characters not as 

“human neutral,” but as a recognized character trope.97  

Slave Play joins a series of other contemporary plays (like Venus and An Octoroon in my 

previous chapter) that acknowledge the intergenerational trauma residing in Black bodies. 

However, by positioning white sexual partners as a “virus” draining their Black partners, Slave 

Play insists that the sickness and its cure must be shared. The parasitic influence of white 

supremacy cannot remain the sole responsibility for each Black partner to endure. Rather, a 

“mutual recognition of racism, its impact both on those who are dominated and those who 

dominate, is the only standpoint that makes possible an encounter between races that is not based 

on denial and fantasy” (hooks 371). Slave Play offers fantasy performance itself as a potential 

tool for exposing and dismantling parasitic dynamics. By embracing the supposedly fictional in 

 
97 “Human Neutral” is a term borrowed from Hannah Gadsby’s Nanette, when Gadsby describes straight white men. 
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performance, performance works to excavate the real unacknowledged history between 

interracial partners. Slave Play, and slave play, reckon with the “white consumption of the dark 

Other” parasitically “invading black life” by playing it out in performance (hooks 373). In Slave 

Play, the act of playing offers the potential for Black characters to reclaim their bodies from the 

pestilence of white supremacy.98 The play suggests that many of its characters, by diving more 

deeply into embodied performance and purging themselves of affliction, emerge feeling 

paradoxically more like themselves. Slave Play’s controversial conceit invites audiences to 

consider radical, non-normative forms of care. 

Slave Play’s polarizing bid for healing is evident not just within the production, but 

around it.99 For instance, Slave Play’s metatheatrical impulse for healing emerges through 

initiatives like Black Out Night. Created by Harris himself, a Black Out “is the purposeful 

creation of an environment in which an all-Black-identifying audience can experience and 

discuss an event in the performing arts, film, athletic, and cultural spaces— free from the white 

gaze” (Harris). The first Black Out night took place at a performance of Slave Play on September 

18, 2019. This occasion explicitly acknowledges the potent dynamic between performers and 

playgoers; one that extends beyond their agreed-upon roles within the social contract of live 

theatre. Performers testified to the curative properties of Black Out: “it’s very healing, to be in a 

space where you’re feeling so loved and seen” (Peck). Kalukango describes her ameliorative 

experience during Black Out: “I felt like the weight of racial trauma was carried in a room full of 

 
98 According to Hammers, BDSM encounters can be “modalities of healing, where public witnessing and 
performative retellings of personal trauma, as forms of ‘communal holding’ in resistance to unspeakable violence, 
seek to fill the abyssal gap instantiated by trauma” (Hammers 494). 
 
99 La Tour describes the empathy and support shared amongst the cast of Slave Play: “One day not too long ago, a 
certain microaggression on stage hit me in a way that it hadn’t [before] and I just had to walk twenty blocks. 
Fortunately, this is the most generous and loving cast. We check on each other and send memes. If anyone looked 
extra teary-eyed in the show, we knock on the door and check in. We’re really holding each other here” (Samuel).  
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800 people. I didn’t have to carry it by myself, and it was one of the lightest feelings I’ve ever 

had. That you had the support of the whole audience in there with you fully” (Harris and Ugwu). 

La Tour identifies Black Out’s indelible impact on the production itself: “to hear the play where 

every black body onstage is the most understood character on the stage was such an uplifting 

experience that I know we’re holding on to throughout the entire run” (Peck). Seven other Black 

Out Nights have since taken place, inspired by Slave Play’s inaugural event.100 Initiatives like 

Black Out stress the relational dynamics between spectator and performer: dynamics that can be 

constructed as either exploitative or curative.101 During Slave Play, Patricia describes her 

deteriorating connection to Teá: “our relationship began to find itself at impasses of 

communication and empathy.” This impasse inspires the two characters to devise their ASPT 

program. Similarly controversial, Slave Play’s own mode of therapy seeks radical modes of 

healing to identify and purge parasitic dynamics. Although demanding and dangerous, Slave 

Play proposes a potential method for negotiating “impasses of communication and empathy”— a 

theatrical experiment that requires playing, witnessing, and (lots of) discussion.  

 

“They Will Feed Off You:” Punchdrunk’s Sleep No More 

Like Jerusalem and Slave Play, Punchdrunk’s Sleep No More self-consciously 

foregrounds the imperiled bodies of its performers, in order to reinforce its themes of parasitic 

consumption and possession. While Jerusalem and Slave Play are traditional proscenium 

dramas, Sleep No More stages the parasitism paradigm through its site-specific environment; 

performers and spectators alike “take up residence” in a space referred to as The McKittrick 

 
100 See: blackoutnite.com  
 
101 Journalist Patrice Peck titled her coverage of these events in The New York Times: “At ‘Black Out’ Performances, 
the Power of Healing Through Community.” 
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Hotel. Audiences are encouraged to wander through the 100,000-square-foot space, rifling 

through set pieces or pursuing storylines by following characters from room to room. Of the 

three productions discussed in this chapter, Sleep No More positions its audience most explicitly 

as an active parasitic entity. Sleep No More is loosely based on Shakespeare’s Macbeth, fused 

with elements from Alfred Hitchcock films and the historical Paisley Witch Trials of 1696. The 

production’s narrative, conveyed through dance, repeats thrice throughout the three-hour 

performance (in one-hour “loops”), so that spectators might witness as much of the overarching 

story as possible. In this section, I draw upon my own experience performing in Sleep No More, 

as well as several interviews with my fellow cast members. These accounts speak to the all-

consuming nature of performing in a Punchdrunk production, and connect the parasitical themes 

of Sleep No More’s dramaturgy to its circumstances of production. Several critics have dismissed 

Sleep No More as a commercial night-club enterprise that titillates audiences, rather than 

fostering true connection or intimacy between performers and spectators.102 Most of Sleep No 

More’s press focuses on a lack of care from audiences: “I found myself being shoved as 

spectators fought to stand in the best spot” (Soloski). I counter these perspectives by arguing that 

the visceral danger of Sleep No More’s physical and psychological environment— felt by 

performers and spectators alike— produces many unexpected and enduring impulses for care. 

The immersive nature of the production allows audience more tangible opportunities to 

demonstrate care, as opposed to the proscenium structure of Jerusalem and Slave Play.  

Sleep No More places audiences and performers inside a self-contained world, in which 

The McKittrick Hotel’s environment has the power to parasitically drain performers and 

 
102 See: Thomas Cartelli’s “Punchdrunk’s Sleep No More: Masks, Unmaskings, One-on-Ones” and Colette 
Gordon’s “Touching the Spectator: Intimacy, Immersion, and the Theater of the Velvet Rope,” both in Borrowers 
and Lenders, Vol 7.2 (2012).  
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spectators. Specifically, Sleep No More’s hotel setting helps to integrate its varied source 

material: Macbeth plays the treasonous “host” to King Duncan in Shakespeare’s text, while 

Alfred Hitchcock’s films position hotels as places of entrapment and violence.103 In both cases, 

an entity masquerading as a “host” is revealed to be parasitic.104 In the case of The McKittrick 

Hotel, critics unwittingly engage the language of disease in their reviews. For instance, before 

entering Sleep No More, spectators must don “leering, avian” white masks that cover their faces, 

“a variation of those worn by medieval plague doctors” (Soloski). Once anonymized by these 

“plague doctor” masks, spectators wander freely throughout an ominous environment. Hilton 

Als, theatre critic for The New Yorker, articulates the eerie quality of the production’s ambiance: 

 

You have already entered an environment that you don’t feel you can trust. Will the 
curtains suffocate and swallow us up? Is there someone in the velvet darkness who will 
“get” us? … Indeed, the music further confuses us as it insinuates itself throughout this 
self-consciously “beautiful” work, which teeters on the edge of making us sick—by 
inducing a kind of emotional vertigo. (Als) 

 

Als’s language (“swallow us up,” “making us sick,” “vertigo”) evokes contagion to describe 

Sleep No More’s physiological impact on spectators. The McKittrick setting— its sights, sounds, 

and scents— viscerally engages the bodies inside it. This sense of an all-consuming environment 

recalls the show’s Shakespearean source material, in which Macbeth’s characters are 

manipulated through predetermined prophecy. Sleep No More performer Jackie Schram states: 

“Everybody is trapped in that show, everyone is confined in the building. The building is the 

container and everybody in it is the story” (Schram). Sleep No More’s immersive conceit, which 

 
103 Examples include The McKittrick Hotel in Vertigo (1958) and The Bates Motel in Psycho (1960). 
 
104 Sleep No More’s hotel setting inadvertently alludes to the colloquial term for frogs and other creatures that are 
particularly prone to parasites: “parasite hotels” (Zimmer).  
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effectively positions its inhabitants as organisms existing within a specific environment, provides 

a new opportunity to consider the parasitism paradigm.  

As an object of analysis within my project on theatrical bodysnatching, Punchdrunk 

productions offer an opportunity to consider physically-driven performance work. Critics attest 

to the ways in which Sleep No More emphasizes the embodied nature of theatrical performance. 

For instance, Als writes that in Sleep No More “performers reduce theatre to its rudiments: 

bodies moving in space” (Als) and Scott Brown writes in New York Magazine: “I’ve felt theater 

overwhelm me before, but until last Tuesday, I’ve never felt it pass through me” (Brown).105 A 

similar phenomenon applies to Sleep No More performers: Punchdrunk’s “choreography is 

devised through a nuanced relationship of performers’ bodies in contact, and a visceral 

awareness of skin, muscle and bone leads the performers to become extremely aware of the 

smallest pressure upon their bodies from an outside source” (Maples 125). Ironically, the 

performers must possess an acute awareness of their own bodies in order to perpetuate the 

theatrical illusion that they are not in control of their bodies.106 Many performers articulated the 

ways in which physical choreography informed their characters’ emotional states.107 For 

instance, performer Ingrid Kapteyn describes her embodiment of the pregnant Lady Macduff, 

 
105 In Punchdrunk’s work, “spectating becomes a whole-body pursuit; sharply focused visual and tactile perception 
combined with the haptic, peripheral appreciation of the space activates whole-body attendance and invites a 
multilayered comprehension” (Machon 46).  
 
106 Performer Elizabeth Romanski insists: “It needs to be so lived in your body. Everything must be second nature so 
you can accommodate whatever the audience gives you. Your actions have to be inhabited and owned in your body 
and kinetic on a different level; it’s a different muscle” (Romanski). Kapteyn agrees: “Scenes of possession are 
thrilling for me because when a performer can let the movement take you over and switch into the realm where you 
feel like everything is happening to you instead of you doing it, it is a liberating and intoxicating experience as a 
performer, and Punchdrunk gives you lots of access to those moments” (Kapteyn).  
 
107 Performer Lily Ockwell affirms: “the movement is part of the theatrics, it’s just like doing a monologue, it has to 
come from some kind of visceral state. The physical can bring you into the emotional” (Ockwell). Schram agrees: 
“The body keeps the score is a real thing— we store emotions in our bodies and they cause us to shift or hold 
ourselves differently, so moments of possession in the show have to come from the physical first” (Schram).  
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whose vulnerability stemmed from “the physicality of being pregnant and not being able to stand 

up and sit down without great effort, the hobbling and the unevenness of the body” (Kapteyn). 

Sleep No More performer Mitchell Winter devised his Porter character around “this kind of 

broken, covered heart,” that he generated from “a real softness in the chest, curled over, in order 

to feel really wounded or broken in some way; a fragility that manifested physically” (Winter). 

Camara McLaughlin’s portrayal of Matron Lang stemmed from suppressed magical powers that 

“she has to keep physically locked up; that manifests in clasped hands or a stiff back” 

(McLaughlin). In each of these accounts, the body itself becomes a tool for informing 

psychological choices and for developing a relationship between performer and character. 

Many Sleep No More scenes chart parasitic dynamics, in which characters are overtaken 

by an external force or character. For instance, the Nurse in Sleep No More’s hospital ward, 

referred to as Christian Shaw, performs a solo atop an autopsy table in which an unknown force 

visually travels through her body. The solo begins with staccato hand movements, in which 

Shaw’s hand appears to have a mind of its own— flipping over unexpectedly, curling under to 

manipulate the performer’s arm, and tipping up the performer’s chin.108 As the sequence 

progresses, the force seems to move within Shaw’s body, now appearing in the performer’s legs. 

Her legs writhe and slip off of the autopsy table, even as Shaw tries to drag her rogue leg back. 

Ockwell describes this solo as one overtaking her body: 

 

The movement had to feel like a monologue, a representation of what was happening 
internally. I really wanted to feel like my hand is out of my own control. It’s not just a 
shape I want to create, it’s an inner demon that’s convincing my brain that my hand had a 
mind of its own. (Ockwell) 

 
108 This power dynamic mimics the way parasites “can evade the immune system, distract it, wear it out, and even 
take control of it, confusing its signals into a weakened state or, if need be, a heightened one” (Zimmer).  
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For the performer and spectators, this sequence visually represents a parasitic force manipulating 

Shaw’s limbs. As someone who has performed this solo, I can attest to its strange effects. Much 

like the ventriloquists in Chapter 1 who experienced the eerie sensation of believing their own 

illusion, this choreographic sequence invites the dancer to figuratively divorce herself from her 

own body. While executing this solo, I felt simultaneously in control of my body and like 

someone working against a foreign invader as my own leg repeatedly evaded my grasp. The 

Shaw character also performs a 1:1 scene in which she invites an audience member into a closed 

room. This scene visually represents the parasitism paradigm with its dramatic ending, in which 

a terrified Shaw coughs and spits up a nail into her hand. Shaw’s character is based on the real 

Christian Shaw, a witness in the Paisley Witch Trials of 1696. The eleven-year-old Shaw 

claimed to be “bewitched” by several townspeople, and her symptoms included “body-arching 

spasms” and “vomiting indigestible items such as coal and bent pins” (Renfrewshire). Many of 

Shaw’s scenes in Sleep No More suggest a body that is at the mercy of a parasitic force.  

Matron Lang, another Nurse who performs on the hospital floor of the McKittrick Hotel, 

also executes sequences in which she is parasitically drained. For instance, Lang wanders 

through a birch maze adjoining the hospital and begins to write a message in chalk on a pillar, 

seemingly against her will. The message is an excerpt from Shakespeare’s Macbeth that Lang 

writes backwards in jerky motions, as if her hand is independent from her body. After she 

finishes writing, Lang collapses on the ground as if completely drained of energy (some 

performers choose to twitch after their collapse). Lang also performs a 1:1 scene with audience 

members in which she a force overtakes her and she experiences another fit. Lang convulses, her 

body spasming in increasingly frenetic motions before she whispers text into the spectator’s ear. 
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Afterwards, Lang’s body sags and she gazes around confused, as if unsure of what transpired. 

Whenever I performed this role, I would encourage my mind to go blank and instead allow my 

body’s muscle memory to take over: the movement would begin in my hand and then travel up 

my body to my stomach and throat. At the conclusion of this scene, audience members would 

often exhibit impulses to care for me— hugging me, grabbing my arm, making sympathetic eye 

contact— as if concerned for the character’s well-being. Like many of Sleep No More’s scenes, 

Lang’s moments of vulnerability offer an opportunity to connect with spectators; in which the 

parasitic nature of the audience-performer relationship gets replaced by gestures of care. 

Sleep No More is the most physically dangerous and draining of all three productions 

discussed in this chapter: its treacherous environment requires risk-tasking from both performers 

and attendees. Sleep No More requires the kind of stamina from performers that Mark Rylance 

provided in Jerusalem, as the production is three hours long. Yet Sleep No More also contains 

exacting, acrobatic choreography: its performers scale walls, tumble across floors, and hurl 

themselves over furniture. As they navigate demanding choreography, a dim environment, and 

the unpredictable patterns of roaming audiences, Sleep No More cast members risk injury each 

time they perform. Particularly in our COVID-conscious era, performers’ close physical 

proximity to hundreds of spectators each night incurs an increased risk of disease as well. Laura 

Leslie, a longtime fan of the show, attests to Sleep No More’s dangerous atmosphere: 

 

I saw it right after it opened in 2011. The first thing that came to mind— and the reason I 
bought a ticket to go again— is thinking: ‘There is no way this thing is going to last; 
someone is going to fall down the stairs and die, I can’t believe we’re all running around 
in the dark.’ (Leslie) 
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In addition to the physical peril of the production, cast members also face psychological strain: 

Sleep No More’s dark subject matter involves dead babies, graphic murder sequences, and a 

public hanging as the show’s finale. Often, Sleep No More performers use their own sensations 

of exhaustion and vulnerability to enhance their characterizations. For instance, Luke Murphy 

describes his experience playing Macbeth: “You throw a brick and that will make you angry; 

there’s a feedback loop of the action getting you to a state and the state informing the action” 

(Murphy). Paul Zivkovich describes how his own exhaustion fueled his emotional performance 

as Macbeth: “Embrace what is happening to you physically, embrace the jelly legs, just go with 

it. It’s going to be really hard and don’t disguise that.” Zivkovich insists that “the ugliness is 

actually what’s interesting; the animal of Macbeth that is bursting at the seams and at the skin” 

(Zivkovich). Zivkovich’s comment underscores the parasitic dynamics of Sleep No More: just as 

an animal “burst(s) at the seams” within the character, the Macbeth character also parasitically 

occupies the performer.  

Sleep No More cast members also risk vulnerability and exposure by baring their bodies 

to spectators. Five different characters have nude or semi-nude scenes throughout Sleep No 

More, in an immersive environment in which spectators can approach performers’ bodies at 

close range.109 Performer Marc Cardarelli describes the scene in which his vulnerable, naked 

Macbeth takes a bath: “I think there’s so much visually to seeing someone strip down and walk 

to a bed— naked, wet, a shell— and then build themselves back up. Shakespeare has a line about 

scorpions in Macbeth’s mind and that I experience that feeling all over me when I 

bathe” (Cardarelli). Whether exploitative or empowering, the exposure of performers’ bodies 

 
109 In 2011, Gawker published a (now-infamous) article entitled: “How to Find All the Nudity in Sleep No More” 
(Moylan). In this piece, the author not only offers tips for readers to locate the nude scenes, but also graphically 
comments on the specific bodies of the male performers (“decently hung, uncut,” “well hung, uncut”).  
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reinforces Sleep No More’s parasitic themes. For instance, audiences crowd around the naked 

Lady Macbeth character as she slips into the hospital ward bathtub, wailing and attempting to 

wash the blood from her hands. Lady Macbeth glances up, terrified, as if seeing the masked 

spectators for the first time. This moment casts audiences as intrusive, parasitic forces: by 

participating in the performance as spectators, they are observing fragile and distraught 

characters for entertainment. Such scenes establish a parasitic dynamic between the performer 

and her spectators, in which the vulnerability of the performer appears to “feed” the “creepy, 

shameful pleasures” of spectators (Brantley). Sleep No More superfan Sophia Qin Li describes 

her own impulse to protect the performers, in response to the behavior of other spectators: 

 

There is a lot of nudity in the show, especially with female-presenting characters in 
vulnerable positions, and you see really creepy men getting way too close. I want to 
punch them all out of the way, hoping they don’t get too close. For instance, Lady 
Macbeth gets changed in a room behind glass; there’s one quick moment when she’s 
naked and sometimes men would climb up the boxes to watch up close, which felt really 
gross to me. It stirs up my emotions, and makes me silently pinch my arms. (Li)  

 

In this instance, Li feels physically impacted by the vulnerability of the Lady Macbeth 

performer; so much so that she must silently pinch her own arms. Sleep No More’s hazardous 

environment generates voyeuristic impulses in some spectators, but empathic impulses in others.  

Sleep No More dramatizes the impotence of the bystander; a counterintuitive 

phenomenon given the interactive and supposedly empowering nature of the production. 

Thematically, Sleep No More’s loop structure amplifies its Shakespearean source text: 

performers and spectators alike experience the narrative of Macbeth barreling towards its 

inevitable conclusion, which is doomed to repeat itself. In Sleep No More, spectators are an 

integral voyeuristic presence; the show capitalizes on the act of watching as part of its 
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metatheatrical commentary.110 For instance, Sleep No More departs from Shakespeare’s Macbeth 

(in which Macbeth commands assassins to murder Macduff’s wife and children) by having 

Macbeth murder the pregnant Lady Macduff himself. In this scene, the choreography is designed 

to appear distressingly realistic; Macbeth slams Lady Macduff’s body against the wall, which 

emits a loud thump as she cries out in pain. At one point Lady Macduff makes a last desperate 

bid to escape, lunging towards the closest spectators and extending her hand for help. Like 

Jerusalem and Slave Play, Sleep No More appears to indict audiences as “onlookers”: voyeurs 

who fail to intervene and come to the aid of the characters. In performance, the level of audience 

engagement and empathy can either galvanize or deplete performers. Many performers’ 

comments suggest that the audience is the parasitic entity, feeding off of and informing the 

performers’ artistic choices.111 The casting of the audience as a parasitic force becomes a crucial 

aspect of Sleep No More’s dramatic landscape; highlighting the play’s thematic fixation on 

danger, peril, and paranoia.  

Yet (as with Mark Rylance in Jerusalem) performers in Sleep No More seem to exert the 

most power over audiences when the characters they portray are at their most vulnerable; 

occasionally spurring spectators into action. For instance, one audience member attempted to 

drag the performer playing Lady Macduff (Isadora Wolfe) out of a scene in which she was being 

poisoned. Similarly, performer Andy Talen recalls a night when he played Malcolm: “I was 

about to cut my hand and an audience member grabbed my wrist: he was so invested and didn’t 

 
110 “To see the various characters without masks … makes our masked faces look and feel more theatrical and fake 
than the performers’” (Als). Spectators become “clumsy, anonymous lugs in white face masks who keep elbowing 
one another out of the way to get a better view of the sex and violence” (Brantley).  
 
111 Performer Marla Phelan insists: “You can’t doubt yourself because if you doubt yourself, they’ll walk all over 
you– they will sniff you out and then it’s over” (Phelan). Cardarelli describes a Punchdrunk show as “giving the 
tomatoes back to the audience; they have the power to choose” (Cardarelli). Kapteyn agrees: “the audience can see 
straight through us, so our performances happen under the pressure of eyes and feedback of audiences” (Kapteyn).  
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want me to hurt myself” (Talen). These accounts imply that audiences begin to confuse the 

vulnerability of performer and character. Kapteyn attests to this phenomenon when describing 

one of Lady Macbeth’s solos: 

 

You start to see cracks in her strength. She starts slipping off the tub and the bed, and I 
get the sense that the audience is so convinced by Lady Macbeth’s strength that they are 
more inclined to think that the slips— if you can play authentically— are the performer’s 
mistake and not the character’s. You need to bring them along to accept the character’s 
weakness. My choice has been to bring out the effort and the struggle; when she clambers 
up there it looks dangerous, and sometimes I appear to be slipping to drive home the risk 
in it for the human body. (Kapteyn) 

 

In this instance, “the risk for the human body” enhances her performance. Kapteyn’s account 

suggests that Sleep No More benefits from a conflation of character and performer: its audiences 

are more alert and engaged because they are not sure how much of the performance is “real.”   

Sleep No More performers attest to the parasitic nature of their roles, in which the power 

of the fictional characters will overwhelm their bodies. Every cast member that I interviewed 

mentioned their difficulty separating from their characters in Sleep No More, more than any 

other dramatic work they had undertaken.112 Many performers described their relationship to the 

show as “consuming,” and as a fellow Sleep No More performer, I can understand what they 

 
112 Murphy says: “I didn’t have a lot of barriers to separate myself from the emotional taxation of the work. Macduff 
was really intense because more than any other character, I really built the role very much around myself. And as 
Macbeth, you’re actually in relationship in which you’re being abused, and your role is to take it, but as a person I 
can’t go in every night and be abused” (Murphy). Kapteyn expresses a similar sentiment: “As a dancer, I don’t have 
the considerable actor training that would help me delineate between me and my roles. It all feels very close to home 
and internalized and potentially dangerous” (Kapteyn). Winter attributes the conflation of performer and character to 
the McKittrick’s physical environment: “Porter is forced to sit with his demons in a purgatory and cannot run away 
from them. Mitchell is stuck on the floor for three hours; I can’t escape it either. That’s the reality I share with 
Porter; I can’t run away from the hurt and the heartbreak, it can weigh me down. The circumstances of Porter make 
him really hard to play, and Mitch the actor experiences literally by being stuck in that space in that time” (Winter). 
McLaughlin attributes conflation of character and performer to her relationship with the audience: “My 
characterization of the roles that I play is also me. That’s me in there. I can’t really separate the two. If my character 
is in a vulnerable place, I am also vulnerable, and when an audience member chooses to go somewhere more 
interesting that can feel vulnerable, but I can use it and try to bring it back into the character” (McLaughlin).  
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mean. The McKittrick Hotel is such a fully realized world, and the demands of a full-time 

performance schedule are such that a performer essentially lives in and for that building. Marla 

Phelan attributes the overwhelming conflation of character and performer to the immersive 

nature of Punchdrunk’s work, and the physical response it generates in performers’ bodies: 

 

I was thinking about the body and performing specifically in immersive work... I used to 
find my nervous system would get really depleted. I imagine this is why everyone at SNM 
looks like they’re on the brink of death… it’s not so much the emotions as it is the mind-
body connection being confused. Your brain knows you are acting out a scenario that 
isn’t real, but your body doesn’t understand the difference. Even if you exaggerate your 
breath on purpose, your body is still having to do the extra work of processing the oxygen 
levels, of calming you down, of choosing to fight or flight. So your body literally goes 
through a trauma. Plus adrenaline rushes on a nightly basis change your chemistry. Your 
peripheral vision is working on superhuman levels because you never know exactly 
where audience is. Plus it’s so dark, the way your eyes work changes. And because the 
nature of performing in immersive work is more naturalistic than it is on a stage and more 
continuous than the stop-and-start nature of film, the body is going through a very real 
experience. (Phelan) 

 

According to Phelan, the body of a convincing Punchdrunk performer will undergo an 

experience so lifelike that it alters through repeated strain. In fact, Phelan’s body retained her 

experience performing and carried it beyond the boundaries of The McKittrick Hotel: “Playing a 

witch is the most powerful thing you can imagine. It really messed up my ego for a while, 

because I was walking on the subway and expect people to move. I didn’t understand how to 

separate the two” (Phelan).113 Phelan verbalizes the concept of theatrical bodysnatching, in 

which the fictional character appears to possess or overpower the body of the performer. 

 
113 Other performers describe the physical impact of performing Sleep No More: “I’m really amazing at navigating 
the streets of NYC; avoiding bikes and cars and people, it’s like I’ve got a sixth sense. Somehow you just jump out 
of the way with the guy with the water hose without even looking, and I think: ‘that was SNM’” (Winter). 
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Similarly, Ockwell describes the consuming nature of Sleep No More: “When it’s done well it 

can feel like a possession rather than a choice. For all of us there’s a danger in letting it take over 

you” (Ockwell). For Tori Sparks, the process of performing a role is parasitical: “I was told early 

on, ‘If you’re playing Lady Macbeth you need to have a therapist,’ because you are pulling out 

all this dark matter inside of you. It’s exhausting when I have used my own self too much in the 

work. If you let it feed you until there’s nothing left at the end of the night for you, you’re an 

empty vessel” (Sparks). As a case study for theatrical performance, Sleep No More allegorizes 

the parasitic relationship between performers and the characters they embody. 

Sleep No More also offers a unique opportunity to examine themes of parasitism across 

an extended run of a show. Initially billed as a six-month production when it opened in 2011, 

Sleep No More continued to run in New York until the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in 

2020. Some of Doyle’s original choreography has been adjusted slightly over the years for 

sustainability: the performer playing Macduff, for example, cannot jump down a flight of stairs 

and land on his right leg for three loops a night each night for nine years without risking 

prolonged injury. Sparks articulates the parasitic relationship between performer and character 

across an extended period of time: 

 

I was one hundred percent inside my body during that time, and it was brutal. In one 
sense I was in the best shape of my life, and in another sense, I was broken. I was just 
operating in full abandonment; it was satisfying to perform that way. I think the audience 
has obviously enjoyed it, but as you get tired, as you will, injuries happen and it’s a 
dangerous place— meniscus tears are like a virus in that building. (Sparks) 

 

According to Sparks, audiences appreciate the element of danger generated by performing bodies 

“operating in full abandonment,” yet that method of performance tends to debilitate and exhaust 
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performers. Many performers testify to the draining aspects of performing Punchdrunk work.114 

Moreover, the production’s parasitical themes have only increased in the wake of the COVID-19 

pandemic. Sleep No More closed its doors in March 2020 when the coronavirus began to spread, 

and delayed its original re-opening from September 2021 to February 2022 due to spiking rates 

of infection. Several performers expressed reservations that the show could succeed in a post-

COVID world, given its immersive structure and reliance on close proximity between performers 

and spectators. Sleep No More first re-opened with COVID-related amendments. Talen considers 

the impact of viral infection on the Sleep No More remount: “There was a real timid nature to the 

audience the first couple of months, but I definitely feel like that hunger is back now” (Talen). In 

the era of the pandemic, Sleep No More performers are at increased risk, given the likelihood of 

actual contagion from COVID-19. Yet the show has been more well-attended than ever, and 

continues to inspire long write-ups from superfans; signaling an enduring fascination with the 

production that is perhaps heightened during such hazardous times.  

Invoking the lens of parasitism reveals an untold story of care evoked by Sleep No 

More’s perceived danger and risk. Numerous fans of the show expressed visceral experiences of 

empathy while watching performers.115 Leslie attests to the simultaneous emotional risks 

undertaken by both performer and spectator: 

 
114 Some performers emphasize the physical taxation: “The show consumed me in a physical way. The physical 
tiredness was ever-present; dealing with the body and soreness was exhausting. The show demanded a level of 
physical consciousness that meant you couldn’t go on autopilot; you had to be quite present to not get injured” 
(Winter). Others emphasize the emotional taxation: “It’s gotten harder as I’ve gotten older. My stamina was 
something I was worried about it when coming back to the show. It’s also emotionally the hardest thing I’ve done, 
ever. Getting to that place, I’ve been able to rationalize it now, but the come down afterward is tough. I’m quite 
emotionally exhausted after performing Macbeth, so I’m pretty quiet at the end of the show… I’ve been straining 
my vocal chords lately, and after pushing myself that hard, I have to not talk to anybody for a bit” (Cardarelli).  
 
115 “In the Porter’s loop I want to protect him, I just want to cry with him and hug him and make sure no one hurts 
him” (Laymon). “I’m activated and even more invested; I’m excited and terrified. I love seeing characters 
navigating the risks of what’s coming emotionally, too. It raises the emotional stakes if I’m in a place to tolerate it; it 
deepens my empathy and emotional connection” (Spectre).  
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When the performers are emotional and connecting to me, even publicly, they are taking 
a great risk in opening up vulnerably and expecting me to respond in an emotionally and 
appropriate way. Hopefully I reward that risk, by really letting myself drop my barriers 
and open up emotionally and feel that moment. It’s therapeutic; witnessing the intensity 
and the vulnerability of the emotions. I’m a closed-off logical person, yet in Sleep No 
More, I cried in a phone booth with a stranger. The performers must be vulnerable to 
bring out the emotion in themselves and to really connect with you; you might hurt them 
if you don’t respond. I try to completely be in that moment with them and let myself feel 
what I’m feeling. (Leslie) 

 

Leslie’s description of Sleep No More interactions as “therapeutic” affirms the potential for 

healing that results from perceived endangerment. Many Sleep No More superfans testified to the 

emboldening aspect of the production; the show has helped them confront introversion and social 

anxiety.116 For others, Sleep No More has altered their own relationships to their bodies in 

space.117 Li articulates how the production has impacted her own sense of self: “as a complete 

introvert, this show helped me break out of my shell. I’m more comfortable with myself and my 

body, and even find myself dressing in more adventurous ways” (Li). Li’s description mirrors 

Leslie’s earlier statement about the production. For both women, theatrical exchange allowed for 

a kind of identity transformation: “I’m a closed-off logical person, yet in Sleep No More, I cried 

in a phone booth with a stranger” (Leslie). By attending to the vulnerabilities of the Sleep No 

More performers, and by transcending their own experiences of vulnerability within the show, 

these attendees feel transformed by a theatrical encounter.  

 
116 “As someone who is introverted and doesn’t like to be seen, it is very freeing to wander around wherever” 
(Leslie). “As an introvert, I don’t enjoy immersive theatre as much when they ask you to output a lot— I’m always 
stressed out in those situations. Punchdrunk is a sweet spot: I get interactivity but in my comfort zone” (Li). 
“There’s a kind of danger in being pulled into a 1:1 scene as an introvert. There’s absolute terror, yet there’s no way 
to do something wrong, so the reward is an amazing theatrical experience and a rush of adrenaline” (Leslie). 
 
117 “How I carry my body has changed as a result of attending Sleep No More; I find myself moving more and 
differently thanks to the show” (Spectre).  
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As evidenced by these personal accounts, Sleep No More has generated a community 

culture; one in which fans respond to performers as people as well as artists. The care generated 

by Sleep No More is most palpable in the creation of “Lost Immersive.” According to the 

organization’s website, “Lost Immersive formed when a small group of friends decided to give 

back to the people who have given us so much: the NYC Immersive Theatre community.”118 

During the pandemic, numerous fans of Sleep No More banded together to orchestrate three 

virtual fundraiser events, which included performances and auctions. Across the three events, 

Lost Immersive raised over $100,000, which they divvied up and gave to any immersive 

performer or production member currently out of work and in need of funds. The mere existence 

of Lost Immersive is a testament to the community-building aspect of theatre. In this case, 

financial hardship for Sleep No More performers spurred fans to demonstrate not only empathy, 

but tangible action on their behalf. On a personal level, these instances of care reinforce my 

belief in live theatre’s ability to effect change. Similarly hope-inducing was my experience 

returning to Sleep No More as a guest artist after its 2022 remount. Like so many others between 

2020-2022, I experienced an acute erosion of my buoyancy and optimism in the face of rising 

racism, anti-Semitism, homophobia and transphobia, political polarization, misinformation, and 

climate change. Sleep No More— despite its lack of overtly sociopolitical messages— was a 

place for me to reestablish my faith in humanity. When performing in Sleep No More, at the end 

of each 1:1 scene, I have the opportunity to look spectators in the eye while holding their face in 

my hands. These are intimate, tender moments; and I frequently use the tremulous feelings of my 

character to inform my own personal connection to the spectator. As I gaze into each stranger’s 

 
118 The Lost Immersive team consists of Dee Anne Anderson, Desiree Smith, Chris Frost, Natalie Wood, KaeLyn 
Rich, Kayleigh Laymon, Lauren Bonanno, Lisa Springle, Mike, Morgan, Philippe Levesque, Richard Butner, and 
Zack Waffle. 
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eyes, I often find myself wordlessly thanking them; greeting them as a fellow member of this 

great human experiment; acknowledging the inherent humanity within them, and expressing 

delight that our paths have crossed— ever-so-fleetingly— in this strange, dark place. 

 

Conclusion: Purging the Parasite 

Parasitism offers another way to understand theatrical bodysnatching, by tracking the 

moments in which a performing body is consumed and weakened. “Parasites are a part of our 

shared dramatic language,” from ancient Greek comedies to contemporary dramas (Zimmer). 

Like ventriloquism and resurrection, parasitism is a mode of theatrical bodysnatching that charts 

the relationship between performing bodies and the dramatic material they enact. Each form of 

theatrical bodysnatching demonstrates the ways in which performance can both expose systems 

of control and manipulation, and exercise manipulation itself. Just as ventriloquism allegorizes 

the way that a particular play talks to and about itself, parasitism is also a mode of theatrical self-

critique and introspection. Plays like Jerusalem, Slave Play, and Sleep No More feed off of their 

own self-destruction; these plays become richer and more complex precisely because of their 

ambivalent self-indictment. Most importantly, the extreme conditions of these three theatrical 

performances have the capacity to stimulate healing between performers and audiences.  

Jerusalem’s narrative positions its leading character first as a parasite, then as a host 

whose blood— literally and figuratively— strengthens his fellow townspeople. The lack of 

distance between the character of Rooster and Rylance’s embodiment of him only heightens the 

parasitical themes of Butterworth’s text, as well as the critical acclaim of Jerusalem as a 

production. In Slave Play, by linking themes of contagion to issues of sex and race, Harris 

identifies the parasitical force of white supremacy. Slave Play echoes its own controversial 
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therapeutic model of healing, and insists that radical modes of healing may stem from instances 

of harm. Finally, Sleep No More stages the parasitism paradigm in a site-specific world, in which 

characters are installed within, and feed off of, a particular environment. Sleep No More is an 

extreme case study in the conflation of performer and character: as a result, many fans of the 

show have felt spurred to care for the welfare of performers. In each of these three productions, 

imperiled bodies heighten the emotional stakes and metatheatrical themes of the works.  

As a critical metaphor, parasitism creates an opportunity to theorize an aspect of 

theatrical performance: the destabilizing consumption of performers by their characters. 

Jerusalem, Slave Play, and Sleep No More all speak to the parasitic elements of performance as a 

craft, in which a performer can be figuratively drained by the physical presence of a character. 

My discussion of parasitism attempts to pinpoint that phenomenon: why and how characters 

“live inside” performing bodies, and how that dynamic can transform a theatrical production as a 

whole. Furthermore, I believe parasitism has the potential to generate discussion about performer 

safety and advocacy. The parasitism paradigm gives language to the often-grueling process of 

inhabiting and sustaining a dramatic role, and identifies the less overt (and perhaps troubling) 

ways in which a performer’s weakened body labors to serve an overall production as a whole. 

Particularly for plays like those discussed above— in which the material itself seems to invite a 

collapsing of performer and character— parasitism can serve as a tool for acknowledging that 

collapse, and then seeking ways to unmoor performing bodies from their characters after the 

curtains close. Whether it be an audience’s show of support at Jerusalem after the death of 

Rylance’s brother, the inaugural Black Out night at Slave Play, or the efforts of Lost Immersive 

on behalf of Sleep No More performers; these events arising from theatrical productions all 

suggest a transformative relationship between performer and spectator. Zimmer observes of 
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biological parasites: “it’s actually surprising just how many things parasites do to their hosts that 

are not boring by-products but adaptations produced by evolution. Even harm itself is often an 

adaptation” (Zimmer 150). In these plays, harm becomes a tool for adapting. Just as “parasites 

may have shaped societies of animals,” theatrical parasitism wields the unexpected power to 

reflect, shape, and perhaps benefit human society (Zimmer 159). 
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Chapter 4: Shapeshifting as Bodysnatching 

“God has given you one face, and you make yourself another.”  
– William Shakespeare, Hamlet 

 
“An actress finds a part so she could slip, finally, into another skin.”  

– Sally Wen Mao, Playing Dead 
 

Introduction: Theatre and Transformation 

As explored throughout this dissertation, my bodysnatching concept troubles the notion 

of a single, sovereign body onstage, and instead invites audiences to consider multiple forces 

overtaking one body. Bodysnatching creates a clash between physical frame and metaphysical 

selfhood, in order to represent the theatrical sundering and instrumentalization of performers’ 

and characters’ bodies. In this final chapter, I focus on the fleshy realities of onstage performers 

by analyzing the shapeshifting aspect of bodysnatching. Shapeshifting is a concept implying that 

one being occupies a number of different physical forms. Shapeshifting is “the ability to 

physically transform oneself through an inherently superhuman ability, divine intervention, 

demonic manipulation, sorcery, spells or having inherited the ability” (Gods and Monsters). 

Shapeshifters have long played a role in our cultural imaginary: from ancient Greek, Roman, 

Norse, and Egyptian gods, to folk and fairytale characters from across the globe, to pop culture 

monsters such as vampires and werewolves. Arguably, shapeshifting is endemic to all theatrical 

performance, which foregrounds a body’s ability to transform or disguise itself whenever an 

actor attempts to pass as someone or something else. Yet I argue that shapeshifting is a powerful 

critical term that acknowledges a more concrete phenomenon: a double consciousness or critical 

perspective generated by the performer and conveyed to an audience. Theatrical shapeshifting, 

like its literary correlative in myth and folklore, describes a being that seems both to inhabit a 

form and to stand outside of it. As a critical tool, shapeshifting gives language to an elusive yet 
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powerful aspect of theatrical performance: the imprint of a particular actor’s body on the role it 

inhabits. Shapeshifting theorizes the theatrical construction of identity, through a dialectical 

merging of actor and character.  

In this chapter, I examine three plays— Alan Cumming’s Macbeth (Barrymore Theater, 

2013), Anna Deavere Smith’s Notes From the Field (Second Stage Theater, 2016), and Jennifer 

Haley’s The Nether (Lucille Lortel Theater, 2013)— each of which illuminates a different aspect 

of the shapeshifting paradigm. These three productions exemplify how shapeshifting can deepen 

an understanding of a playtext, a performer, and a production, respectively. I have chosen 

shapeshifting as the final dimension of this bodysnatching project because it thematically unites 

the possibilities of the previous three bodysnatching modes. For example, a shapeshifting 

vampire is an undead figure that drains the blood from its victims, thereby uniting resurrection, 

parasitism, and shapeshifting.119 In one-person productions like Macbeth and Notes From the 

Field, performers like Cumming and Smith might be understood as ventriloquizing their 

characters, for they speak the lines of numerous figures onstage. And just as historical 

“Resurrectionists” were synonymous with bodysnatchers, shapeshifting is another term 

frequently used as a synonym for bodysnatching.120 Whereas the previous three chapters traced 

tensions between ventriloquist/dummy, corpse/living being, and host/parasite, this chapter 

focuses on the tension between two shapes or forms that are occupied by the same being. 

Theatrical shapeshifting operates as a critical instrument for analyzing the actor’s craft, and 

thereby provides a self-reflexive lens for considering these performances. 

 
119 Other well-known shapeshifters, such as La Patasola of South America or the Boo Hag of West Africa, fuse 
shapeshifting with parasitism by draining the life from their victims. 
 
120 In her essay on Octavia Butler’s science fiction, Adrienne Maree Brown equates shapeshifting to bodysnatching: 
“Shapeshifting/Body Snatching/Gender Switching Sex. Yeah, so Octavia taught me that if you can shapeshift into 
any form, including other sexes, and your boo-nemy can snatch whatever bodies are out there.” 
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Macbeth reimagines Shakespeare’s narrative as a one-person production, in which a 

mental patient (played by Alan Cumming) enacts every role of Macbeth within the confines of a 

psychiatric ward. Given the production’s unconventional staging, one might be tempted to view 

Cumming as diverging from Shakespearean tradition. Indeed, several reviewers expressed their 

disappointment at the production’s lack of depth.121 However, I argue that by considering this 

production through the lens of shapeshifting, Cumming’s body, performance legacy, and 

interpretation of the text appear to generate a faithful understanding of Shakespeare’s tragedy. 

Cumming’s virtuosity showcases one aspect of the shapeshifting paradigm: the ability to layer 

characters vertically for depth. Cumming overlays Shakespeare’s characters atop his perturbed 

protagonist. Therefore, all of Cumming’s characterizations are predicated on a psychological 

turmoil (stemming from the mental patient) that must be legible in each of his Shakespearean 

characters. Throughout Macbeth, Cumming’s shapeshifting prowess simultaneously stages his 

protagonist and Shakespeare’s characters, as well as the specific associations conjured by 

Cumming’s body and acting career. As Cumming performs these trace characters and 

characteristics, he heightens Shakespeare’s original themes of bodily multiplication and 

madness. Furthermore, Cumming’s shapeshifting imbues this Macbeth with metatheatrical 

resonance, in which “losing one’s mind” echoes “losing oneself in a role.” 

As another one-person performance, Notes From the Field is the latest of Anna Deavere 

Smith’s many renowned “documentary theatre” projects, in which Smith assembles performance 

pieces from the numerous interviews she conducts with subjects around a particular 

sociopolitical controversy. Scholars and reviewers have written extensively about Smith’s 

illustrious career as a documentary theatre artist; a career which inevitably comes to bear on each 

 
121 In USA Today, one reviewer writes: “this minimalist Macbeth is more technically impressive than it is 
emotionally potent” (Gardner).  
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of her subsequent productions. Critics describe Smith’s work in language that certainly evokes 

conceptions of bodysnatching: “Smith has just climbed into (President) Clinton's skin, 

delivering a monologue culled from an exclusive interview he granted her” (Tannenbaum). 

Smith’s uncanny ability to “climb into” the “skin” of others has defined her oeuvre and 

legacy. Yet much of this writing on Smith seems to overlook the nuance and specificity of her 

performances. Rather than fully disappearing into her roles, Smith’s performance style is far 

more idiosyncratic: she inhabits roles without evaporating into them. I argue that theatrical 

shapeshifting is a critical perspective which captures Smith’s performative style with 

increased precision and accuracy. Smith’s shapeshifting virtuosity lies in her ability to layer 

characters horizontally; weaving a tapestry of numerous subjects together while maintaining 

her own visibility as their connective “pipeline.” Rather than stacking roles atop one another, 

fueled by internal motivation (as Cumming does), Smith works from the outside in; creating 

depictions of her subjects that visibly actualize through her single body, which foregrounds 

Smith’s own presence as the weaver, interviewer, and executer of her piece. Theatrical 

shapeshifting illuminates the way in which Smith’s figure amplifies the themes of Notes From 

the Field; revealing the production’s metatheatrical commentary on the body as a mechanism of 

both escape and entrapment.  

Finally, Jennifer Haley’s The Nether is a dystopian drama about a pedophilic region of 

the internet, which probes the ethics of bodies and sexuality in virtual realms. Whereas Macbeth 

and Notes From the Field stage the unmooring of actor and character by having one body occupy 

numerous shapes or forms, The Nether approaches the shapeshifting paradigm in reverse: by 

representing two sides of one dramatic character with two physical bodies. The Nether questions 

whether it is morally permissible to engage in virtual pedophilia online, if a realm’s avatars are 
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children but the real people “behind” them are consenting adults. Haley does not supply any neat 

solutions to this line of questioning; instead, she presents an ethical dilemma that remains 

unresolved in her playtext. Anne Kauffman’s realist staging of The Nether (2013), therefore, may 

seem like a straightforward interpretation of a complicated play. However, this production’s trick 

is that it employs no tricks (of virtual bodies, prosthesis, or similar visual transformations). 

Instead, an adult actor plays the in-world character and a child actor plays his virtual counterpart. 

Theatrical shapeshifting penetrates the moral ambiguity of Haley’s playtext; for although the 

play itself merely presents a dilemma, its embodied execution adopts a definitive ethical stance. 

The body of the little girl (played by Sophia Anna Caruso) dominates the characterization of 

fictional avatar “Iris,” rendering her presence and any attendant issues of wrongdoing all too real. 

Due to the physical presence of the child actor, audiences of The Nether cannot 

compartmentalize and banish the real world as many of its characters do. The Nether’s lack of 

stage effects paradoxically invites audiences to consider how the basic tenets of theatre can 

construct internet bodies. As with Macbeth and Notes From the Field, The Nether’s 

metatheatrical underpinnings emerge with the application of theatrical shapeshifting. The Nether 

interrogates its own deployment of a little girl’s body to portray a fictional character, and traces 

the danger and confusion arising from the shapeshifting capabilities of theatrical performance.	 

Each of these productions exemplify a different aspect of the shapeshifting concept, yet 

all three productions demonstrate how the specific body of an actor can augment a performance 

by exceeding the anticipated bounds of a role’s fictional space. Theatrical shapeshifting— a 

specific means of achieving a physical constancy or visibly realized “selfhood” while also 

flitting through various forms— is a crucial term for considering the concept of theatre itself, 

including the protean actors it forms. The affordances and perils of shapeshifting are replicated 
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in the very nature of theatrical performance: a mode of visual and thematic transformation that 

both restricts and liberates its performers by demanding metamorphosis. Theatrical 

shapeshifting, therefore, is a key term for formulating the more general relationship between 

actor and character, which theatre self-consciously activates to enhance the execution of 

dramatic narratives.  

 

“Take any shape but that:” Alan Cumming in Macbeth 

In his Instagram bio, Alan Cumming describes himself as a “Scottish elf trapped inside a 

middle-aged man’s body.” This depiction, which evokes a kind of bodysnatching or possession, 

reflects Cumming’s irreverent awareness of his own body as a kind of container; capable of 

generating friction with the self— or elf— it contains. Cumming’s puckish self-description 

aligns with how others describe him: The New York Observer dubbed him “a frolicky pansexual 

sex symbol for the new millennium,” and The New York Times characterized him as an “elfin 

party animal with a diamond edge” and “bawdy countercultural sprite” with a “louche stage and 

screen persona.” OUT Magazine characterizes Cumming as a shapeshifter: a man of “shape-

shifting talent and gamin-like loveliness” whose “protean quality may be the identifying tag of 

his extraordinary talent” (Out). But how can Cumming possess both a “protean quality” and an 

“identifying tag” tied to his physical performances?  

I interviewed Cumming about his performance of Macbeth at his home in the East 

Village. Even in this domestic setting, Cumming exhibited a larger-than-life presence that 

recalled his numerous stage and screen performances. Cumming is 5’8 but seems taller; he is 

commanding but not overbearing. His dark eyes and eyebrows sit atop high cheekbones, deeply 

furrowed dimples, and pointed features. Occasionally, Cumming flashes a full-toothed grin, but 
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more often he simmers in a softer, knowing smile. Onstage, his eyes snap up, down, and out of 

the sides of his eyes, which has the effect of making Cumming appear both seductive and 

sinister. In person, Cumming is less smoldering and more impish: his sense of gleeful 

wickedness and potential debauchery persists, but without the malice that many of his roles 

require. Known for his “big, heightened performances,” Cumming frequently performs in 

stylized makeup and outlandish, campy costumes (Titus, The Bacchae, Cabaret, Sex and the 

City, the Spy Kids trilogy), or else scantily clad (Macbeth, Titus, Cabaret); as a result, it can feel 

startling to watch Cumming sport mainstream clothing for a role (Instinct, The Good Wife). Even 

in these more straightlaced roles, Cumming’s physical presence seems to carry with it the 

reckless abandon of his previous performances. Cumming recalls his role in the Spice World film 

as a formative career experience: “that summer running around London, laughing, and frolicking 

with five girls who were at the very zenith of their pop princess potency.” There’s something akin 

to “pop princess potency” in Cumming’s body that seems to infiltrate any role he plays; a potency 

which seems to enhance, rather than detract from, his performances.  

Cumming’s shapeshifting prowess and distinctive form are on full display in Macbeth, 

directed by John Tiffany and Andrew Goldberg. The production begins and ends with the same 

line: “when shall we three meet again?” (MB 1.1.1). By choosing to repeat the play’s opening 

line at its close, this production joins a host of other Macbeth adaptations that emphasize the 

cyclical, purgatorial nature of the play.122 In his performance at the Barrymore, Cumming 

appears to address this line to two departing medical personnel. However, the slant of this 

particular performance forces audiences to question who, precisely, Cumming might be 

addressing at all times. The production’s central conceit is that Cumming’s protagonist is a 

 
122 Examples include the Ross character arc in Roman Polanski’s 1971 Macbeth film, or the Fleance character arc in 
Justin Kurzel’s 2015 Macbeth film. 
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mental patient, whose scorpion-filled mind compulsively enacts the narrative of Shakespeare’s 

Macbeth.123 Max Richter’s soundscape lends the production an eerie, melancholic quality, as 

does Merle Hensel’s high-walled, clinical set. Cumming’s body seamlessly transitions from male 

to female, from victim to villain, as he shifts between characters. Not only does he demonstrate 

(as Anna Deavere Smith does in Notes From the Field) that a body may exceed a single cultural 

identity, but this embodied fluidity also challenges the performance’s dominant narrative. 

Cumming’s adept transitions between his roles invite spectators to forget the perception of a 

single body struggling with mental illness, and instead to embrace the illusion of multiple bodies 

onstage by privileging the Shakespearean narrative.  

I argue that this production of Macbeth demonstrates the ways in which theatrical 

shapeshifting can expose the key themes and self-reflexive underpinnings of a canonical text. Far 

from being an unconventional reading of Shakespeare, this production mingles the associations 

of Cumming’s distinctive body with the fictional overlay of his “Fred” protagonist to excavate 

the central themes of Shakespeare’s text. Unfavorable reviews of this production cite Cumming’s 

visibility as a distraction, yet I argue that Cumming intentionally wields such visibility to 

amplify the shapeshifting themes of his performance.124 Beyond its obvious connection to 

shapeshifters through the Weird Sisters characters, Macbeth is rife with issues of bodily 

 
123Although his character is unnamed in the production, Cumming privately refers to the patient as “Fred.” 
 
124 In The New York Times, Charles Isherwood admits to feeling “at times more intrigued by the battle going on 
between the serious actor and the shameless entertainer than I was by the tense struggles taking place in the divided 
mind of Macbeth” (Isherwood). Thom Geier echoes these sentiments in Entertainment Weekly: “we wind up feeling 
more for Cumming as a performer than we do for the characters he portrays” (Geier).  
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conflation and corporeal unreliability.125 Shakespeare’s playtext contains moments in which 

individual bodies are held suspect, while other bodies appear to fuse and cleave together in 

mysterious ways.126 Cumming’s shapeshifting performance intentionally emphasizes such 

moments in a self-conscious staging of Shakespeare’s play.  

In this Macbeth, the shapeshifting demands placed on its central actor (Cumming) are 

mapped onto the shapeshifting compulsions of its central character (Fred). Likewise, the 

production’s theatrical audience is conflated with an onstage medical audience. Although billed 

as a one-person production, Macbeth features two additional actors who play primarily silent 

medical personnel. These two performers speak the least in the Macbeth narrative, yet they exert 

the most power in the Fred narrative, by rendering him a body under surveillance and control. At 

the play’s opening, the doctor and orderly take DNA swabs of Cumming’s cheeks and 

fingernails, before removing his clothes and dressing him in the “borrowed robes” of a hospital 

patient (MB 1.3.115). Cumming de-robes within the first minutes of his performance, which 

signals the production’s thematic focus on his body as something to be exposed and examined. 

Indeed, the medical staff monitor Cumming from a glass observation window above the stage; 

Cumming felt it “was important to have people watching him” (Cumming). Initially, this 

observation window “opens” through an illumination at its center as light spills outwards in both 

 
125 In Shakespeare’s playtext, the three androgynous Weird Sisters confound gender stereotypes: “You should be 
women, / And yet your beards forbid me to interpret / That you are so” (MB 1.3.47-49). They are an elusive bodily 
force: both material and immaterial, male and female: “Are you fantastical, or that indeed which outwardly you 
show?” (MB 1.3.56-57). This Macbeth production theatrically realizes the shapeshifting paradigm by representing 
its witches via three CCTV cameras. Cumming faces the audience as Macbeth, then utters the witches’ lines with his 
back turned, but his face projected on the screens to embody all three witches.  
 
126 According to John Kachuba’s Shapeshifters: A History, although supernatural shapeshifters are often represented 
as alluring, compelling, or seductive, “they are also considered untrustworthy” for “they are quite literally two-
faced” (Kachuba 13). Throughout Macbeth, Shakespeare affirms a gap between what is outwardly represented by a 
physical face and what is concealed beneath it. Lady Macbeth instructs her husband to “look like the innocent 
flower, but be the serpent under’t” (MB 1.5.76-77). Macbeth echoes her sentiments by insisting that he and his wife 
“make our faces vizards to our hearts, disguising what they are” (MB 3.2.38-39) for “false face must hide what the 
false heart doth know” (MB 1.7.95).  
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directions, visually mimicking the parting of theatrical curtains. Similarly, the intermittent 

appearances of these medical spectators remind the play’s theatrical spectators of the 

production’s metatheatrical play-within-a-play, by accentuating Fred’s narrative over 

Shakespeare’s. The presence of a second audience— the doctor and orderly— abruptly 

recontextualize Cumming’s onstage behavior for Macbeth audiences. Through the imposed 

perspective of these supervising attendants, a composed Macbeth speaking to Duncan transforms 

into a deranged man speaking to an empty wheelchair. The presence of these physicians lends a 

destabilizing dichotomy of voyeurism to Macbeth: their mode of observation as an expression of 

concern and control interfaces with the audience’s mode of observation as entertainment. It 

follows that such a paradox is compounded by the star vehicle of Cumming’s body: his exposed 

figure is subject to scrutiny both by physicians and theatrical fans.  

This Macbeth’s sanatorium setting blends seamlessly with its shapeshifting themes. The 

scene in Shakespeare’s play involving a monitoring Doctor and Gentlewoman (5.1) unites the 

production’s two storylines, for the medical personnel recite these lines. Cumming’s troubled 

patient recalls the history of supernatural shapeshifting; which is imbricated with tales of 

madness, from ancient apparitions to modern conspiracy theories.127 In fact, the Fregoli 

delusion— a rare disorder in which an individual believes that different people are in fact a 

single person who changes appearance or is in disguise— is named after the Italian actor 

Leopoldo Fregoli, who was famous for his rapid changes of appearance and celebrity 

impressions onstage.128 Ironically, the same qualities that classify Fred as unwell psychologically 

are the same qualities that would classify Fred as excelling artistically. If the age-old maxim 

 
127 “Nearly twelve million people around the world believe many of the world’s leaders are reptilian aliens who 
shapeshift into human likenesses” (Kachuba 15). 
 
128 See Graeme Yorston’s “The Life of Leopoldo Fregoli” in The History of Psychiatry.  
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about an actor’s craft— “all acting is reacting”— is to be believed, Fred is both a consummate 

actor and a disturbed subject, due to his ability to conjure imaginary scene partners. When 

Cumming enacts a one-man performance of Macbeth, his protagonist both tests theatrical 

conventions through a solo performance of an ensemble tragedy, and embodies the internal 

friction between a sane, normalized subject and schizophrenic, “excessive” subject. 

In our interview, Cumming gave voice to the critical consciousness generated by his 

physically demanding performance. Cumming broke a rib during rehearsals, and spoke of the 

“incredible stamina” and “physical danger of the production.” He describes it as “a feat” and “an 

ordeal,” recalling: “I was sort of a slave to it.” Each night required intensive physical recovery: 

“what do I have to do to my body to make sure I can do this again” (Cumming). The physical 

demands of a one-person production can cause audiences to confuse actor with character: “I 

could feel people wanting to get out of their seats and grab me— they feared for me as well as 

the character.” In these moments, Cumming and the character that he portrays figuratively 

collapse into one being. In fact, Cumming experienced a “fugue state” while performing the role. 

He recalls “coming offstage and seeing all the bruises on my body and thinking, ‘when did this 

happen?’ It was almost supernatural” (Cumming). This acute conflation of actor and character 

allegorizes the shapeshifting illusion of two beings in one body. Moreover, Cumming’s fugue 

state as a performer curiously mirrors that of the protagonist he embodies, for Fred’s compulsive 

enactment of the Shakespearean narrative is seemingly triggered by a violent event that occurs 

just before the events of the play. As the show opens, Cumming appears in the hospital, dripping 

wet with bloody scratches on his chest and clutching a brown paper bag labeled “evidence.” 

Initially, it is unclear whether Cumming is the perpetrator or the victim of the crime. Cumming 

feels that this ambiguity is crucial, because the character himself “also isn’t sure” of what has 
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transpired (Cumming). Later, as Cumming recites the scene in which Macduff learns that his 

family has been murdered, Cumming unveils a child’s sweater from his “evidence” bag. 

Cumming characterizes Fred as “having absolutely no recollection of an episode,” but then, as he 

drowns the child’s sweater in the hospital bathtub, he experiences “a slow dawning of the 

enormity of this awful thing he’s done” (Cumming). 

Cumming’s theatrical shapeshifting requires that he continuously interpolate Fred’s 

presence into the Shakespearean narrative at key moments. This critical perspective both 

heightens Cumming’s virtuosity as a performer and maintains Shakespeare’s themes of bodily 

multiplication and madness. Moreover, Macbeth emphasizes the metatheatrical dimensions of 

shapeshifting by demonstrating how its leading actor’s performance enhances its narrative. 

Cumming’s career encompasses numerous Shakespeare performances on both stage (Hamlet, 

Romeo and Juliet, As You Like It) and screen (Titus, The Tempest). His experience with 

Shakespeare inflects his characterizations of Macbeth’s dramatis personae: he doesn’t over-

naturalize the text, and instead leans into the grandeur of the language as a pointed contrast to his 

meek and troubled Fred. Cumming’s own familiarity with Shakespeare, as well as his seasoned 

audience’s familiarity with Cumming doing Shakespeare, reinforces the impression that Fred is 

more comfortable retreating into the world of Shakespeare than he is remaining inside his own 

head. Cumming distinguishes Macbeth’s characters through vocal dialects as well as physical 

mannerisms.129 For his protagonist, Cumming depicts Fred as a character who is overly 

preoccupied with his body, frequently clutching his stomach or tugging at his clothes. Cumming 

emits more pathos as Fred than as Macbeth; for instance, he delivers Macbeth’s line “I am in 

 
129 Duncan and the Thane of Ross, for example, speak in plumy British accents to contrast Macbeth’s Scottish 
brogue. Banquo’s trademark gesture is to cheekily toss an apple, whereas Macbeth continually ruffles his hair to 
suggest his lust for a crown as well as his distracted thoughts.  
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blood stepped in so far that—” as a staccato sob, before glancing up and allowing his body to 

crumble. In the scene following Duncan’s murder, Cumming initially delivers Macbeth’s 

strained understatement (“‘Twas a rough night”) for laughs (MB 2.3.61). A fraction of a second 

later, however, Cumming surreptitiously tugs at his clothes in what is unmistakably Fred’s body 

language; mapping Fred’s “rough night” of psychological anguish and forced sedation onto 

Macbeth’s plight. In an earlier instance, Cumming clasps his stomach and fiddles with his shirt 

as he utters Macbeth’s line: “my dull brain was wrought with things forgotten,” which mingles 

Macbeth’s musings with Fred’s past misdeeds (MB 1.3.155-6). All such lines— “to know my 

deed, ‘twere best not know myself”— adopt a new resonance when accompanied by Fred’s 

skittish body language (MB 2.2.74).  

Theatrically, this shapeshifting illusion encourages audiences to oscillate between the 

Shakespearean narrative (which imagines numerous bodies), and the sanatorium narrative (which 

imagines one primary body). The latter is frequently at odds with the former. For example, as a 

makeshift throne, the wheelchair is a source of power in Macbeth, but a source of frailty in its 

intended hospital setting. In one scene, Cumming-as-Fred’s failed attempt to sneak up a flight of 

hospital stairs underscores his impotence, yet it also provides a literal platform for Cumming-as-

Macbeth to turn back and appear powerful by welcoming his banquet guests from on high. In 

another scene, Fred’s wordless panic attack causes the hospital orderly to supply him with a 

blanket, which becomes the defining costume piece that distinguishes his Macduff character in 

the following scene. Specific stylistic choices expose the Fred narrative in key moments of the 

Macbeth narrative, as when Cumming stutters on the word “murder” and seems to temporarily 

forget himself.  Here Cumming undermines his Shakespeare performance while enhancing his 

performance as Fred; stumbling on this word both jerks audiences out of one performance and 
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reminds them of another. Whenever Cumming commits an imaginary act of violence in the 

Macbeth narrative, it is translated as an act of self-harm in the Fred narrative, causing the 

hospital alarm bells to blare and medical personnel to arrive. In these sequences, Cumming is 

represented as a theatrical shapeshifter, encompassing both murderer and victim. His ability to 

signal multiple characters simultaneously generates a dynamic friction within the production, 

which self-consciously refracts back on his own status as performer.  

In his physical performance, Cumming exposes Fred’s narrative more and more visibly 

as the show progresses, which echoes the increasing madness of the Macbeths in Shakespeare’s 

play. When Macbeth questions the Doctor about his wife’s ailment— “How does your patient 

doctor? Canst thou not minister to a mind diseased”— Cumming delivers this line while 

avoiding the eyes of the Doctor onstage (MB 5.3.42). However, his erect posture, pregnant pause, 

and overly careful enunciation of the line before his voice trembles, all signal an awareness of 

this query as a plea for help; a yearning for “some sweet oblivious antidote” to “cleanse the 

stuffed bosom of that perilous stuff which weighs upon the heart” (MB 5.3.45-7). Similarly, 

Cumming’s delivery of Macbeth’s most famous soliloquy (“tomorrow, and tomorrow, and 

tomorrow”) draws painful attention to the isolated soliloquy form: these words reflect Fred’s 

solitary entrapment inside the ward (MB 5.5.22). Indeed, Cumming can barely blurt out the 

monologue’s closing words (“signifying nothing”) as Fred becomes overwhelmed by his own 

reality (MB 5.5.31). In these moments, Fred cannot fully subsume himself in the Shakespearean 

narrative: Macbeth’s madness has acted as a welcome escape for his own. Fred’s purgatorial 

experience is further proof of Macbeth’s conclusion that death is preferable to a life of guilt.130 

 
130 “Better be with the dead, / Whom we, to gain our peace, have sent to peace, / Than on the torture of the mind to 
life / In restless ecstasy” (MB 3.2.22-5). 
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Indeed, Fred’s physical and psychological entrapment evokes shapeshifting’s conceptual roots. 

Historically, shapeshifting is often characterized as form of discipline or punishment: “fairy tales 

and folklore are full of examples of people who are transformed into animals or inanimate 

objects as punishment for some transgression they have committed” (Kachuba 13).131 A 

shapeshifter, therefore, represents a paradox between that which is always-changing and that 

which is stuck or trapped. In this production, theatrical shapeshifting charts a similar 

confinement as Cumming unravels in distinct ways as both Macbeth and Fred.  

By design, this Macbeth production is a solo performance of an ensemble tragedy, yet 

thematically, Cumming’s theatrical shapeshifting transforms Shakespeare’s playtext into a more 

compelling ensemble piece. Regarding the playtext, scholars have long grappled with the 

Shakespearean play’s anti-climactic structure and underwhelming “hero” characters. For 

example, Brett Gamboa writes that “no other play by Shakespeare has so extensive a history of 

disappointing audiences” (Gamboa 31). Gamboa argues that spectators must begrudgingly endorse 

Macduff and Malcolm “while remaining attached to Macbeth, whose position on the throne— 

along with his moral position— is impossible to support” (Gamboa 43). However, the 2013 

production of Macbeth avoids this schematic pitfall entirely. Instead, Cumming’s performance of 

Macbeth executes an elegant coup de grace, in which Fred’s character gradually shifts to align not 

with the Macbeth character— a presumed fit, given their shared background of madness and 

murder— but with the Macduff character. A gap widens between Fred and Macbeth, as Cumming 

portrays the former as increasingly anguished and sorrowful, but the latter as increasingly savage 

and manic.  

 
131 Examples include the Frog and Beast characters in The Frog Prince and Beauty and the Beast, respectively. 
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Cumming’s shapeshifting creates an opportunity for audiences to champion Macduff as 

Fred distances himself from Macbeth. Cumming inaugurates Fred’s alignment with Macduff when 

he first introduces Young Macduff, by pulling a child’s sweater out of his “evidence” bag. In this 

scene, the moment that Fred’s individual backstory diverges from Macbeth’s is also the moment 

that Fred distinguishes himself as an actor. Fred’s use of the sweater to play Young Macduff is an 

allegory of Stanislavskian method acting: he draws forth literal material from his past to heighten 

the emotional stakes of his performance. This scene exhibits the shapeshifting illusion by 

exposing a series of superimposed performers: Young Macduff, Fred, and Cumming himself. 

Cumming continues to widen the gap between Macbeth and Fred when Macduff’s wife and 

children are murdered on Macbeth’s orders. Cumming concludes the previous scene with 

murderous rashness: “this deed I’ll do before this purpose cool” (MB 4.1.175). Yet Cumming 

transitions from Macbeth’s sinister delivery of this line to Fred’s contrasting reaction by merely 

shutting his eyes as he walks steadily across the stage. Fred seems to be steeling himself for what 

he must do, which suggests that Fred’s purpose has indeed cooled. Cumming then symbolically 

kills Young Macduff by drowning the child’s sweater in the hospital bathtub. In a sequence that 

encompasses both acting and reenacting, Cumming reaches up and scrapes his own chest to trace 

the three bloody marks there, as if rehearsing the movements of a child fighting back. As 

Cumming continues to hold the sweater underwater, he utters a series of anguished cries, 

collapsing assassin and victim into one body as the act of murder appears to cause them both 

physical pain. In this sequence, the moment in Shakespeare’s play when Macbeth appears most 

villainous— his killing of an innocent child— is also the moment in which Fred appears most 

like a victim. For although Fred seemingly reenacts a murder he has committed, he cries out in 

evident pain and appears utterly wretched. Fred’s reaction collapses the temporal structure of 
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Shakespeare’s narrative by showing murder’s psychic and psychological cost immediately: 

through Fred, Macbeth feels “the future in the instant” (MB 1.5.66).  

Cumming’s theatrical shapeshifting establishes a gulf between the various characters he 

embodies, which allows him to both honor and resist Shakespeare’s playtext. Fred begins to 

speak his lines faster and more chaotically after the murder of Young Macduff, indicating a 

reluctance to faithfully “act out” Macbeth’s narrative. Here, Fred’s deteriorating performance as 

Macbeth strengthens Cumming’s performance as Fred. Moreover, Fred’s chafing at the role he 

must enact is a paradoxically authentic tribute to Shakespeare’s narrative of predetermined fate. 

After enacting the duel between Macbeth and Macduff, Cumming returns to the hospital bathtub 

and attempts to drown himself. This tactic resolves some of the Shakespearean playtext’s 

asymmetry as identified by Gamboa: it seems a fitting and commensurate act of vengeance for 

the Macduff character to return to the same site and method of his son’s murder. Such an act also 

represents a confrontation between Fred and his demons: Fred endeavors to kill the part of him 

that killed. Ultimately however, Fred’s body betrays him; he comes up for air after holding 

himself underwater for what feels like a perilous stretch of time. Fred’s return to life, and the 

world of the play, surfaces a parallel with Cumming’s performance— both performers must 

expose themselves by returning to enact this Shakespearean narrative.  

Just as Cumming’s stylistic choices allow him to align with Macduff, his physical frame 

and performance legacy associate him most closely with Lady Macbeth. Popular depictions of 

the seductive and sinister Lady Macbeth map neatly onto the types of bawdy, villainous roles 

Cumming has played previously.132 Cumming’s sinuous mode of strutting as Lady Macbeth 

recalls his role as the Emcee in Cabaret, and his decadent posture as he lounges in the hospital 

 
132 Examples include: Cabaret, The Bacchae, Eyes Wide Shut, Spy Kids, Titus, Annie. 
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bathtub recalls his embodiment of other power-hungry Shakespearean royals.133 Ironically, 

Cumming cites the limitations of his body as a primary motivation for mounting this production. 

Cumming recited Lady Macbeth’s sleepwalking monologue as a young man in drama school, 

and identifies his “longstanding connection” to the character (Cumming). He admits: “partly why 

I did (Macbeth) is because Lady Macbeth is such a good part” and he wanted an opportunity to 

play her. Cumming harnessed theatrical shapeshifting as a means of taking on an uncustomary 

role for his body, yet the role of Lady Macbeth is the one which suits his distinctive physical 

acting style most fluidly. However, this natural match between performer and character does not 

diminish the production of Macbeth. Rather, it allegorizes Lady Macbeth’s controlling influence 

over her husband. In the Act 1 Scene 5 persuasion scene, for example, Cumming differentiates 

between husband and wife by having Macbeth wrap a towel around his waist, and Lady Macbeth 

cover her chest with the towel. At one critical moment, Lady Macbeth drops the towel in order to 

seduce her husband. Cumming recalls, laughing: “People were like, ‘oh my god, you showed 

your tits’” (Cumming). In this moment, Cumming’s body is mapped onto a female form. Later, 

Cumming’s representation of a passionate consummation scene between the Macbeths merges 

two bodies into one. Here, a feminine figure disrupts notions of gendered embodiment by 

performing a symbolically penetrative act; Lady Macbeth vows to “pour my spirits in thine ear” 

and thereby persuade Macbeth (MB 1.4.29). Cumming emblematizes the conflation of male and 

female bodies in this persuasion scene, writhing on a hospital bed and dexterously switching 

between characters at a pace so rapid that the two seem to blur together.  

As Lady Macbeth, Cumming’s male-identified body blends the character’s perceived 

wickedness and sensuality with her reproductive barrenness. Many humanist critics have fixated 

 
133 Examples include: Saturninus in Titus, Sebastian in The Tempest. 
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on Lady Macbeth’s mention of having “given suck” to “the babe that milks me,” which suggests 

the death of one baby and (perhaps) a failure to produce others (MB 1.7.61-2).134 Cumming’s 

shapeshifting performance is a non-reproductive production of characters: he generates 

additional bodies in a non-normative way. In Cumming’s performance, none of the characters 

“are of woman born,” as they all spring from the mind of a troubled male protagonist. This fact, 

coupled with Cumming’s own body and its inability to become pregnant even as he embodies 

these female roles, underscores the themes of sterility and gender unreliability that Shakespeare 

suffuses throughout Macbeth; in which Macbeth laments his “fruitless crown” and “barren 

scepter” as signifiers of a sterile reign (MB 3.1.66-7).135 Cumming’s distinctive figure textures 

his portrayal of Lady Macbeth; his acting style is tailor-made for the part, yet his physical “parts” 

intensify a sense of reproductive failure.  

Cumming’s theatrical shapeshifting between the Macbeth and Lady Macbeth characters, 

mediated through Fred, emphasizes “Freud’s idea that Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are two sides 

of the same coin” (Rees). For instance, Fred’s act of drowning the sweater is a logical precursor 

to Lady Macbeth’s frenetic sleepwalking in the scene that follows. In this sequence, Cumming 

uses a metal scrub brush to scrape his hands clean. It is the same scrub brush that Cumming used 

earlier to scour the hospital bathtub, or murder weapon; thereby linking Lady Macbeth’s and 

Fred’s insanity. By attempting to scrape off the blood with the brush, Cumming’s character 

 
134 A phrase coined by L.C. Knights and F.R. Leavis, “How Many Children Had Lady Macbeth,” deliberately mocks 
the kind of biographical, character-based criticism practiced by A.C. Bradley. Many cinematic adaptations focus on 
the Macbeths’ unhappy childlessness as a motive for regicide; notably, Justin Kurzel’s 2015 Macbeth film.  
 
135 In this production, Cumming’s Banquo carelessly tosses an apple as he speaks, a taunting reminder of his 
progeny through the apple’s allusion to ripe fertility and seeds. After Banquo’s death, Cumming’s Macbeth takes up 
the discarded apple and bites into it savagely: a visual example of the male body consuming the reproductive fruits 
of labor. In the witches’ second prophecy, Banquo’s line is represented as a long series of entrails, pulled from the 
stomach of a crow. Here again, the possibility of a future lineage is eclipsed within a bodily omen of death.  
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creates it. This sense of generating a material reality from imagined events recalls the fulfilled 

witches’ prophecy in Shakespeare’s text.136 Cumming’s theatrical shapeshifting knits the 

Macbeth, Lady Macbeth, and Fred characters together even as he distinguishes them from one 

another; allowing the Macbeths to remain united in this production long after their marriage has 

seemingly floundered in Shakespeare’s text. Near the end of the play, Cumming seamlessly fuses 

the Macbeths as he shapeshifts from husband to wife. In the midst of Macbeth’s monologue in 

Act 5 Scene 5, Cumming suddenly convulses and begins scrubbing himself furiously, muttering 

Lady Macbeth’s sleepwalking lines under his breath before pausing and picking up Macbeth’s 

line: “wherefore was that cry?” (MB 5.5.18). This sequence illustrates a theatrical paradox of 

bodysnatching: the more seamless the transition between characters, the worse the psychological 

state of Fred as a character, yet the better the theatrical dexterity of Cumming as a performer.  

Cumming’s one-person performance— in which he fuses numerous bodies together— 

gives material expression to the shapeshifting concept, therein revealing something about the 

deconstructive work accomplished by Shakespeare’s tragedy. In the early modern era, kingship 

was a form of one-person performance; in which a single body occupied the roles of bodies both 

natural and politic, with a corporeal surface and a holy inner sanctum.137 In his play, Shakespeare 

creates a permeable boundary between various bodies when the central act of regicide impacts 

 
136 Cumming is bare-chested in this scene, which causes him to spread blood all over his body with his hands; a 
stylistic choice that extends the production’s focus on Cumming’s body as a site of violence. Cumming’s topless 
form recalls other enactments of the sleepwalking scene; such Francesca Annis’s nude performance of the scene in 
Roman Polanski’s 1971 Macbeth film.  
 
137 In early modern England, the King was understood to have two bodies: natural and sovereign. In addition to his 
physical body, the king also possessed a supernatural body that exceeded his mortal frame. At the king’s “‘demise 
(not a death), his soul ‘migrates’ into the body of his successor” (Greenblatt 64). A monarch complicates the notion 
of a single body: his “political and public function” is separate from his “physical and private person” (Moretti 15). 
For this reason, regicide is a complex crime that attacks both a physical person and the exalted office of a sovereign. 
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the murderers’ bodies as well as the royal victims.138 Shakespeare portrays Macbeth’s madness 

as an inevitable physiological response to the assault on Duncan’s body. Furthermore, when 

characters in Macbeth go mad, they imagine themselves as being conjoined to the dead 

sovereign’s body.139 Fred’s repeated acts of self-harm actualize this aspect of Shakespeare’s 

play. In this production, specific design elements and staging choices represent Cumming as a 

single body occupying numerous forms. For example, Cumming’s Macbeth converses with the 

two Murderers by leaning his forehand against a dingy mirror and speaking to his reflection. This 

image allegorizes Fred’s split personality as he gazes at his own reflection while distancing 

himself from the murder by instructing someone “else” to commit it. In this instance, theatrical 

shapeshifting might be understood as a coping mechanism for tolerating his own guilt. More 

broadly, Cumming’s theatrical shapeshifting is a useful tool for highlighting Shakespeare’s 

investment in the multiplying effects of tragic embodiment. 

By engaging shapeshifting as a critical tool, I have endeavored to show how this 

production of Macbeth illuminates key aspects of both my bodysnatching project and 

Shakespeare’s original text. This Macbeth activates central elements of shapeshifting, including 

how a specific actor’s bodily presence might be catalyzed to compass a canonical text. 

Cumming’s theatrical shapeshifting enables a more egalitarian staging of Macbeth, in which the 

characters of Macduff and Lady Macbeth threaten to outstrip Shakespeare’s title character in 

 
138 Macbeth observes that his own “bloody instructions” return “to plague th’ inventor,” as he imagines raising a 
“poisoned chalice / To our own lips” (MB 1.7.9-12). The mere thought of murdering Duncan impacts Macbeth’s 
body: a mental image that “doth unfix my hair / And make my seated heart knock at my ribs” (MB 1.3.148-149). 
After murdering Duncan, Macbeth’s prayers are “stuck in my throat” (MB 2.2.44), and he visualizes invisible 
“hands” that “pluck out mine eyes” (MB 2.2.77).  
 
139 Benjamin Parris writes: “the guilt of Duncan’s murder takes on the substantial character of a bodily humor that 
fuses to Macbeth” (Parris 123). Macbeth has a visceral experience of guilt; he feels “his secret murders sticking on 
his hands” (MB 5.2.19-20). In Lady Macbeth’s “out damned spot” monologue, she acknowledges the slippage 
between bodies when she imagines sovereign blood clinging to her hands and stinging her nostrils (MB 5.1.37).  
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productive ways. Moreover, Cumming’s virtuosity as a performer, as well as the demanding 

nature of his performance, invite comparisons with Macbeth’s “bloody execution,” or inevitable 

enactment, of the Weird Sisters’ fated prophecy (MB 1.2.20). The shapeshifting paradigm 

mobilizes nuanced aspects of Shakespeare’s play, particularly its thematic focus on corporeal 

unreliability and bodily multiplication. Cumming’s shapeshifting performance gives such themes 

material expression, emblematizing Shakespeare’s line: “what bloody man is that?” (MB 1.2.1). 

 

“Greater than the Person:” Anna Deavere Smith’s Notes From the Field 

Veteran performer Anna Deavere Smith is expressive vocally and physically: she takes 

big breaths and her voice carries clearly even without a microphone. She is 5’4, with voluminous 

hair and a penetrating gaze. At 71, Smith has a round face with big, oval eyes, which gives her 

the impression of a venerable, wise owl.140 Smith’s presence is so keen, expansive, and sharp 

that it’s difficult to imagine her multi-tasking, or doing anything half-heartedly. Lauren Penn, 

managing director of Seattle’s Intiman Theater, remarks: "Her energy is always so singularly 

focused […] When Anna was performing Twilight at the Intiman, I used to say I could feel 

her come into the building" (Tannenbaum). In interviews, Smith leans forward while talking, 

nodding appreciatively at her listeners as if they already understand her. When she speaks 

quickly, her consonants tend to disappear. When thinking, she gazes down and to the right, 

before her eyes dart up to fasten themselves onto her listeners. She often smiles out of the side of 

her mouth in an ironic, though not unkind, way. In contrast to Cumming’s lither frame, Smith’s 

 
140 Despite frequently playing less educated characters, something about Smith’s own laser-focused attention, 
contemplative gravity, and embodied self-possession lingers in her characterizations. 
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body seems dense and solid; she seems to have difficulty moving in a sinuous way, regardless of 

the characters she portrays.   

Smith has spent a long career devising what she calls “multi-voiced solo dramas”: one-

woman shows that she creates from interviews she has conducted with numerous subjects around 

a particular issue.141 In her portrayal of these subjects, Smith aims “not to merely imitate,” but to 

“embody them on the stage, using my own voice and body” (OCSA). In fact, Smith describes her 

theatrical objective using the language of bodysnatching: “my goal would be to … become 

possessed, so to speak, of the person” (Martin 192). However, like Cumming, Smith’s physical 

presence presents a paradox in performance: she immerses herself in a variety of roles while also 

remaining stubbornly visible. Smith recognizes this paradox: on the one hand, she describes her 

work as “a disruption of the idea that we are limited to our racial and gendered space,” and her 

performances as “leaving the assumed identity space of race and gender” (Signature). Smith 

states: “I have spent the greater part of my creative career chasing that which is not me, and if 

you think about it, that is pretty radical… it is much more radical than performing the self.” Yet 

in the same lecture, she declares: “you can never actually be anybody but yourself,” and “I’m not 

going to make” what she calls “the broad jump toward the other” (Orange County).  As a 

theatrical shapeshifter, Smith’s performances expressly embrace this paradox: fusing her 

performance of “the self” with her “broad jump toward the other.” 

Smith’s reputation as a renowned “shapeshifter” with critics and audiences alike is 

evident in reviews of her performances: 

 

 
141 Although Smith has acted in more traditional roles on both stage and screen (including recurring roles on 
television shows The West Wing and Nurse Jackie), she is most well-known as a documentary theatre artist. 
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But as Deavere Smith performs these stories, she becomes a shapeshifter, weighed down 
by a former inmate’s weathered resignation, or a young protester’s righteous fury. And 
she reverberates with the emotional weight of each life that’s been twisted out of shape.  
(Saville) 

 
Smith is almost eerily natural in every role she plays; each person is performed with a 
lived-in quality, a true embodiment of the individual. Her voice booms and goes down to 
a whisper, her demeanor shifts from upright and confident to bitter and resentful, her face 
morphs and molds to whoever’s turn it is to make themselves known. (Budowski) 

 
Smith’s theatrical specialty is shapeshifting; a morph without aid of digitization.  
(Martin)  

 

Such reflections establish Smith’s virtuosity and dexterity as a performer. They also validate the 

reasonable use of “shapeshifting” as a key term for analyzing theatrical performers and 

performances. However, I argue that these general descriptions of “shapeshifting” provide less 

exactitude and critical leverage than my specific conception of theatrical shapeshifting. Indeed, 

theatrical shapeshifting accesses the nuances of Smith’s performance style in ways that broad 

endorsements of her versatility cannot. Theatrical shapeshifting (as I theorize it throughout this 

chapter) identifies a performer’s orientation that seems to reside both inside and outside of a 

performance. Theatrical shapeshifting does more credit to the multifaceted nature of Smith’s 

work as a performer: she does not merely inhabit other bodies, but rather consciously funnels 

those other bodies through her own distinct, ever-present frame.  

By making this assertion, I affirm the work of earlier prominent critics who have 

analyzed Smith’s singular performance style. In Shakespeare and the Authority of Performance, 

W.B. Worthen writes: “Rather than penetrating the subject’s ineffable ‘self,’ Smith’s deft 

mimicry registers identity as a public, discursive event” (Worthen 87). Worthen’s observation is 

useful for distinguishing Smith’s theatrical shapeshifting from that of Cumming. In Macbeth, 

Cumming does seem to penetrate the Fred’s character “ineffable ‘self.’” Cumming’s 
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shapeshifting talents lie in his ability to layer Shakespearean performances atop that 

characterization, while also self-consciously signaling his own presence as an actor. By contrast, 

in Notes From the Field and her other performances, Smith exhibits what Worthen describes as 

“the distinctive virtuosity” of Smith’s “approach to acting:” she “works for a realism that is 

aggressively externalized” (Worthen 86-7). Smith’s performance style, therefore, provides an 

opportunity to examine another aspect of theatrical shapeshifting. One might argue that 

Cumming works from the inside out (allowing Fred’s psychological turmoil to saturate his 

Shakespearean embodiments), whereas Smith works from the outside in (allowing her own 

rigorous mimesis to suggest a path for her characters’ interiority). For the purposes of my 

discussion, I find it most useful to consider Cumming’s shapeshifting as constructing character 

vertically (revealing trace characters) and Smith’s shapeshifting as constructing character 

horizontally (revealing a greeting between self and other). In his piece ‘Anna Deavere Smith: 

Acting as Incorporation,’ Richard Schechner describes Smith’s work as shamanic incorporation: 

 

She does not destroy the others or parody them. Nor does she lose herself … As 
spectators we are not fooled into thinking we are really seeing Al Sharpton, Angela 
Davis, Norman Rosenbaum, or any of the others. Smith’s shamanic invocation is her 
ability to bring into existence the wondrous ‘doubling’ that marks great performances. 
This doubling is the simultaneous presence of performer and performed.  (Schechner 64) 

 

As a critical tool, theatrical shapeshifting helps to decipher the “doubling” employed by 

performers like Cumming and Smith.  Specifically, the shapeshifting paradigm provides a 

framework for conceptualizing an actorly body that marks itself as moving between various 

forms; a body that maintains a palpable, identifying essence even as it transforms.  

I have chosen Notes From the Field as my object of analysis not only because of its self-

reflexive themes on shapeshifting, but also because it represents a specific moment in Smith’s 
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prolific career. Scant criticism exists on Notes From the Field, despite extensive scholarly 

writing on Smith’s two most famous works: Fires in the Mirror (1992), and Twilight: Los 

Angeles, 1992 (1994). It appears that many scholars, having identified Smith’s modus operandi, 

see little occasion for analyzing yet another of her trademark documentary-theatre pieces. 

Popular reviews of Notes From the Field, although plentiful, often forgo critical focus on Smith 

as a performer and instead address the overarching sociopolitical issues of the play itself. For the 

purposes of my project— invested as it is in particular actorly bodies— Notes From the Field is 

a prime opportunity to consider Smith well into her career. Arguably, this most recent production 

is suffused with the accrued legacies of Fires, Twilight, and Smith’s other works. Likewise, it is 

reasonable to assume that Smith’s virtuosity as a performer has only increased with time and 

experience, and that such accumulated skill alone makes Notes From the Field worthy of critical 

attention. Finally, as I argue below, examining Smith’s performance in Notes From the Field 

through the lens of theatrical shapeshifting marks a chance to combat the major forces that would 

traditionally restrict Smith’s opportunities as a performer: her age, sex, and race. 

Notes From the Field, which weaves together numerous interviews surrounding the topic 

of a racially inflected school-to-prison pipeline, endeavors to educate its audiences about implicit 

bias and first impressions. Like Cumming’s Macbeth, Notes From the Field is not strictly a one-

person production. Smith is joined onstage by bassist Marcus Shelby, who accompanies several 

of her monologues with a non-lyrical score that echoes the play’s non-linear pastiche of 

vignettes. I argue that contrary to popular reviews of Smith’s work (which suggest that she fully 

becomes her characters), Smith’s status as a theatrical shapeshifter underscores her “elegant, 

dialectical effort” to stage the amalgamation of self and character (Worthen 90). While 

Cumming’s Macbeth illuminates one possibility of shapeshifting; which is to expose the layering 
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of trace characters in his performance, Smith’s Notes From the Field illuminates another; which 

is to foreground her presence as the link or pipeline knitting characters and stories together. 

Theatrical shapeshifting probes Smith’s technical virtuosity as a performer, as well as her 

investments in visibility and invisibility as an activist. Smith’s performances suggest that 

although she does not want to be profiled on the basis of race or gender, Smith also does not 

want her body to recede on similar grounds. Finally, theatrical shapeshifting apprehends Smith’s 

performance as means of dramatizing connection; a self-reflexive commentary on acting as an 

empathetic practice. Onstage, Smith both channels those she interviews, and also hints at the 

actual interviews-as-performances that stand behind her finished work. In this regard, Smith and 

Cumming are very different performers.  He enacts a script, whereas she creates a script, then 

enacts it as the trace of a set of embodied interactions and observations. 

To a certain extent, the particulars of Smith’s specific body must inform what her 

characters look and sound like. Smith swallows conspicuously at the end of every third or so 

sentence; an idiosyncratic demand of her body that peppers her characterizations. Vocally, she 

tends to emphasize the end of a sentence or phrase, regardless of whom she embodies. Moreover, 

Smith generally maintains the same vocal pitch or register of her voice, even when she 

dramatically alters her dialect. In Notes From the Field, Smith’s age, as well as the innate 

sophistication of her comportment, evinces a gravitas that permeates her characters. When she 

embodies young protestor Alan Bullock, for example, “it’s hard to swallow the usually eloquent 

and composed Smith as a swaggering, street-savvy young man” (Ali). Smith speaks to “the 

challenge of performing Alan Bullock,” because “the generation that he’s in is very different” 

and “the way he talks is very, very unusual to me” (Wong). In her playtext for Notes From the 

Field, Smith describes Bullock as “lean” and “wiry;” a build that is difficult to convey through 
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physical gesture alone (Smith 18). According to Smith, Bullock is “so far from who I am and 

how I present myself in the world, and my work on (him) never stops” (Wong). As Bullock, 

Smith slumps down in a laid-back posture with her elbows sprawled on the arms of her chair. 

She wobbles her head from side to side, and— in a true divergence from Smith’s own 

conversational mannerisms— looks away while talking and only makes eye contact at the end of 

a sentence. In this vignette, audiences can see why Smith is described as “chameleon-like in the 

way she revolves from one character to the next, assuming a different vocal delivery, posture, 

and body language” (Fanger). Yet part of what makes the vignette effective is the awareness of 

Smith’s chameleon-like performance. Smith’s theatrical shapeshifting dramatizes the act of 

Smith-becoming-Bullock, to reveal what is charming or compelling about that intersection. 

Rather than figuratively inhabiting Bullock’s body, Smith rigorously signifies it; her 

performance style allows her to remain visible as a kind of grounding force, even as she adopts 

the body language and mannerisms of another.  

Throughout Notes From the Field, the size of the gap varies between Smith and the 

subjects she portrays. Some characters feel closer to Smith’s own physical presentation; these 

subjects tend to be expressive, educated, and female.142 For instance, like Smith, activist Bree 

Newsome is an articulate, emphatic, and fast-paced speaker who considers questions deeply 

before she speaks. Yet divergences between Newsome and Smith are evident in a brief YouTube 

clip projected during Notes From the Field, in which the real Newsome climbs a flagpole to 

remove the Confederate Flag. This video reveals the two women’s considerable physical 

differences (Newsome is younger, leaner) and vocal differences (Newsome’s voice is higher, 

 
142 Examples include journalist Amanda Ripley, who clasps her hands over her crossed knees, leaning from side to 
side as she considers a question, and impassioned Chief Justice of the Yurok Tribe Abby Abinanti, who takes little 
gulps of outrage while leaning back and then making faces as she digests the ends of her own sentences.  
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sharper). After witnessing Smith’s embodiment of Newsome, audiences may find it jarring to 

behold the real Newsome. In fact, when I first attended Notes From the Field, I remember 

expecting to see someone more… Smith-like. Rather than wishing that Smith were more like 

Newsome, I found myself wishing that Newsome were more like Smith. Such a wish felt 

counterintuitive, given that any divergences between the two women ought to be ascribed to 

Smith’s mimetic failure. However, Smith’s virtuosity as a theatrical shapeshifter lies in her 

ability to adopt a new form— she does not disappear into that form, but instead discernibly 

inhabits it. She transforms without dissolving. Other characters represent a wider chasm for 

Smith to cross.143 For example, when embodying Jamal Harrison Bryant, the pastor who 

delivered a sermon at Freddie Gray’s funeral, Smith accesses greater bombast and power. She 

sweeps her arms from side to side, swirling her torso in a circular motion as her sermon begins to 

gain momentum. As Bryant, Smith arches back dramatically to underscore a phrase, before 

bringing her finger down onto the pulpit in sharp little staccato motions. In his Vulture review of 

Notes From the Field, Jesse Green writes: “the only thing more astonishing than the expressivity 

of Smith’s Lear-like rage is that it was borrowed intact from Bryant’s” (Green). Green’s use of 

the word “borrowed” is apt here; it implies a temporary act of physical inhabitation rather than a 

permanent transmutation. 

Across all of her subjects, Smith’s bodily presence provides an opportunity to see how a 

collection of disparate, idiosyncratic gestures look when “worn” on the same form. Smith herself 

acknowledges: “I do want to make a signal to you that although it's documentary, there is 

 
143 Examples include the formerly incarcerated man Steven Campos. Campos exudes machismo in his body 
language: he grins ironically and squints his eyes while jerking his head backwards in short nods. As Campos, Smith 
purses her lips tightly, laboriously expelling her consonants.  In another vignette, Smith accelerates her natural 
cadence (of both speech and movement) to portray school support teacher Stephanie Williams. Williams’s hands 
explode out from her body as she speaks; she feels for her thoughts by rubbing her fingers together. As she talks, 
Williams readjusts her seating position by tucking her legs underneath herself and shifting from side to side.  
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something that is not true, that is metaphoric, that is abstract” (Wong). Smith’s theatrical 

shapeshifting engenders a critical consciousness that burrows into, yet also hovers above, her 

characterizations; offering up a spectrum of pedestrian body language that might otherwise go 

unnoticed. In Notes From the Field, the aspects of everyday dialogue that would ordinarily 

distract from the content of a speech— such as filler words, stutters, and long pauses— now 

become crucial fodder for the realism of Smith’s performance.144 Such verbal tics potentially 

undermine the subjects’ performance in interviews, yet they strengthen Smith’s performance as 

those same subjects onstage. For example, when playing Leticia de Santiago (the concerned 

parent of a high-school student), Smith seems to revel in the chance to blur her words together as 

de Santiago does: “wearing baggy pants” becomes “wearingbaggypaaa.” As de Santiago, Smith 

nods gravely at her listeners, tilting her head down with long blinks to emphasize a point. When 

portraying psychiatrist Dr. Victor Carrion, Smith emphasizes his accented pronunciations of 

English words: “impairs” becomes “im-purrs,” “caretakers” becomes “curr-takers.” The more 

realistic these aberrations sound, the more they legitimize Smith as a performer. 

Throughout Notes From the Field, Smith’s racially ambiguous body both aids her 

theatrical shapeshifting and underscores the play’s focuses on systemic racism and inherited 

trauma. With biracial heritage, Smith’s light brown skin tone advances her role as shapeshifter: 

she is able to fuse with the white, Black, and Hispanic characters she embodies by adopting “the 

voices, faces, and bodies of her subjects” (Martin 82).145 This method of bodysnatching relates to 

the content of Notes From the Field, in which the enforced cultural performance of racial “code-

 
144 As a result of Smith’s shapeshifting embodiments, “we become vividly aware of nuances of phrasing and tone 
that we would be unlikely to catch if we were watching the same people on television” (Brantley).  
 
145 In an interview for the Chicago Tribune, Smith recollects that her “worst moment” as an actor was a racist 
interaction with a casting director. In their conversation, the casting director said (among other things): “You don’t 
look like anything … Will you go as black or white?” Smith’s documentary theatre pieces are a clear rebuttal to 
such comments; they allow Smith to figuratively look like everything (Metz).  
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switching” is a central theme. Code-switching is a mode of figurative shapeshifting; a behavioral 

adjustment “strategy for black people to successfully navigate interracial interactions” that 

involves “adjusting one’s style of speech, appearance, behavior, and expression” (McCluney et 

al). Research implies that code-switching is a survival technique that is more likely to occur in 

scenarios that foster negative stereotypes of Blackness. While Smith’s shapeshifting prowess in 

Notes From the Field reveals racial identity as inherently performative, it also demands that 

Smith reify the very codeswitching practices she seeks to transcend. In Notes From the Field, 

“Smith is a tour de force in these roles, performing switches in characterization with astonishing 

fluidity – between men, women, teenagers, black Americans, Native Americans and Latinos – 

and with blazing passion” (Akbar). Such dexterity serves to position racial identity as a repeated 

performance. Smith’s ability to shapeshift between races with such apparent fluidity 

characterizes the concept of racial difference itself as culturally performed rather than 

biologically intrinsic. 

Theatrical shapeshifting helps to clarify the cultural stakes of Smith’s performance style. 

Smith both becomes, and resists fully becoming, the characters that she portrays. As argued 

above, Smith’s ability to adopt the physical expressions of others allows her to transcend the 

confines of her identity as a Black woman. Moreover, Smith’s shapeshifting performances 

suggestively challenge “race” and “gender” themselves as contrived social constructs. Yet the 

suspension of disbelief dispensed so freely by theatrical audiences may not match the 

assessments of the outside world. Smith’s performances imagine a world in which she does 

“pass”— and yet she also strives to keep her failure to “pass” visible. Smith’s performance 

encourages a dual consciousness in audiences: spectators may marvel at Smith’s ability to 

occupy differently raced, aged, and gendered bodies, while also acknowledging their failure to 
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dismiss perceptions of Smith’s own racialized, gendered body. Finally, Smith’s mighty, 

inescapable presence as a theatrical shapeshifter is also an affirmation of selfhood. While Smith 

undoubtedly does not wish to be reduced to or seen merely for her identity as a biracial woman, 

she may also wish to resist the total erasure of that aspect of her identity in performance. Smith’s 

acting style as a theatrical shapeshifter enables her to appear chameleon-like, while also refusing 

to let her own gendered, racialized, aging body disappear. Female actors of Smith’s age often 

find themselves marginalized and deprived of roles.146 As a critical tool, theatrical shapeshifting 

moves beyond a surface-level understanding of Smith’s craft as full immersion or embodiment. 

Instead, shapeshifting explores the cultural affordances of Smith’s “characteristic mode of 

identification with/distinction from the characters she plays;” including the ways in which 

Smith’s specifically marked body remains in view even as she transforms (Worthen 209).  

Smith’s distinct theatrical shapeshifting— in which she acts “as ‘other’ and self 

simultaneously”— allows Smith to reveal the full measure of her work as a documentary theatre 

artist (Enacting, 186). In Notes From the Field, Smith dramatizes the nexus point between 

beings; the hybrid of self and other. In doing so, she implicitly reminds audiences of her own 

assiduous work as an interviewer, gatherer, and listener. One senses that Notes From the Field 

would not land so forcefully with audiences if Smith merely conducted interviews and then 

relinquished her script to another talented mimic.147 Smith’s theatrical shapeshifting— in which 

she both charts the bodies of her subjects and maintains her own body as a residual presence in 

 
146 Hollywood’s notorious dearth of dynamic roles for aging female performers has been chronicled in pieces both 
dramatic (Ryan Murphy’s television show Feud) and irreverent (Amy Schumer’s skit ‘Last F**ckable Day’ for 
Inside Amy Schumer).  
 
147 Smith’s “mimetic talent wouldn’t count for much if it didn’t make us share the intent focus she brings to her 
subjects […] seeing Ms. Smith render others’ takes on these events and the culture that spawned them, you 
experience them with a fresh urgency that feels almost firsthand” (Brantley).  
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the production— ensures that audiences keep such interbeing within their sightlines at all times 

(Hanh).148 Once considered in this manner, Smith’s “bold approach quickly begins to make sense 

— these are the stories of under-represented and overlooked people. Their voices need to be 

amplified, and clearly, Smith is an effective and supremely talented conduit” (Ali). One might 

call Smith an embodied “conversation” as well as a conduit.  

These theatrical encounters between Smith and her subjects magnify the central structure 

of Notes From the Field, which figuratively facilitates encounters between subjects. Smith 

“creates a dialogue out of monologues among souls who, in real life, might never have occasion 

to speak to one another” (Brantley). Often, Smith places opposed perspectives right after one 

another: her compassionate judge Abby Abinanti (“You cannot deal with children if you don’t 

have a sense of kindness and respect”) is followed by jaded school specialist Tony Eady (“These 

kids really don’t care. They don’t have respect for—for nobody”). In another instance, Stanford 

psychiatrist Dr. Victor Carrion (“Historical trauma exists … in our daily life”) is followed by 

dishwasher Steven Campos (“Historical trauma? That’s bullshit!”). In these sequences, Smith’s 

embodied presence becomes the pipeline channeling such fragmented controversy: “the authority 

of one group over another, of one individual over others, is undermined by the presence of Smith 

as the person through whom so many voices travel” (Martin 185). As the shapeshifting 

instrument that facilitates these sequences, Smith’s body practices the empathy she hopes to 

incite in her audiences. Smith describes how a lifelong practice of shapeshifting has allowed a 

multitude of characters to overtake her body: “the characters have chiseled away at the gate 

that’s between them and Anna ... part of me is becoming them through repetition” (Martin 198). 

 
148 Buddhist Zen master Thich Nhat Hanh coined the term “interbeing” in his book The Art of Living to describe 
“our deep interconnection with everything else.” Interbeing, Hanh asserts, is a necessary tool for visualizing the 
bridge between ourselves and others.  
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Smith’s performance attempts to garner understanding for alternative perspectives; a process that 

Smith herself experiences on an embodied level: “For example, I remembered (a character) sat 

up but it wasn’t until well into rehearsal that my body began to remember, not me, my body 

began to remember.” Smith’s body began “to do the things that he probably must do inside while 

he’s speaking. I begin to feel that I’m becoming more like him” (Martin 198). Smith’s 

description of “becoming more like him” allegorizes the empathy that she strives to foster. 

Visually, Smith does not do much to disguise herself onstage. She incorporates minimal 

costume pieces and props to signal shifts in character, instead relying on her body language to 

effect visible transformations. Because Smith speaks the lines for every one of her subjects, it 

might be tempting to characterize her as an imposing ventriloquist. However, Smith “does not 

narrate from the authoritative position of the ‘voice-over.’” Rather, she presents spectators with 

“the voices, faces, and bodies of her subjects uncannily reproduced and represented” (Martin 82). 

In his New York Times review of Notes From the Field, Ben Brantley observes, “Ms. Smith 

speaking is, implicitly, Ms. Smith listening, paying scrupulous attention to the varied people she 

embodies with such precision” (Brantley). Indeed, Smith’s own presence as a character is most 

pronounced in the silences and gaps of Notes From the Field. Smith is the invisible listener 

whose existence audiences might intuit from pauses in the play’s monologues, as if characters 

are listening to questions that Smith has just posed. Smith speaks to and as her subjects, but not 

for them. In Notes From the Field, “the considerable effort of performance becomes Smith’s 

inspiring means of participating in the political struggle” as “she subsumes herself within the 

personalities of her interviewees, capturing subtle facial expressions and myriad vocal tics, the 

better to honor their sentiments” (Cavendish). Smith’s shapeshifting is educational in multiple 

senses: she learns from her subjects, then teaches audiences through her embodiment of those 
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subjects. This practice reflects shapeshifting’s conceptual roots, in which folkloric shapeshifters 

act as useful parables for teaching empathy and compassion.149 

Smith’s stylized shapeshifting, in which she remains ever-present, allows her 

performance and its interview antecedent to coalesce in key moments. Such moments expose 

Smith’s own ability to be moved as an interviewer, which then informs her ability to move others 

as a performer. In these moments, Smith exposes an additional layer of connection and 

understanding between herself and her subjects, which she then embeds into her own 

performance. For example, rather than creating the illusion of a monologue, Smith will 

occasionally retain moments of silence to imply an exchange. When portraying Taos Proctor, a 

Yurok fisherman and formerly incarcerated person, Smith pauses before throwing her head back 

to laugh maniacally at her own deadpan joke (“‘Cause they know I’m a killer”).150 The moment 

is so startling that audiences might readily imagine Smith’s own discomposure when it first 

happened. At the end of the vignette, Smith retains a small snippet of dialogue— “Where you 

gonna be at later? (Pause.) ‘Cause I wanna bring you some fish, some smoked salmon!”— which 

captures Proctor’s earnest generosity. The line’s inclusion in the script suggests that Smith was 

moved by such a gesture; and this moment of affinity textures her subsequent reenactment of 

Proctor. In this sequence, Smith foregrounds her own presence as someone who connected with 

Proctor, even as she embodies Proctor himself.  

Smith replicates this dynamic when she plays incarcerated woman Denise Dodson, in an 

embodiment that appears more nuanced than some of her other characterizations. Dodson is soft-

 
149 Shapeshifting stories “teach tolerance, compassion and empathy for the Other, since through transformation, the 
Other is revealed to be human, a fitting metaphor for a world full of racial and religious intolerance and bigotry” 
(Kachuba 61).  
 
150 Sucking on a cough drop throughout the vignette, Smith pitches her voice slightly lower for this role. Leaning 
back with feet apart and hands resting on her overalls, Smith’s Proctor grins to reveal all of her teeth (which Smith 
herself does rarely).  
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spoken, and— unlike Smith— nearly swallows the end of her sentences as she gazes down into 

her lap. Dodson delivers most of her sentences as questions, as though unsure of her right to 

assert an opinion. While speaking as Dodson, Smith extends her hands gracefully on either side 

of her body as if holding two serving trays. She often grimaces or blanches at painful 

recollections. At one key moment in the vignette, Dodson speaks about her reason for 

incarceration: her former boyfriend killed a man who attempted to rape her, and Dodson was 

sentenced as an accomplice. After a short pause, in which the invisible Smith evidently prompts 

a question, Dodson responds: “Yeah, I think it’s fair. I mean, somebody’s life has been taken.” 

Suddenly, Dodson coughs and clears her throat before shielding her face, placing her hands over 

her nose and mouth in prayer. As her hands settle once more into her lap, Dodson closes her eyes 

and blinks rapidly before continuing to speak with a watery tremor in her voice. This sequence is 

atypical of Smith’s performance style. Because her characterizations are “aggressively 

externalized,” Smith usually expresses what is externally emotive rather than internally 

emotional (Worthen 87). Yet here, Smith captures Dodson on a level deeper than her 

mannerisms. The fact that Smith swerves from her own style of performance speaks volumes 

about the way that she was moved, and continues to be moved, by Dodson. Again, the parable 

“all acting is reacting” is instructive here. Dodson’s speech compels Smith to react (and not 

simply to perform)— first as a listener, now as a performer.  

These sequences of connection between Smith and her subjects are likely to heighten 

audiences’ emotional investment in the subjects of Notes From the Field. For instance, Smith 

concludes the play with a portrayal of Congressman John Lewis.151 In this sequence, when Lewis 

 
151 Although Smith gestures towards Lewis’s distinctive voice, she does not strive to markedly change her facial 
structure, forgoing the opportunity to mimic Lewis’s trademark downturned mouth.  
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tells a story, Smith embodies both Lewis and the former Klan member who beat him (and who, 

many decades later, begged for Lewis’s forgiveness). This interchange recalls the shapeshifting 

dynamics of Cumming’s Macbeth, which visually collapsed perpetrator and victim. Like her 

depiction of Dodson, Smith’s depiction of this unnamed character— who is himself a character 

in Lewis’s story— suggests layers of suppressed emotion. There are real tears in Smith’s eyes as 

she stares at the ground, mumbling a shame-faced apology to Lewis. Here, Smith’s shapeshifting 

performance encourages audiences to imagine the conversation that spawned it. Spectators may 

wonder whether this surge of emotion derives from Smith’s own capacity as an actor, or from 

Lewis’s performance in the interview. Smith’s occasional refusal to supply a full embodiment or 

immersion in her roles paradoxically creates startling moments in which audiences may hunger 

to know more, rendering them active rather than passive theatre participants.  

As a critical orientation, theatrical shapeshifting exposes new dimensions of Smith’s 

distinct work as a performer. Specifically, Smith’s marked presence in her own work— even as 

she embodies her various subjects— dramatizes her intended “broad jump toward the other.” 

Notes From the Field surfaces the powerful sociopolitical implications of Smith’s residual 

presence onstage, particularly given her age, race, and sex. Furthermore, this production stages 

its own self-reflexive processes of association, identification, and embodiment; encouraging 

audience empathy through the portal of Smith’s own relationship to her subjects. Many of the 

characters in Notes From the Field emphasize their belief that people are more alike than they 

are different. As famed lawyer and activist Bryan Stevenson asserts in his vignette, “This is 

American history. I mean, I don’t think what we’re doing is African-American history.” These 

bids for interconnection call upon all embodied subjects to own a sense of fusion or shared 

ancestry. The conflation of bodies that occurs within a shapeshifting paradigm invites audiences 
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to consider such fusion more closely. Moreover, as a critical tool, shapeshifting’s protean 

movement encourages a sense of kinetic energy and forward momentum regarding 

transformative cultural change. As President and Director-Counsel of the NAACP Legal Defense 

and Educational Fund Sherrilyn Ifill declares in her vignette: “the moments when we move are 

the moments when we have to confront ourselves.” 

 

“Outside our bodies:” Jennifer Haley’s The Nether 

Jennifer Haley prefaces her playtext of The Nether with an Urban Dictionary definition. 

According to Urban Dictionary, the term “nether realm” refers to “another world for mythical 

creatures,” a “demon world,” and “a dimension of Evil or Imagination” (Urban Dictionary). The 

play’s title may conjure additional associations: of “nether regions” (a euphemistic term for a 

person’s genitals), or “the net” (shorthand for the internet). The Nether, a shapeshifting drama 

about a pedophilic region of the internet, draws upon all of these associations. Set in a future 

dystopia, The Nether hints at its shapeshifting subject matter through the gender-neutral names of 

its characters. Detective Morris (“Is that your real name?” another character asks) is a young 

female agent who interrogates her detainee, the aptly-named ‘Sims’ character. Sims is a middle-

aged man and self-acknowledged pedophile, who created a virtual realm called The Hideaway in 

order to satisfy his sexual proclivities. Detective Morris also questions Doyle, an older man who 

participates in The Hideaway as a young girl (“Iris”). In the Nether realm, Morris, Sims, and 

Doyle each have secondary virtual avatars. The Nether’s characters are shown to be cunningly 

malleable as they join with technology to resist cultural mandates of what their bodies should be. 

The Nether engages the shapeshifting paradigm through its Iris character: a “shining 

young girl” whose likeness is used as an avatar in Sims’s Hideaway realm. Iris is only the virtual 
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image of a little girl: “all of the children, no matter who is behind them, look the same.” In fact, 

Sims defends himself by insisting: “My realm is clearly designated Adult. There are adults 

behind the children and adults behind the guests. My background checks are thorough in the 

extreme to make sure we don’t involve users who are underage.” Yet when Sims contends that 

The Hideaway’s avatars are not children, Detective Morris responds: “I guess that depends on 

context, Mr. Sims.” The language of bodysnatching is illuminating here: guests like Doyle who 

perform as children in The Hideaway are figuratively inside the bodies of young girls, which 

provokes unsettling parallels with sexual intercourse. In fact, as the play progresses, Sims reveals 

that “there was a real little girl” whom he almost molested before stopping himself and returning 

home to create The Hideaway. Therefore, the play emits a sinister sense of danger regarding the 

fates of real children as well as virtual ones. In performance, The Nether’s casting amplifies this 

sense of jeopardy, for Iris is played by a child actor onstage. The Nether, therefore, recalls 

shapeshifting in cautionary children’s tales by dramatizing such “stranger-danger” onstage.152 

Just as theatrical shapeshifting can illuminate aspects of a particular playtext (Macbeth) 

or a particular performer (Notes From the Field), it can also clarify the aims of a particular 

staging (The Nether). In this section, I analyze director Anne Kauffman’s 2013 production of The 

Nether, focusing on its lack of visible technology and its use of a child actor’s body to elucidate 

Haley’s playtext. The Nether questions whether an individual, despite being transformed into a 

different virtual body, is responsible for his or her immoral actions in an online realm. The 

concept of shapeshifting implies that an individual contains the same essence or personhood 

even as it adopts a new body, and therefore does bear responsibility for the acts it commits in any 

 
152 Across the globe, “instructional and moralistic” shapeshifting tales were devised to “ensure good behavior from 
children.” Indeed, “since the earliest folk and fairy tales, the shapeshifter has always been a symbol of the 
mysterious stranger, and has been a useful tool to teach children … about ‘stranger-danger’” (Kachuba 175).  
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form. Kauffman’s production reinforces this perspective through its use of realism; representing 

the Iris character, and The Hideaway in which she resides, as utterly lifelike. Theatrical 

shapeshifting is an effective tool for analyzing this staging of The Nether, particularly its 

metatheatrical valences. This production of The Nether works both with and against the theory of 

dramatic character, and stages the fraught ethics of its own use of a child actor. It also affirms the 

effective simplicity of stage realism for figuratively constructing internet bodies. The Nether 

proposes a disembodied virtuosity of the virtual that contrasts the bodily virtuosity of one-person 

performances like Cumming’s and Smith’s. 

I interviewed Jennifer Haley (fittingly) through the internet. She was warm, lively, and 

seemingly impervious to the Zoom fatigue that had engulfed so many others. As we chatted 

about The Nether, she shared her initial intention for the play: “I wanted the audience to go away 

confused about which side to land on” (Haley). However, Kauffman’s production of The Nether 

constructs a more definitive stance on the playtext based on the particular contributions of its 

actors. Reviewers affirm the power of Frank Wood’s (Sims) and Peter Friedman’s (Doyle) 

performances in swaying audiences’ ethical allegiances. In The New York Times, Ben Brantley 

writes: “the performances — especially those of Mr. Wood and Mr. Friedman, both superb — 

further muddle our natural revulsion to people who seek out ghastly erotic thrills” (Brantley). 

Similarly, Marilyn Stasio writes in Variety: “Thanks to powerful performances from Wood and 

Friedman, and some sweet arguments from Caruso, the perverts make an uncomfortably strong 

case for themselves” (Stasio). Stasio argues that such ethical ambiguity is compounded by 

Merritt Wever’s underwhelming performance as Detective Morris: “Wever is just outclassed by 

the superior thesps … nobody on the clean team has a speck of grit” (Stasio). These reflections 

demonstrate how specific compelling performances can influence spectators’ interpretations of a 
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playtext. Wood and Friedman’s embodied performances may obscure the fact that in The Nether, 

in-world bodies pay a price for virtual shapeshifting. Investing heavily in a Nether body means 

neglecting the care of an in-world body.153 However, Sims hopes to distance himself from the 

taboo urges of his in-world body, and instead to satiate those desires in the virtual realm. Doyle 

is equally keen to “transcend” his body and exist as Iris in The Hideaway: “Now we may 

communicate with anyone, through any form we choose … Can’t you see what a wonder it is 

that we may interact outside our bodies?” Characters like Sims and Doyle attempt to characterize 

The Nether as both real and not real: they insist the relationships formed there are authentic and 

meaningful (“just because it’s virtual doesn’t mean it isn’t real”), but the impact of virtual 

behavior is inconsequential (“a life outside consequence”).154 Yet in Kauffman’s production, 

Wood and Friedman’s performances as Sims and Doyle undermine the arguments of their 

characters. The efficacy and realism of their dramatic performances demonstrate how a 

persuasive experience might influence spectators’ ethical fidelity. 

In performance, the use of a child actor’s body augments the ethical friction that The 

Nether’s playtext inspires. Many of the play’s moments of comedic or dramatic tension stem 

from Iris’s (played by Sophia Anne Caruso) delivery of mature lines, such as the moment when 

 
153 In Haley’s playtext, characters have the option to “cross over” and become permanent “shades” by living full-
time in The Nether. However, these transformations are depicted as detrimental rather than liberating. Morris recalls 
her charged relationship with her father: “He never looked at me when I was a child. He never touched me. He never 
took me outside. All I remember is his body on life support, curling up.” When Doyle confesses his own intention to 
cross over, in an attempt to “cast off the limitations of physicality,” Morris reminds him that one cannot transcend a 
body entirely: “You’ve probably looked into life-support systems. I can tell you from experience they’re not half as 
good as they’re advertised. I’ve seen bodies, after only one year, that are unrecognizable.” 
 
154 The Nether extends a tradition of associating shapeshifters with unfettered, rebellious behavior. In literature, 
shapeshifters often perform “the role of shining a light on sexual mores or taboos … their fluid natures allow for 
flexibility in sexual roles and may encourage sexual exploration.” Shapeshifting figures reflect “our own latent 
desires to be free of the shackles of morality and social mores.” For instance, Robert Louis Stevenson’s famous 
shapeshifting novel Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde allegorizes “the dual nature we all harbor within— the 
higher, noble and moral self, and the base, amoral and animal nature” (Kachuba 154-8).  
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Doyle-as-Iris flouts The Hideaway’s rules and reveals a biographical detail to Woodnut: “I won a 

Distinguished Teaching Award in Theoretical Physics.” In this scene, the contrast between an 

innocent girl’s body and the intellectually complex statement she utters is designed to elicit 

laughter from audiences. In other scenes, the play provokes tension between the child actor’s 

body and the suggestive blocking her character is meant to execute. In The Nether’s stage 

directions, for example, Iris is simultaneously coy and bold with Woodnut: “She takes his hand 

and moves it over her face,” “Iris lifts her dress over her head and stands in her knickers.” In 

Kauffman’s production, the actors playing Woodnut and Iris (Ben Rosenfield and Caruso) share 

several erotically charged moments in which they lock eyes and seem on the verge of kissing. 

Frequently, Rosenfield caresses Caruso’s face (Caruso was 13 years old during the production’s 

run). Such actions may generate disquiet for audience members who struggle to differentiate the 

Iris character from the young actor who embodies her.  

The Nether capitalizes on theatrical shapeshifting to self-consciously stage this tension 

between the Iris character and the child actor playing her, in order to create broader commentary 

on the relationship between performer and role. Within the structure of dramatic theatre, for 

example, Iris is a virtual being in a fictive world whose identity is much like that of all dramatic 

characters: she is utterly a function of the forms and practices of the fiction into which she is 

inscribed. Such logic would imply that as a fictional being, “Iris” cannot exist beyond the 

confines of The Hideaway in which she is installed.155 In fact, Morris points to the rigidity of 

The Nether’s characterizations: “You cultivate a parade of little girls, each looking like the one 

 
155 Occasionally, the child actors playing Iris reinforced this sense of the character only existing within the bounds of 
the play. Haley shared that in the various London productions of The Nether, the child actors playing Iris (aged 10) 
were “brought on for their scenes, but not allowed to watch the rest of the play,” meaning they did not understand 
the licentious undertones of their dialogue (Haley).  
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before … The guests choose from a set of looks that you provide. The children look the same, no 

matter who’s behind them.” Such prescriptions imply that Iris is en-scripted, static; she is a role 

distinct from the real, adult “actors” embodying her. Yet by contrast, in productions of The 

Nether, the body of the real child actor is stubbornly there; an immovable fact reminding 

audiences how a specific performer’s body does inflect a role. Theatrical shapeshifting, 

therefore, is a means of identifying how The Nether theorizes its own circumstances of 

production. In her Production Notes for the play, Haley writes the following:  

 

It is recommended to cast Iris with an actress who will appear on stage as a prepubescent 
girl. The child actor takes the audience out of the play … which is desirable considering 
the contents of her scenes. The audience is assured nothing awful will be enacted upon 
the child, whereas they have no such confidence with an adult posing as a child. A young 
actress also adds warmth, which is critical to the chemistry of the play. 
 

In this excerpt, Haley articulates the dual consciousness occasioned by theatrical shapeshifting: 

“a prepubescent girl” actress will “take the audience out of the play,” even as she “adds warmth” 

to “the chemistry of the play.” A child actor’s body alters the chemistry of the play even as she 

noticeably exists beyond it. In her Production Notes, Haley’s logic echoes that of her central 

character Sims: if audiences (or users) are reminded of the construction of their un-reality, their 

moral revulsion will be assuaged. Yet the play itself asks audiences to submit to its fiction. 

The complex metatheatricality generated by shapeshifting in The Nether is evident in the 

insights of performers and critics alike. For instance, The Nether provides opportunities for 

young female actors to tackle grittier roles. Haley recalls: “I had so many great experiences with 

these young actresses who were delighted with these dark materials. One said, ‘I’ve been doing 

The Sound of Music’ for years, I’m so over it, I can really sink my teeth into this role!’” (Haley). 

For this performer, the Iris role was an empowering rather than an endangering one. In fact, she 
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echoes the Doyle character’s joy at the chance to transcend the traditional associations of her 

own body (suited for lighter fare like musicals) and become Iris. Similarly, some reviewers seem 

to affirm Haley’s logic through their assurances that the child actor will come to no harm:  

 

The play features no sexually explicit or violent scenes, and you never worry that the 
young girl playing the beautiful Iris in the nether world will be traumatised by the play 
she is appearing in. The ominous atmosphere is created by suggestion rather than in-yer-
face horrors. (Spencer) 

 
There’s something too coy and safe about having a child actress play the innocent–
seeming avatar, Iris, who converses in a vaguely knowing and loaded way with Sims’ 
own avuncular online alter-ego Papa, as he prepares to do his worst by her. Because she 
lives and breathes, she is vulnerable but, being flesh and blood, nothing too terrible can 
actually happen to her in the production. (Cavendish) 

 

However, other reviewers express opposing views, in which they feel that the child actor is 

overexposed and likely to be harmed: 

 

This is where my doubts arise. A stage direction, not enacted in this production, says: 
‘Iris lifts her dress over her head and stands in her knickers’; and, while nothing untoward 
takes place, Haley plays on our fears of molestation in a way that, for me, vitiates the 
power of her central argument … I would take Haley's arguments more seriously, 
however, if she did not seek to shock us with the threat of present danger. (Billington) 

 

For many spectators, watching the Iris character in The Nether is a visceral experience that 

impacts their own bodies: “‘The Nether’ gets under your skin — and not in a pleasant way” 

(Vincentelli) and “After the show … you may, though, feel an overwhelming urge to take a 

shower” (Brantley). Perhaps this discomfort is an aim of Haley’s play: to prove how difficult it 

might be to divorce a cerebral sense of ethics from one’s physical body.  
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Another source of discomfort— or at least frustration— for spectators stems from the 

2013 production’s lack of visible technology. Other productions of The Nether have embraced 

digital technology to tell Haley’s story; utilizing projections, pre-recorded videos, or interactive 

computer stations for spectators. For example, The Royal Court produced The Nether in 2014, 

using digital projections to facilitate transitions between scenes and to materialize The Hideaway 

as a digital space that becomes lifelike. By contrast, Kauffman’s production avoids additional 

technological enhancements, and instead represents The Hideaway and the police holding cell 

with equal theatrical realism. Multiple reviewers perceive Kauffman’s conventional proscenium 

staging as the production’s major flaw:  

 

Restraint runs through the piece, whereas were we invited to gaze at “hard-core” 
computer-generated visuals, we would be forced to confront directly the issue at stake: 
would we feel outraged, indifferent, aroused? This isn’t a craving for the pornographic 
and the explicit so much as a demand that, in moving on to technological terrain, theatre 
cedes more ground to the world it is describing … Isn’t it better to push the envelope 
even if the form is unstable, in flux, rudimentary-looking, unkempt? (Cavendish) 
 
It takes a lot of doing to put together a boring production of a play about pedophilia. But 
helmer Anne Kauffman’s take on this incendiary material is downright dreary … Ben 
Stanton lights up a storm when the walls fall away to reveal a few glimpses of the 
Hideaway. But little imagination and less money has gone into realizing a pervert’s idea 
of heaven. (If you don’t have the budget, people, don’t do the show.) (Stasio) 

 

These reviews imply that Kauffman’s conventional interpretation is cravenly or merely cost-

effective. However, examining this staging of The Nether through the lens of shapeshifting helps 

to combat critiques of Kauffman’s production.  
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Firstly, by eschewing the use of modern technology, the production’s set design 

seemingly adheres to the strict analog codes of The Hideaway.156 The Hideaway is a realm that 

concerns itself with technology and requires technology to function, but decries the visible 

presence of technology. The 2013 production of The Nether replicates this dynamic: the play’s 

premise is founded on technology, but its performed execution attempts to conceal the presence 

of technology. By drawing this parallel between The Hideaway and The Nether, Kauffman’s 

production creates an unsettling comparison regarding the seductive powers of theatrical 

performance, which also attempts to draw spectators into an imaginary world; in part by 

capitalizing on the body of a young girl. Furthermore, by giving the physical world and the 

virtual world identical treatment onstage, this production lends as much realism to The Nether 

realm as it does to the “real” world. This physical, rather than technological, treatment “makes us 

feel the seductive pull of the Hideaway” (Brantley). By using two flesh-and-blood actors to 

embody dual forms of the same being, the production presents its characters more as 

shapeshifters and less as “real” people with secondary avatars. The production refuses to 

privilege the physical body over its virtual counterpart, and therefore upholds the argument that 

existence in The Nether is just as real as existence in the outside world.157 

In Kauffman’s production, many scene changes occur while the stage is partly lit, 

highlighting the characters’ seamless transitions between worlds. Rather than constructing an 

entire set for The Hideaway— as the Center Theatre Group did for The Nether’s world premiere 

in LA by constructing a revolving dollhouse set— Kauffman’s production reveals bits and pieces 

 
156 In one scene, Woodnut exclaims: “My goodness! It’s all hardware!” but corrects himself after “Iris clears her 
throat pointedly” and instead says: “I beg your pardon— I mean— it’s all mechanical!” 
 
157 In The New York Times, Brantley describes Kauffman’s production as giving “sensory life” to “arguments that 
pundits have been waging for at least a decade” (Brantley). 
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of The Hideaway that emerge on the outskirts of the interrogation room. This design choice has 

the effect of making The Hideaway seem tantalizingly out of reach: glimpsed only via a sliver of 

garden or a portion of a bedroom that appear on the fringes of the dominant interrogation room 

set. For instance, Morris pounds her fist on a metal door and instead of opening out of the 

holding cell, this door opens onto the partially visible garden of The Hideaway to facilitate a 

scene change. Similarly, as Sims and Morris converse about The Hideaway (“Iris, she started 

asking questions”), the actor playing Iris runs onstage and opens the interrogation room’s steel 

closet to reveal an old-fashioned gramophone and Victorian-era game cupboard. When real 

pieces of the interrogation set are revealed to be part of The Hideaway as well, even the material 

sets transform to become more than they first appear. During one scene change, Sims moves 

from sitting on the ground with Iris to lying on the ground in the interrogation room while the 

sets change around him.158 In this moment, the seamless, minimal shifts in blocking make the 

actor’s body the anchor that fluidly transitions from real to virtual realms; visually suggesting a 

kind of shapeshifting. 

The blocking of Kauffman’s production also helps to facilitate the play’s plot twists 

without relying on the aid of digital technology. Morris goes undercover and infiltrates The 

Hideaway as a virtual guest named Mr. Woodnut, then— to her horror— falls in love with 

Doyle-as-Iris. When the play begins, the Iris and Woodnut characters seem distinct from the 

Doyle and Morris characters, which makes shapeshifting the play’s central plot twist. Early in 

The Nether, Rosenfield appears downstage as Woodnut for The Hideaway scenes while the actor 

playing Morris (Wever) remains upstage in her interrogation room chair. Visually, this staging 

seems to suggest that Morris and Woodnut are two separate beings or bodies. However, once 

 
158 Sims looks identical in The Hideaway, and is therefore played by the same actor (Wood) in both realms. 
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Sims (and the audience) discover that Morris is Woodnut, Wever leaves the stage as Rosenfield 

appears (rather than appearing alongside him). Therefore, the play’s blocking deceives its 

audiences by engaging in the kind of visual illusion that The Hideaway strives to create. 

Similarly, once the play reveals that Doyle is Iris, the actor playing Doyle (Friedman) moves out 

in front of the actor playing Iris (Caruso) as lights dim during a scene change, so that Doyle’s 

body appears superimposed onto Iris’s body in the gloom. In a third scene, Morris and Doyle 

conduct a tense exchange in the interrogation room. After an emotional outburst, a long moment 

of silence occurs in which Wever slowly sidles closer and closer to Friedman. When Wever 

finally reaches out to touch him, Friedman flinches from her touch, saying “I trusted you.” This 

scene emphasizes the fact that the Morris and Doyle characters never make physical contact, 

despite the deep emotional connection between the Woodnut and Iris characters. This sequence 

of blocking in the interrogation room anticipates the immediate dialogue to follow between 

Morris and Iris in The Hideaway: “Are you alright? Are you cold?” (Woodnut) “Don’t touch me 

detective” (Iris). Throughout the play, The Hideaway scenes transition from memories or 

flashbacks to moments occurring in real time during the course of the play, which creates the 

effect of The Hideaway appearing more and more real as The Nether progresses.  

Theatrical shapeshifting in The Nether interrogates the ethics of online engagement, 

questions the limits of the physical body, and heightens its own metatheatrical underpinnings. 

Despite the moral ambiguity of Haley’s playtext, Kauffman’s production reveals the disarming 

efficacy of shapeshifting in fictional realms and stages the consequences of its own casting 

choices. In the Epilogue of The Nether, the actors playing Sims (Wood) and Doyle (Friedman) 

repeat a dialogue previously enacted by the actors playing Sims (Wood again) and Iris (Caruso). 

Despite Doyle’s real love for Sims, he worries that Sims can only “become intimate” with Doyle 
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“in that form” of little girl Iris.159 Although Sims failed to respond to Iris’s profession of love in 

the first recitation, he provides a response in this second recitation:  

 

Doyle: I love you. 
(Sims hesitates.) 
Sims: You cannot know how much I love you. 

 

Because this dialogue is uttered by the two male actors, The Nether’s Epilogue visually stages a 

possibility of authentic love between the Sims and Doyle characters. However, because both 

actors look straight ahead rather than at one another, they do not “see” one another in their 

current forms; a fact that can be interpreted as either liberating or tragic. Haley describes this 

Epilogue as “stripping away” the “theatrical sleight of hand” that has governed the majority of 

the play, allowing audiences to experience “the reality of these two men in their homes, talking 

to one another” (Haley). Because characters like Iris have been embodied so convincingly in 

flesh-and-blood onstage, audiences may find it difficult to dismiss the seeming reality of the Iris-

Papa connection, even while witnessing the reality of Sims and Doyle. As in much of The 

Nether, the true meaning of its final exchange remains ambiguous; encouraging audiences to 

question who exactly that “you” might be.160 

 

Conclusion: Assuming New Forms 

As a critical tool, shapeshifting highlights moments of embodied transformation onstage. 

It focuses on the many instances of physical metamorphosis found in theatrical performance and 

 
159 Doyle asks Sims: “Am I special, not just as Iris? … Do you love me?” 
 
160 In The Nether, the Woodnut character quotes a Theodore Roethke poem, reciting: “Which I is I?” 
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scours those instances for deeper meaning. As a critical instrument, shapeshifting reflects our 

own desires to transform— or else watch others transform— through theatrical performance.161 

Furthermore, it probes a key aspect of performance: the dialectical relationship between actor 

and character. Theatrical shapeshifting can illuminate elements of a specific text (Macbeth), 

performer (Notes From the Field), or production (The Nether). In all three of these performances, 

specific actorly bodies generate a critical perspective which exists both inside and outside the 

bounds of their roles. As shapeshifters, these plays’ performers transfigure themselves for their 

roles while simultaneously underscoring their distinct presence as performers. 

Alongside ventriloquism, resurrection, and parasitism, shapeshifting demonstrates the 

ways in which theatrical performance can trouble the notion of a single, static body onstage. 

When bodies are visually overtaken, reconstructed, or manipulated in performance, plays like 

Macbeth, Notes From the Field, and The Nether encourage audiences to contemplate the 

imposing cultural forces that operate on bodies in the real world. Live performance, therefore, is 

uniquely suited to explore issues of such manipulation: due to the embodied immediacy of the 

medium, as well as theatre’s imaginative properties that gesture towards the supernatural, larger-

than-life undercurrent of bodysnatching.  

 

 
161 In this chapter, I have not discussed pieces of theatre that address the experiences of transgender subjects. I 
believe that including such pieces in my analysis of shapeshifting might feel potentially reductive or generalizing for 
the real people who have elected to switch their assigned genders at birth, and/or to alter their bodies in order to 
embrace these new, rightful genders. To discuss the nuanced and multi-faceted transgender experience alongside 
descriptions of supernatural shapeshifters in fairy tales and folklore (many of which, as we have seen, are negative) 
would not do justice to a sensitive and personalized experience of transformation for transgender subjects. However, 
I believe that as a critical instrument, shapeshifting has the potential to shed light on the pieces of theatre that do 
address transgender experiences. For example, shapeshifting reminds audiences that a transformed being can elicit 
irrational fear and suspicion from others, and that many tales of shapeshifting urge audiences to move beyond 
superficial judgements and biased first impressions to embrace a transformed being’s true self. When used as a 
framework for increased empathy and tolerance, shapeshifting is a useful tool for addressing all kinds of embodied 
transformation, including support for transgender men and women on and offstage.  
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Conclusion: or, How to End 

Throughout this dissertation, I have argued that theatrical bodysnatching is a 

multidimensional critical tool. As an analytical instrument, bodysnatching can magnify a play’s 

narrative motifs, anatomize its actor-character relationships, and sharpen its political potential. 

For this last, I have argued that theatrical bodysnatching can make visible instances of resistance, 

oppression, and subversion, and in doing so, invite the structural unmaking of social hierarchies. 

The degree to which bodysnatching can encourage social change varies with each theatrical 

production, particularly with the conclusion of each theatrical production. The more traditional 

proscenium dramas like The Pillowman, Jerusalem, and Macbeth simply usher audiences out of 

the theatre; thereby limiting sustained post-show engagement with their radical potential. 

Punchdrunk’s The Drowned Man and Sleep No More sweep audiences into social bar spaces 

within their sets, which seem to encourage some form of post-show discussion, even while 

refraining from a direct political intervention. Fairview ends with the majority of its white 

spectators out of their seats and standing onstage, a move that extends its final monologue on 

racially-inflected vantage points. Plays like Slave Play and Notes From the Field are most 

explicit in mobilizing their audiences to act. When I attended Slave Play off-Broadway at New 

York Theatre Workshop, I emerged to find several trained trauma counselors (identifiable by 

their name tags) in the lobby, waiting to discuss the production with any willing spectators. I was 

also handed a number of paper resources to take home, including an essay by the show’s 

playwright about decolonizing his sexual desires, and about how to practice allyship for Black 

partners. When I attended Notes From the Field at Second Stage Theatre, the production was 

followed by a talk-back with Smith and the head of The Vera Institute (a non-profit for prison 
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reform). These productions drew a more explicit link between their dramatic content and a 

corresponding call for social action.  

Considering the varying political efficacy of these endings, how might one end the 

dissertation that encompasses them? What is the forward-looking potential of this project, and 

what might it mobilize readers to do? I must admit that my hopes are many. First, I hope that this 

dissertation has encouraged readers to examine these plays with fresh enthusiasm— for I believe 

that theatrical bodysnatching has the potential to intensify the plays’ rich thematics. 

Bodysnatching reveals the specific, often-overlooked focus on bodies in each work. Second, I 

hope that readers will hereafter attend the theatre with a heightened focus on performer-character 

relationships. The dynamics of performer and character form a kind of undercurrent in the plays I 

have discussed. My dissertation strives to make that current not only legible, but manifestly 

crucial to the overall work of the productions. Many works of theatre, such as the ones analyzed 

above, intentionally harness performing bodies to undertake simultaneous analytical work 

alongside narrative exposition. In fact, each dimension of bodysnatching reckons symbolically 

with some aspect of theatrical culture: ventriloquism parallels the performer-playwright 

relationship, resurrection reconsiders theatrical revivals, parasitism raises the stakes of Method 

acting traditions and the toil of performers, and shapeshifting nuances the understanding of 

performers as transformers. Taken together, theatrical bodysnatching demonstrates how actorly 

bodies can comment upon the mechanisms and legacies of the productions in which they appear. 

Finally, I hope that readers will close this text with an increased desire to track down performer 

accounts of their work and to understand the actor’s process more deeply. I have endeavored to 

center this project on the experiences of performers themselves through interviews and reviews. 
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If any or all of these aims are partially achieved, this dissertation has done its best to emulate the 

objects of analysis contained within it.  

These reflections have focus on the reader or audience member, but what of the writer of 

this dissertation? As I conclude this phase of my work, I too feel charged to use this dissertation 

as a springboard for future thought, specifically, thought about how the bodysnatching concept 

might expand both geographically and temporally. The corpus explored in this dissertation 

characterizes a specific theatrical era from the mid-1990s to the present. In many respects, Venus 

(the earliest play in this collection) established the terms for what was to follow, and therefore 

represents a crucial turning point in the making of a distinct theatrical culture. Parks’s assertion 

that “it is through participation that we work out the demons” suggests an active relationship 

both with a theatrical past and a contemporary audience (Parks 582). Venus was first staged in 

1996, during the proliferation of the internet and the rise of digital media. Parks’s work seems to 

inaugurate a sense of investment in theatrical performance that can be traced in all of the 

bodysnatching plays to follow. The expansion of digital media into the early twenty-first century 

has left its mark on these bodysnatching plays, evident in their self-reflexive preoccupation with 

what theatrical performance is and does. All of these plays contain embedded performances: 

whether the sexual role-players of Slave Play and The Nether, the carnival performers of Venus 

and Jerusalem, the quotational performances of Macbeth and An Octoroon, the political 

performances of Notes From The Field, the ironized scripting of Fairview and The Pillowman, or 

the golden age and film noir performers of Punchdrunk’s The Drowned Man and Sleep No More. 

Therefore, the theatre analyzed in this dissertation is a theatre that is both of its time and 

important for its time— a theatre that takes increased interest in examining its own failings and 

considerable opportunities as an artistic genre.  
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Moreover, theatrical bodysnatching also questions assumptions and expectations around 

embodiment as a theatrical activity. How is “embodiment” in some ways created by the theatre? 

In what ways are performing bodies subjected to a network of theatrical practices and trainings 

that prepare them for roles in the theatre? What are the assumptions about how performers’ 

bodies and spectators’ bodies are expected to behave in theatrical spaces? I would argue that 

bodysnatching is a generative framework not only for identifying a particular theatrical moment 

in the United States and the United Kingdom, but also for thinking about theatrical legacies and 

discontinuities across space and time. For instance, it would be productive to apply the 

bodysnatching paradigm to early modern theatrical culture in Elizabethan and Jacobean England. 

In that era, outdoor daylight performances for a variety of social classes created an immediate 

relationship between performers and spectators. Moreover, specific tragedians like Richard 

Burbage or specific comedians like Will Kempe were known to harness and highlight their 

famous personas onstage, rather than “dissolving” into their characters. Given this historical 

context, bodysnatching might draw forth different assumptions about embodiment in early 

modern England (such as the assumptions surrounding cross-dressing in Shakespeare’s plays), as 

opposed to the theatrical embodiment generated by the specific contemporary plays in this 

dissertation. Thinking about theatrical bodysnatching in relation to global theatrical traditions 

could be equally instructive. For instance, how might bodysnatching deepen critical analysis of 

Japanese Noh and Kabuki theatre, or Indian Kathakali performance? I believe that while this 

dissertation employs bodysnatching to make a historical claim about a particular slice of twenty-

first century Anglophone theatrical culture, bodysnatching also holds the potential to act as a 

portable tool that sharpens critical understanding of all kinds of performing bodies and traditions.  
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Finally, I am eager to track what bodysnatching might reveal as theatre audiences 

continue to morph and transform over time. As discussed in Chapter 3, several of the theatrical 

productions analyzed above changed noticeably before and after the COVID-19 pandemic, either 

because of circumstances relating to global health or due to changing cultural mores. All of these 

productions, implicitly or explicitly, bring audiences into their dramatic and theatrical worlds as 

a marked presence. In particular, plays like Fairview, The Pillowman, The Drowned Man, Venus, 

An Octoroon, Slave Play, Sleep No More, and The Nether question the ethical ramifications of a 

theatrical audience’s complicity in witnessing charged, provocative, or harmful material. Plays 

like An Octoroon, Fairview, and Slave Play go further in acknowledging the heterogenous nature 

of spectator dynamics, by addressing the racial demographics of their audiences and casts.162 As 

theatre evolves by acknowledging, integrating, and engaging with a theatrical diverse audience— 

rather than presuming a homogenous (namely, upper-middle-class white) spectatorship— 

thematic engagement with embodiment may continue to evolve. I have seen firsthand how an 

awareness of and reckoning with bodily diversity can drastically advance the critical 

conversations elicited by a production. Since the remount of Sleep No More in 2022, the 

company has created new gender-neutral costumes and gender-neutral characters, altered text to 

include gender-neutral pronouns, altered all of the lighting in the show to accommodate a variety 

of skin tones, changed photo props to display a variety of skin tones, and hired intimacy 

coordinators to tackle scenes of physical and psychological vulnerability. These initiatives not 

only transform the content of the show, but also generate commentary about how a theatrical 

production creates, complicates, and circulates notions of embodiment. Theatrical bodysnatching 

gives language and theoretical purchase to the elusive work that bodies accomplish onstage.  

 
162 For another recent example of this phenomenon, see Aleshea Harris’s play What to Send Up When It Goes Down 
(2018).  
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